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VOL. XII — NO. SS
OVERFLOW CROW D-
Lake Grove Baptist church
was filled to overflowing
last Sunday night for the fu-





Jr.. who was at a bbed to
death last weels in what po-
lice called an "old grudge"
fight. He was killed by Ro
shell Oliver, who fled but
Parolee From KC Jail
Dies In Fight Here
A 22- year - old Memphian,
recently paroled from a
grm in prison at Kansas City,
Mo., where he served time for
an assault to murder convic-
tion was stabbed to death last
Thursday when he reported-
ly provoked a fight with a
longtime adversary.
Pronounced dead on arrival
at John Gaston hospital with
stab wounds was Olden Wil-
Ham Jnees, 22, of 1652 Vic-
tor.
Arrested and held in jail
on a murder charge was Ro-
shell Oliver, 26, of 272 Jaco-
by st.
According to homicide of-
ficials, Oliver told them he
was walking down the street
with a girl when Jones came
up and started a conversation
Cairo lit-In' Leader
Hits Jailing As Frameup
CAIRO, Ill. — (UPI) — A
white leader in an integration
move here said Monday he
was "totally innocent" of a
charge of disorderly conduct
filed against him after he and
a Negro woman were arrested
in a parked car.
tdames Peake, 23, Lafayette,., a former Southern Illi-
nois University student,. said
he would fight the charge
"through the courts."
Peake is a field worker for
the Student Non-Violent Co-
ordinating committee which
has been active in integration
attempts here for more than
a month.
Police said Peake and Mrs.
Rosena Moore, 40, Cairo, were
arrested early Sunday in a
parked car. Police Chief Enloe
Jones said Mrs. Moore later
pleaded guilty to a disorderly
conduct charge before Police
Magistrate Edward Fitzgei aid
and was fined $14.
Peake requested and was
granted a continuance to Aug.
17 and his $15 bail was posted
by the Rev. Blaine Ramsey,
vice president of the Cairo
chapter of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement
of Colored People.
Peake said he was at a Cairo
lounge Saturday night and
that a woman "kept annoying
me and wanting to know about
the integration campaign."
Peake said he asked the
woman to leave him alone.
He said he and another
male companion later went
outside to a car "to get some
air" and the woman came to
the car later.
Peake. said his companion
had gone back into the lounge
to get his (Peake's) wheelchair.
Local Minister Raps Farris
For Holding Rally On Sun.
A local Baptist minister
took a dim view of Ctty Com-
missioner William Farris, gub-
ernatorial candidate for "hold-
Ay, a politcal rally on Sunday."
illrirris, reportedly held a rally
in Nashville's Hermitage Ho-
tel, his campaign headquart-
ers there.
The minister, Rey. Burgess
A. Wilson, who until recently
was the pastor of Woodland
Baptist church, said, "I will
"The South's Independent Weekly"
was later arrested in a house
on Swift at. He confessed
to the slaying. (Mark Stens
bury Photo)
with her. He said that Jones
attempted to have the girl
accompany him, and he asked
her what she going to do.
STARTED FIGHT
At that point. Oliver told
police Jones, who had a rec-
ord as e bully, and who We
beats, IN Oliver hn occeitionr
and threatened him with a
nistol few years ago, said,
"If you don't like it. you
know What you can do." and
began beating him with his
fist.
Oliver pulled a knife from
his pocket and stabbed Jones
in the chest and about the
face.
When police arrived, Oli-
ver had fled from the scene.
His father, Jerome Oliver.
with whom he lived, told of-
ficers they could find him in
hiding at 1867 Swift st., and
he was arrested there a short
while later.
SHOT IN FIGHT
The police department said
Oliver had no previous arrest
record. but Jones' record dat-
ed back to his early teen
years when he was carried to
Juvenile court. He was shot
in a fight with a rival gang
about two years ago.
A wake and funeral serv-
ices for the victim were held
on Sunday night at Lake
Grove Baptist church with
the pastor, Rev. William Barr,
officiating.
Interment was in the Phil-
adelphia ceffietery at Ross-
vine, 'I4enn., on Monday at
noon. H. C. Jett Funeral home
was in charge of arrange-
ments.
S 
not vote for Mr. Farris I feel
that a candidate who has to
hold rallies on Sunday, doesn't
deserve to be elected gover-
nor. Sunday is a day of rest.
I don't think that people
should participate in political-
ly rallies. There are six other
days in the week to campaign
and what a politician can't do
in those six days, doesn't need
to be done."
It's Not This Turner
But The Other Turner
Jesse H. Turner, vice-presi-
dent-cashier of he TriState
Bank is having trouble ex-
plaining that he is still cam-
paigning to be elected to the
State Democratic Executive
Committee.
Turner said: "Since the an-
nouncement by Jesse Lee
Turner, a barber, that he was
withdrawing froln the race for
circuit court cler k. I have
been swamped with calls from
my suppoters asking why I
withdew. I want everyone to
know that I, Jesse H. Turner.
have not withdrawn and I
will not withdraw as a candi-
date for the State Democratic
Executive Committee. In other
rds, I am still in my race."
'Ye Recommend These Republicans
To our readers who are af-
filiated with the Republican
Party and who will vote in the
Republican Primary, the Tri
State Defender recommends
that you vote for the following
candidates on Aug. 2.
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY
For U. S. Congressman
Raymond Briggli No. 125
For Republican State
Executive Committee















Jack Stites No. 143
House of Representatives
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Negro Catholics Are
Not Paying Their Way
Reveals Father Hugo
Negro parishioners of St.
Anthony Catholic church have
no legitimate right to be push-
ing for integration in other
parishes. thier pastor, Father
Hugo, told them during a
3ermon last Sunday and the
Tri-State Defender during a
telephone conversation on
Monday.
The reason: Members of the
parish are barely contributing
enough money to support St.
Anthony. and Father Bertrand
High school is being financed
by the bishop.
"1 am talking only about
St. Anthony,' he explained. "I
do not know what they are
doing at St. Augustine. That
is another parish."
Father Hugo said he up-
braided the Negro parishioners
for proceeding with plans for
integration of all Catholic
schools in Memphis after some
member* apparently ignored
his advice to let the matter
drop.
"NOT RIGHT"
The Tri-State Defender con-
tacted Bishop Orian of the
Catholic Diocese of . vine
last week for n fife
integration attempts Negro
Catholics here, and he refused
to explain why some cities
within his diocese has opened
it schools to all persons, with-
out regard to race, while Mem-
ohis has continued to operate
its Catholic schools on a seg-
regated basis.
Father Hugo, who came to
the United States and to St.
Anthony from Southern Ger-
many only two years ago, said
each parish has to support its
own schools, and it is not
right for Negroes to seek to
educate their children in other
parish schools where they are
not putting money.
"It is like the sacraments of
the church." he said. "A mem-
ber of my parish could not
be married or baptized in St
Augustine unless he received
permission from me."
NOT SOLVENT
The priest said his parish
might be solvent next year
this time, but that is not in
that condition at present.
He explained that he be-
came upset over the news that
Negro Catholics were continu-
ing with the integration at-
tempts after one member call-
ed him and told him he was
embarrassed by the story in
last week's Tri-State Defender
Father Hugo said he had not
read it, but had asked the
man to save it for him.
Asked if his parishioners
did not contribute to the sup-
port of Catholic High school,
the priest said that the white
parishes throughout the city
did, but St. Anthony does not.
Too Loud -- Even
For Politicians
The president of the Shel-
by County Democratic club,
Rev. Alexander Gladney, ac-
cused George W. Lee cam-
paigners in a sound-truck of
"breaking up a political rally
at Ware's Supermarket in Wal-
ker Homes last Saturday after-
noon.
Gladney said, "I was' in the
midst of a spocch at the rally
when the sound-truck operat-
ors turned up the 'P.A. sys-
tem so loudly -until it drowned
out my speech. We called for
a sheriffs deputy who asked
them to leave."
George Lee Answers New
Guard's Lewis Donelson
Lt. George W. Lee this
week challenged Lewis R.
Donelson, III, to prove that as
a Republican leader he has
in the past sold out to the
Democrats after a Primary
Election.
"I will give a thousand dol-
lars to any charity he sug-
gests if he can prove that I
have sold anything except life
insurance for the 1 a s t 25
yearn!' Lt. bee said.
DOnelson is heading a slate
of candidates called 'New
Guard Republicans" seeking
to gain the leadership of the
GOP in this section of Ten-
nessee from Lee and what is
termed "The Old Guard."
Lee said Donelson is "aim'
ply beating drums of race hate
in a frantic attempt to stimu-
late interest in a lost cause."
JOHN B1RCHERS
He added, "Mr. Donelson
knows full well despite his
bitter words and unkind
speech about me that his New
Guard group was organized
to drive colored people from
place and even membership in
a party long kept in power by
them before Mr Donelson and
his group deserted the Demo
cratic party.
"His New Guard group put
22 candidates on their ticket
for the August election with-
out a single Negro. Disregard
of the presence of colored
citizens in the scheme of rep-
resentation in the party is a
practice not even with the
Democrats."
Lee accused the Donelson of
having violated GOP princi-
ples and joined them with the
John Birch Society and other
Baptists Prepare For
Chicago Convention
CHICAGO — 'The Task of
the Church in the Struggle for
Peace" will be the theme of
the annual session of the Na-
tional Baptist Convention, USA,
Inc., when some 25,000 Baptist
meet in the Chicago Coliseum
from Sept. 4-9.
Kansas City, Mo., was the
site of last year's convention
for the church, and it was any-
thing but peaceful as the
clergymen rioted during an
election, and scores of police-
men were rushed into the
building.
One minister was fatally in-
jured when he was accidental-
ly pushed from the platform
and received head injuries.
The mayor later visited the
auditorium and asked the min-
isters to behave in a more
"Christ-like manner."
But last year's disturbance
has been almost forgotten, and
Chicago seems eager to re-
ceive the Baptists. The mayor
and other officials have put out
the welcome mat to members
of the largest Negro religious
body in the world.
TOPICS ON AGENDA
The Hotel Sherman at Clark
and Randolph will serve as con-
vention headquarters.
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president
of the five-million member
organization, has revealed that
the place of new nations of
Africa and the question of
whether Communist China
should be admitted to the
United Nations will be dis-
cussed.
The convention, he said, will
also deal with many aspects of
national and world problems,
including civil rights, national
unity and the place of the
United Nations in the struggle
for peace.
Dr. Jackson said that in ad-
dition to the general business
of the- convention, there will
be a strong emphasis on the
revival of religion.
The Baptists will be holding
their annual meeting in the
wake of a great crusade con-
ducted by Billy Graham and
his evangelistic team.
NOW YOU KNOW
Sitting Bull. the Dakota
Sioux chief who fought
against Gen George A. Cus-
ter, was the son of Jumping
Bull. (UPI)
hate groups in downing the
Negro.
DROPPED PARTY
T h e veteran Republican
leader said that Donelson and
his New Guard group were
in control of the Republican
Party from 1954 through 1960,
holding such posts as chair-
man, secretary and the Steer-
ing Committee, but when
"President Eisenhower moved
Federal troops into Little
Rock to guard Negro students
againts mob violence, Mr.
Donelson and his crowd said
the Party in the South was
dead.
"They dropped party leader-
ship like a hot brick, and the
party might have gone down
the runway to oblivion had not
the Old Guard group stepped
in and held it together until







Candidate In 3-Man Race -
Former Governor Frank G.
Clement is expected to be
elected to his third term as
governor of Tennessee dur-
ing the Thursday Democratic
primary election, according to
Predictions of political observ-
ers over the state.
Political soothsayers s a y
that Memphis City COT71111IS-
sioner William "Bill" Farris,
and Chattanooga Mayor P.
Rudy Olgiati are struggling to
claim second place in the gub-
ernatorial race. It is conceded
that Farris is believed to be .
the strongest contender in
Shelby County, however, Cle-
ment was still gaining ground.
It appears that Olgaiti never
got off of the ground in West
Tennessee.
It is estimated that 100,000
voters will go to the polls in
Shelby County to face what
is believed to be the longest
ballot in the county's history.
There are 167 names on the
voting machines.
Vote For These Candidates In
Primary And General Election
The Tri State Defender rec-
ommend and urge that you
vote for the following candi-
dates in the Democratic Pri-
mary and the General Elec-
tion. The Tri-State Defender
has watched th ecandidates,
heard their campaign speech-
es and promises and have
looked at thier records. Thus-
ly, the Tri State Defender has
concluded that the following
candidates show the greatest
potentail in the area of vision,
progress and interest in all
of the people.
For Governor. Frank Goad
Clemment; Criminal Court
Clerk, James A. Blackwell;
County Trustee, Riley C. Gar-
ner; Sheriff. (Vote for One).
M. A. Hinds. Probate Court
Clerk: (Vote for One) Mrs.
Gertrude A. Decker. Consta-
ble District I: W. S. (Babe)
Howard Constable District 2:
Vote for One) Bethel T. Hunt,
jr. Supreme Court Of Ten-
nessee, Alexander Z. Looby.
Court Of Appeals, Middle
Division, C. C. Chattin. Court
of Appeals, Eastern Division,
WMCT To Give Election Returns
Election returns for Ten-
nessee will be reported in
a special public service pro-
grams on WMCT, Channel 5,
it was announced today.
Statewide coverage of Ten-
nessee's election Thursday,
Aug. 2, will be given in a live
program direct from the WM-
CT studio. Sthrting at 7:30
p.m., continuous reporting of
election returns will be inter-
rupted only by "Your Esso
Reporter" at 10 p.m. and the
"Hoehn Weather Show" at
10:25 p. m.
Norman Brewer, news direc-
tor, will be anchorman,-assist-
ed by Derek Rooke and Don
Hickman. Channel 5's announc-
ing staff, including Dick Haw-
ley, Trent Wood, Dick Potter
and Jim Stone, also will be
on camera. Jim Price will
produce "Election Returns."
The show is sponsored as a
public service by Union Plant-
ers National Bank. Memphis,
as their third major election
coverage.
Telephone and wire com-
munications will be set up
directly to the precinct polls
in Shelby County. as well as
to key locations in Nashville
and other parts of the state.
Figures received from this in-




Captains of industry con-
ducting site searches for new
plants will find Memphis to
be a city of diversified growth
with a wealth of resources.
This message is contained
in a new brochure published
by the Memphis Chamber of
Commerce for use in its con-
tinuing program to interest
manufacturers in Memphis lo-
cations. The new literature is
titled "Plan to Locate in Mem-
phis, a City of Dynamic, Di-
vended Growth."
The brochure describes the
diversity of industry h e r e,
and deals with transportation,
labor supply, family income,
financial, medical center, and
education.
Robert E. Cooper. General
Sessions Court Clerk, Vance.
J. Griffin. Jr.. Mrs. Richard T.
White, Mrs. Alberta Boartfield.
Shelby County Democratic
Executive Committee (Vote for
16): Chairman: James E. Ir-
win. Dist. 1: Lee Winchester,
jr. Dist. 2: Bert Bates. Dist. 3:
Dorothyann Scott. Dist. 4: Al-
an Hanover. Dist. 5: Claude A.
Armour. Dist. 6: John Ford
Canale. Dist. 7: John F. Regus.
Dist. 8: Herbert B. Moriarty,
jr. Dist. 9: Rev. Alexander
Gladney. Dist. 10: George L
Holloway, jr. Dist. II: Fred
L. Davis. Dist. 12: Carl Moore.
Dist, 13: Paul Vescovo. Dist
14: Edmund Orgill. Dist. 15: B.
Ray Allen.
General Election County Com-
mission (Vote for Three) David
N. Harsh, Rudolph Jones.
County Register, Guy B. Bates.
County Court Clerk: (Vote for
One) Ed Rice.
For Stete Senate William S.
Cobb (District 30); Charles C.
Burch (Dist. 31) Frank L.
White (Dist. 32) James B.
Mitchell (Dist. 33.)
State Representative (Vote for
one in each district)
1st District: Clifford D.
Pierce, jr.; 2nd District: James
F. Schaefer. 3rd District: Ray
W. Churchill. 4th District:
Mrs. Joan Strong. 5th District:
Joe M. Pipkin. 6th District:
Marvin J. Brode. 7th District:
Rudolph Russell. Etth District:
Leonard Van Eaton. 9th Dis-
trict: Robert M. Fargason. 10th
District: Hugh Stanton, jr. 11th
District: Ben T. Mincy. 12th
District: Thomas J. Troope.
13th District: Edgar H. Gillock.
Public Service Commission.
John C. Hamer. State Demo-
cratic Executive Committee
(Vote for two men and two
women) Jessie H. Turner,
Russel B. Sugarmon,
lote In August 2 Election-- Vote In August 2 Election-- Vote In Ar"st 2 Election--
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StorkStops
JULY 21
Mr and Mrs. James W. Doo-
ley, 1300 Niese; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell Daniel,
1394 Kansas; boy, Ricky Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucious Pitts,
1342 Latham; boy, Lucious Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George L.
Tucker, 1304 Empire: a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Thomas, 1617 Patton; girl,
Yvonne Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Shaw,
1475 Gabay; boy, Kevin Doug-
las.
Mr. and Mrs. Resell Foster,
1628 Castelia; girl, Angela.
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Egg-
leston, 312 Linden; boy,
Dwayne Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Joy,
106 E. Trigg; girl, Dianna
Denise.
-Mr. and Mrs. Herman J. Al-
len, 1135 University; boy, Jon-
atha Ashley.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Ross
240 Leath; boy, Aaron.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ford,
269 Armstead; girl, Freddie
Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ben-
ton, 756 David; a girl, Agnes
Louise.
JULY 22
Mr. and Mrs. Vester L Price,
878 Looney; girl, Sharon Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis E. Lob-
bins, 277 Jacoby; girl, Evelyn
Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Hen-
drix, 836 Heiskell; boy, Darryl
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Beard,
i549 Elliston; girl, Teresa.
:Mr. and Mrs. William P.
Walker, 426 Cambridge; boy,
William Powell Jr.
: Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel W.
Mosby, 198 W. McKellar; girl,
Mary Kay.
Mr. and Mrs. David Rodgers,
1201 Nichols; girl, Angela Day-
lene.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Sher-
rd, 882 LeMoyne mall; girl,
Carol Yvonne.
.'Mr. and Mrs. Cears L. San-
ders, 381 Driver: girl, Anita
Joyce.
July 23
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Blakley, 660 N. Fifth; boy,
Reginald Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. John John-
son, 605 Harrell; boy, Victor.
Mr. and Mrs. Al P. Logan,
1479 Florida; boy, Michael Al.
- Mr .and Mrs. Isaac L.
Hayes, 925 S. Mansfield; girl,
elicia Simira.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Z. Is-
abel, 1780 Hunter; boy, Thad-
deus Yves.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Freeman,
936 Keel; boy, Eric Patrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wil-
son. 836 Heiskell; boy, Darryl
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Spencer. 4081 Sewanee; boy,
Alfred Lee.
Mr .and Mrs. J. F. Fletcher,
930 Latham; a boy
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Cum-
mings, 1479 Waldorf; boy.
tony Marrell.
:Mr. and Mrs. Edward John-
son. 391 Tillman; twins, boy
and girl.
JULY 24
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Nel-
son. 1365 S. Main; boy, Rickey
Dewayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Pol-
lard, 376 Boyd; twin boys.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Duncan,
2872 Spottswood; boy, Harry
Jr.
:Mr. and Mrs. James Winton,
1021 Melrose; boy, Charles
David.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Green,
252 Auction: boy, Orlando.
Mr. and Mrs. William Burn-
side: 1512 Monsarrat; girl, Em-
ma Lou.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred D. Pear-
son, 971 Neptune; girl. Isabel.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Mitchell,
1446 Hyde Park; boy, Cedric
Eugene.
:Mr. and Mrs. James E. Faulk-
n, 1068 N. Dunlap; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Cole-
man. 400 S. Seventh; girl, De-
bra Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E. Bobo,
1037 Walker; boy, Henry John.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Ray,
1120 Cella; boy, Robert Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse L. Hines,
13445 Fields; girl, Rosalind Re-
nee.
'Mr. and Mrs. Sam H. Holmes
247 S. Wellington; boy, Brian
Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Dee E. Brown,
1218 Texas; boy, Patrick Earl.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Floyd,
380 McEwen; girl, Huberta Lo-
rifle.
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. McCraw,
1302 Sample, a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence C.
Carter, 1853 Carver; girl, Linda
Gill.
Mr. and Mrs. William C Ir-
vin, 1037 Lane; boy, Carl De-
w.ayne.
JULY 23
,Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Mor-
ris, 1900 LaPaloma; girl Kel-
ley Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Otha Rhodes.
1128 Tully; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Elliott,
420 S. Third; boy, Darnel/ An-
dre.
Mr. and Mrs Early B. Hes-
ter, Ell N. Claybrook; girl,
Donna Kay.
Mr and Mrs. Robert L. Ran-
dolph 1022 Alaska; girl. Gail
DeCarlo.
Mr. and Mrs. Rayfield Mc-
Canley, 1856 Benford; girl, Mi-
chelle Marie.
Mr and Mrs. Jake Givens,
1304 Cummings; girl, Gladys
Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Sav-
age, 928 Nora; girl, Jackie La-
Rose.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Carru-
thers, 896 Poplar; boy, Tommy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellason Flagg,
902 Lavon; boy, Ellason Jr.
JULY 21
Mr. and Mrs. Arbin Leather-
wood, 2352 Brooklyn; boy,
Gregory Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Williams,
950 Curry: boy, Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. Early Britt,
2461 Ketchum; boy, Henry
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Starks, 2127 Clayton; boy,
Charles Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Boyd,
1281 Smith; boy, Derrick Dante
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonzo Wil-
liams, 1088 Tally; boy, Ronnie.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hubanks
266 W. Dison; girl, Debra Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Towns,
2295 Dexter; boy, Andrew Ty-
one.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ne-
vins, 646 Jennette; twin girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard II.
Williams, 180 Mallory; boy,
Billy Carl.
Mr. and Mrs Leon Morris,
2431 Brooklyn; boy, George
Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Les-
ter, 3036 Broad; a boy.
JULY 27
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Pet-
tes, 728 Tate; boy, James Ar-
thur Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel G.
Henderson, 2777 Hale; boy,
Herbert Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. Vann Ever-
hart, 483 Flynn; boy, Vann Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt C. Per-
kins, 605 Stephens; boy, Or-
lando Berice.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Box-
ley, 1388 Cunningham; boy,
Randy.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lewis,
1223 Smith; girl, Janice Teresa.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus H. Lob-
bins, 2299 Warren; boy, James
Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Ruffin,




SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
— Controversy over alleged
segregation in Seventh Day
Adventist Schools continues at
the church's world conference
here.
Counting The Ballots
It is all over—but the count-
ing of the ballots.
Who wil be the executive
leader for the State of Tennes-
see will be determined by the
voters in a short time. It is no
secret that we hope that ex-
ecutive will be Frank Goad
Clement, a former governor of
two terms.
Clement, a Nashville lawyer,
has been blasted by most of
the state's metropolitan news-
papers—he has been blasted by
P. Rudy Oligiati, the mayor of
crime-infested Chattanooga, and
he has been attacked by Mem-
phis City Commissioner Willi-
am "Bill" Farris, whose public
record is good, but is not pol-
iticall strong enough to win
enought state-wide votes to
win . .as we see the situa-
tions.
ALL PEOPLE
The incumbent Clifford Da-
vis is likely to be re-elected to
congress. The old pro has many
supporters. Nevertheless it is
believed that Lewis Taliaferro,
the young state senator from
Memphis, is his strongest chal-
lenger. It would appear that
Taliaferro would have given
Davis the run of his political
life in a two-man race. How-
ever. Dr. Ross Pritchard who
has a very good platform will
—no doubt—attract just enough
votes away from Taliaferro to
assure Davis a safe return to
congress.
Taliaferro is one of the best
campaigners in the three-main
race. He knows how to work
from the grass-root level up-
ward. He is affable, convincing,
approachable and belongs to
a new school of southern-polit-
ics, which dictates that an elec-
ted office holders must repre-
sent all of the people, regard-
less to color, creed or religion.
FULL FORCE
He must be a man of a good
reputation who has ability, vi-
sion and courage to put the
welfare of the people above
his own selfish interest. We be-
lieve that Taliaferro measures
On Sunday, while t h e
group's 49th world conference
was electing a Negro as a vice
president of the church, near-
ly 1,000 persons were gather-
ed at a nearby protest meet-
ing.
The new vice president is
Frank L. Peterson, 69, of
Washington, D. C. He former-
ly served as an association
world secretary of the Adven-
tist church and was also sec-
retary of the church's regional
department, an organization
established in 1900 to care for
the interests of Negro mem-
bers of the church.
The protest meeting w a s
called by Dr. Frank W. Hale
Jr., a Negro professor at Ohio
State Central college, who has
been leading a floor fight at
the church convention in an
effort to have the delegates
pass stiffer pro-integration
measures.
Hale and his associates said
the had brought demands to
cease discrimination against
Negroes to the Washing, D. C.,
headquarters last year, but
that the Adventist high com-
mand has done almost nothing
toward rooting out segregation
and "racial bars" in employ-
ment at church institutions.
The rebels heard Estelle
Barnett of Columbus, Ohio, 73-
year-old president of t h e
Christians Benefit Associa-
tion Inc., a group of about
1500 Adventist women in the
Midwest.
In an undisguised attack on
Reuben Figuhr, world presi-
dent of the Adventists, and on
Peterson, she declared:
"If they are tin-Christian.
that is no reason for us to be
un-Christian. . .
"When they have hatred in
their hearts, they have never
been converted."
lisle, the next speaker at the
protest meeting .isted a ser-
ies of sweeping charges against
the church hierarchy, alleging
discrimination in many sec-
tors.
up.
There's no doubt about Dr.
Pritchard being the most out-
standing Candidate as far as ac-
ademic preparation is concern-
ed. But more than academic
preparation is needed to win
an election . . . and if an
election is not won, we will
never know how much of his
academic acumen can be util-
ized in an elective office.
Dr. Ross Pritchard was put
at an disadvantage—unknown
to him at the time—when he
received the promise a few
members of the Shelby County
Democratic club—as it was
demonstrated beyond refuta-
tion, he did not receive the full
force of the club.
PUBLIC orricEs
Taliaferro was not burden
with this disadvantage. He
knew that the club would not
support him—so he knew from
the beginning that he had to
work hard for every vote he
obtains.
So . . . candidates have re-
peated their platforms many
tiITIPS since the start of the
campaign--charges have been
hurled high and low—attack
have been met with counter-
attacks—high-roads and low
roads have been traveled by
the women and men in this
race- --mud-slingers have travel-
led the same road.
Now is the day of reckoning
—voters will determine who
will be awarded the various
public offices.
"We do not have two Gods,"
Hale declared. "We do n o t
have one white God for the
whites and one black God for
the blacks. . .
"It is the church that sets
the standard, and the com-
munity follows."
The world council public re-
lations director. Howard B.
Weeks, commented that "ac-
tion has been and will be tak-
en on every request of the
colored people that is sub-
mitted to headquarters through
its regular organization.
"We expect with patience
and persistence to find solu-
tions to all these racial prob-
lems."
Detroit is outranked only by
New York and Chicago in ad-
vertising billings and six of
the top 10 American ad agen-













Elected president of L4..
view Civic club is Felton
Earls, jr., a postal official,
right, being congratulated by
Roy Kavanaugh, Jr., center,
newly appointed executive
director of Lakeview Man-
agement. Looking on at left
is Percy Gill, vice president
of the club. Earls is a former
president of the Walker
Homes, Civic club. (Withers
Photo)
Urban League Decries Builders,
Stand On`White House' Orders
NEW YORK — The National
Urban League recently voiced
to President Kennedy its dis-
Splits And Splinters
It is no longer a secret . .
that Negro voters are split
just about five different ways
on gubernatorial and congres-
sional candidates. Who caused
the splits? . what motivated
the splits? . . when were
the splits started? .. .who will
answer to the people 
and many other questions are
being Allred.
It would be very difficult
to even approximate an ac-
curate critique of the situation
currently because action in the
political arena is far too dy-
namic. Therefore, there are
no stable set of facts or con-
ditions on which to evaluate.
However, it can be said that
— presently — there is a
split in the Negro voters and
several splinters. What con-
stitutes the split?
UNIFIED FRONT
The division of the Rus-
sel Sugarmon - A. W. Willis
Democrats and the A. Maceo
Walker - Frank Kilpatrick
Democrats. The minor splint-
ers are the James T. Walker-
Rev. James A. McDaniel and
the Unity Committee, headed
by 0. Z. Evers and company.




dates alignment did not cause
the big-split as many would
suspect from a casual survey
of the situation. The split is
a manifestation of deep seated
alignments in races other than
gubernatorial, coupled with an
intra power-structure struggle
of longer standing.
Many observers within and
without the once solidly uni-
fied Shelby County Demo-
cratic club were hopeful of
maintaining a unified front
until the election was over.
FRANK CLEMENT
However, many voters are
refusing to align themselves
with the two main splits or
the several splinters. There-
fore, it is believed there is a
large group of voters who
could be called — for the want
of a better term — independ-
ents. That is, they are not
affiliated with any of the war-
ring groups.
It appears that the congre-
sional race has resulted in
creating the strangest align
ment ever known within the
ranks of Negro voters in
Memphis and Shelby County.
It is obvious that this cur-
rent political campaign has
had less bargaining, trading,
log-rolling and political as-
tuteness than any other race
in the political annals of Big
Bad Shelby.
However, despite t e
strangeness of this campaign,
there appears to be one thing
clear . . . Frank Clement is
the strongest challenger for
governor.
LIFE—DEATH
In the congressional race
Lewis Taliaferro is Clifford
Davis' immediate threat.
These two races — guber-
natorial and congressional —
around which the splits and
splinters evolve.
George W. Lee's struggle,
notwithstanding, is peculiar
to itself. His is more than a
fight to own an elective of-
fice. His is a life-death strug-
gle to maintain an institution.
agreement with some of the
conclusions presented to the
Administration a few days ago
by the National Association of
Home Builders in oppositiOn
to issuance of an Executive Or-
der barring racial discrimina-
tion in federally-aided hous-
ing.
In a letter to Kennedy, Hen-
ry Steeger, NUL president,
pointed out that objective
analysis of the housing mar-
ket, conducted by the Urban
League produced findings
that do not coincide with
som eof the predictions and
conclusions set forth by the
National Association of Home
Builders.
The Urban League. Steeger
said, particularly takes issue
with a statement by the NA-
HR that issuance of the Execu-
tive Order would cause a 50
per cent or greater cutback in
home construction. Instead he
declared, the League believes
that any construction decline
would arise — if it did — from
other causes.
STILL. FIGHTING — Rob.
sal Davis, 108-year.old mem-
ber of the Wichita, Kans.,
branch of the NAACP, is
one of the oldest members
In the entir• association
currently conducting a na
tional membership cam-
paign. Da•is is an alert
member of his local NAACP
branch and easily remem.
herr. when the organisat:on




NASHVILLE, Tenn — Fisk
University alumni have made
personal pledges amounting to
$249,721 to the alumni division
of the university's centennial
campaign.
Of this amount, according to
a report issued by Dr. Stephen
J. Wright, Fisk president.
$37,643 has been received in
cash.
The report rovers the first
year of the alumni division's
campaign, beginning July, 1961.
A national appeals by the Fisk
General Alumni Association, is
seeking to raise $850,000 by the
university's centennial year of
1966.
Dr. Wright said it is believed
that the $37,643 is the largest
amount ever given in one year
by the alumni.
The centennial campaign is
headed by Dr. A. Macro Walk-
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— Citizens Council officials
said _Tuesday they plan to send
a nine-member Negro family
to Chicago on a "reverse free-
dom ride" Wednesday.
Council Cha.rman Morris F.
Dixon said the trip is being fi-
nanced with funds raised Sat-
urday night at a mass meet-
ing.
Dixon said the Negroes sent
on the trip with one-way tic-
kets are members of a family
fornterly of Montgomery.
Dixon said about $400 was
raised at the Saturday night
meeting. He said tickets for
the five adults and four children
will cost about $150, and the
family will be given an addi-
tional $50 for expenses.
Other Alabama councils have
sponsored trips for Negroes to
Cleveland, Ohio and to Hyannis
Port, Mass.
Dixon said the group will be





Islands — Staf f Sergeant
Bobby G. Mathis of Oxford,
Miss., has arrived -here for
duty with a Pacific Air Forces
unit.
Sergeant Mathis, weapons
mechanic, is the son of Mrs.
Pauline McCoy of 2853 Sage
ave., Memphis, Tenn. A gradu-
ate of University High school,
Oxford, he entered the service
in November, 1950.
He and his wife, the former
Mary L. Starnes of Denmark,
Miss., have two children, Deb-
bie and Donna.
MEMPHIS FUNERAL DI-
RECTOR backs Dials and
Farris. Taylor C. D. Hayes,
president of T. H. Hayes
and Sons Funeral Home
says, "W• must obtain more
lob opportunities for N.
roes and we need to make
conditions better for our
children, therefore, we need
men in office who have In-




KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — Dr.
William H. McArthur, profes-
sor of biology and chairman of
the division of natural science
and mathematics, received a
$13,500 grant from the Atomic
Energy Commission to contin-
ue research in the study of ni-
trogen balance in irradiated
mice treated with living bone
morrow cells.
enough in their community
to satisfy these maids. I feel
that William Farris as Gov-
ernor and Cliff Davis In
Congress can and will get
the job done, in the best In.
West of all of the people
Negro and white alike. I
urge everyone who is stn•
cerely interested in good
clean government to vote
for Sill Farris and Cliff Da-
vis.
A research participant at Oak
Ridge National Laboratories
(Biology Division) the summer
of 1961 and a consultant dur-
ing the 1961-62 school year,
Dr. McArthur is doing the re-
search at Oak Ridge and Knox-
ville College.
The College has contributed
to the grant making the tilt
in excess of $17,000. The stiff/
is being done in collaboration
with Dr. Arthur Kretchmar of
the Oak Ridge Institute of Nu-
clear Studies and Dr. C. C.
Congdon of the division of bi-






...Plus Top Value Stamps.
TENDERAY Or SWISS STEAK
ound Steak lb 79°
Sirloin Steak KROGIR-CUT TINDSRAY lb 890
Chicken Breasts
Sliced Bacon PLANTATION

























Cream Style or Whole Kernal
Made With Buttermilk
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(2) He is responsible for the Segregated
Signa being removed ftont.the Grey-
hound and Trail Ways Bus gtations
waiting room.
(31 lie was the IstNegro in the higtOtY
of Memphis to have the guts to run for




"A FARRIS FOR GOVER-
NOR GROUP accused another
political group of raiding coke
parties. It is said that when
the Farris-For-Governor group
arrived at the coke-parties to
extol the virtues of Mr. Far-
ris, the audience was utterly
confused . because they had
just heard all about Ross Prit-
chard.
GORINE BEAUTY COL.
You Can Work And
Still Draw Social
4) aecurity After 65
A number of people are los-
ing money according to the
Memphis Social Security office.
It was explained that persons
who are age 65 or over may be
losing money by not having
filed a claim for Social Security
Benefits.
Who are these people? They
are the men and women who
still work and think that be-
cause of their earnings they can
receive no benefits. The fact
is, however, many people con-
tinue to work full time and
receive some of their social se-
curity benefits.
A worker who earns no
more than $1200 per year may
receive a benefit check for
every month. "If earnings are
$1700, only $1 in benefits is
411V.hheld for each $2 earnedver $1200, or 8250 in benefits.
Earnings above $1700 per year
would cost an additional $1 in
benefits for each dollar earned.
Whether you want to file a
claim, or just get information,
you should contact your social
security office delay can cost
you money."
For further information see
your Social Security field rep-










We will send an expert out
to determine the right size





1940 SO. LAUDERDALE ST.,
LEGE is about to get a face-
lifting—it will be more than
a face-lifting. It will be a re-
modeling. Madame G. S.
Young has been the moving
force behind the college which
has made it an outstanding
part of Memphis' progress.
MEMPHIS NEGRO CATHO-
LICS are not likely to get their
wish . . There are no plans
—presently—for desegregating
Catholics schools in Memphis,
according to the Bishop over
this area.
OF ALL POLITICAL TIC-
KETS being circulated by var-
ious parties, groups, commit-
tees and splinters—the Bluff
City Voters League Ticket is
one that had many wondering
who was behind THAT ticket
which appeared to cut across
all fractions and splinters.
WILLIAM TONY, owner of
Tony's Inn, is back on the
street again, after a long period
of illness. He is looking well
rested.
WE NOTICE THAT Mrs.
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., is
wearing those big, loose-fit-
ting dress. She and her hus-
band are expecting that Big
Bird to fly over their home
again.
IRA H. MURPHY appears to
be the most popular Negro
candidate for the Circuit Court
Clerkship. He is considered to
be a candidate of high calibre
who is running a "postive"
campaign. He is not trying to
fool voters about shade-tree
tactics by slinging mud. He is
the only Negro candidate who
cannot rightly be accused of
aiding and abetting any of the
five splits-and-splinters. He is
the only Negro candidate who
has been endorsed by the Shel-
by County Democratic club,
The Old Guard Republicans,
the Farris-For-Governor Com-
mittee which is headed by A.
Mace° Walker and Frank Kil-
patrick, he is also endorsed by
t h e Oligiati-For-Governor
Group, headed by James T.
Walker and Rev. James A. Mc-
Daniel. Atty. Murphy's can-
didacy is also endorsed by sev-






The newly established burial
fund of the Improved Benevo-
lent Protective Order of Elks
of the World processes and
mails checks to beneficiaries
within 12 hours of receipt of
claims, according to Hobson R.
Reynolds, grand exalted ruler
and president of the Elk Burial
Fund.
The Burial Fund was adopted
at the last Grand Lodge con-
vention held in New York City.
Quarterly payments began on
last Jan. 1, and, the eligible
date for payment of burial do-
nations was July 1.
Reynolds said burial dona-
tions will be expedited upon
receipt of death claims from
the Lodge or Temple secretar-
ies and the attending under-
takers.
SAVE 80* 'ender price elhome delivered_milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
Al YOUR FOOD STORE
) - 1 CART HOME SAVINGS!
INSURANCE EXECUTIVE
favors Farris. H. A. Gilliam.
second vice president of
Universal Life Insurance
Company says: -The pres-
ent decade has been. and
apparently will continue to
be a very unique one in our
coun..-y's history. It is a
decade of challenge and •
decade of change. As • re-
sult, a new type of leader•
ship is emerging to mail
the needs of this* times.
The need is for dedicated
vigorous leaders who will
take • certain integrity to
public office. And need rair
ists at all levels of govern-
ment: Federal, stage, and
local. In my estimation.
Commissioner William
"Bill" Farris is by far the
most qualified gubernatori-
al candidate in terms of
Rites For Rev. Gore
NASHVILLE — Final rites
were held here last Wednes-
day morning for the late Rev.
George W. Gore, Sr., 85, a
prominent retired Baptist
minister and civic leader. He
was the father of Dr. George
W. Gore, Jr., president of
Florida A&M University in
Tallahassee.
PRODUCER FENNENIAN
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) —
George Fenneman, Grouch°
Marx's long - time straight
man, has., joined rici executive
CharleOL Keats and attor-
ney David Licht to form
George Fenneman Produc-
tions, Ltd., for TV commer-






There is a reason wt.y people
like to do butiness with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help tau.
-Open I hui sdap and ftrday
Nights Until coo P M.
Sotuidoys 900 to 1.00
Dixon rinrorcr, I 0
Home Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy yes to Ann
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main. JA. 7-8581
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611





You Can Vote for 0. Z. EVERS Regardless To Your Party Affiliation -
As As Independent My Name Will Appear On All Voting Machines
Please Compare My Record With My Opponent's Record
-- HIS ACCOMPLISHMENTS — THIS IS THE RECORD
(1) He is responsible for negrome being (4) His courageous leadership and he
able to tide up front on the city buns. sound cooperation of the Binghampton
Civic Club-Segregation was abolished
at the Zoo and Fairground.
(5) He fought adiligent battle trying to
unionize the Memphis Garbage Collec-
tors as they are in Nashville and
Chattanooga.
(6) For the 5th conger:Wive year, he
has been re-elected to the presidency
of the BinghaMpton Civic' Club which
has 287 active members.
"—THE TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU FREE."
these needs of the present
al candidate in terms of
decade. My vote for him
on August 2 will be a vote
for a man who will stand
up to the challenge and
who will intelligently cope
with the change. And per-
haps most of all, it will be
• vote for • man who will
take to Nashville the kind
of undaunted integrity that
should inhere in all public
offices."
HOLYOKE, Mass. — (UPI)
— Two icy-fingered Uuniver-
sity of Massachusetts students
are the latest claimants to the
ice cube tossing record.
Attends Insurance
Meeting In LA.
A delegation from Atlanta
Life Insurance Company, in-
cluding executive officers, dis-
trict managers, staff agents
and wives and husbands took
a "trip winning" journey to
Loa Angeles. Cal., to attend
the 42nd annual convention of
the National Insurance Asso-
ciation July 23 - 27.
The delegation included:
Mrs. Johnnye M. Lowe, Mrs.
Helen Collins, Mrs. Myrtle Ly-
ons( past president and public
relations director of Atlanta
Life; Charles W. Greene and
Mrs. Greene, actuary of Atlan-
ta Life; Jesse Hill, jr., and Mrs.
Hill, agency director of Atlanta
Life, P. W. Prothrow and
home office field auditor, H.
R. Ford.
Other representatives in-
c,luded Mrs. Leona M. Bodin,
Beaumont, Tex.; Mrs. Ruthie
N. Washington, Ft. Worth,
Texas No. 2 and Mrs. Leola
Patterson of Jacksonville, Fla.,
all debit manager trip winners
with Mrs. Leona Bodin man-
aging more than $1,000'Week-
ly, the lailest individual debit
in the Atlanta Life branch of-
fice systetn.
DAVENPORT, Iowa —(UPI)
— Walter Feldick, 47, presi-
dent of the Iowa Blacksmiths
and Welders Association, said
Sunday that smiths would
rather repair tractors than
shoe horses.
Shoeing horses, he said, is
too hard.
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Flies are a big problem this
year, and especially in areas
whom the new garbage con-
tainers have replaced indi-
vidual garbage cans in such
places as Foote Homes. Li-
IMO
Moyne Gardens, Dix i•
Homes and other Federal
housing projects. Public
Works department trucks
formerly emptied cans, but
now those containers a r •
quickly filled and latecomers
erAltriegwi°11.11111.‘^
pile refuse in front of dis-
posal units, providing
breed*, place for flies. This
container with flies swarm-
ing around it is adjacent to
the Foote Homes playground.
(Photo by Mark Stansbury)
$5 Million Is Available For Race Solution
An anonymous Eastern mil-
lionaire wants to spend $6 mil-
lion to help solve America's
race problem—but he can't de-
cide how to spend the money,
according to Ebony magazine.
Negro leaders, to whom he
took his unusual dilemma, can-
not decide either, according to
Ebony.
The millionaire, whose desire
to solve a problem seems 'to
have created a different one,
started it all by offering to
sink 85 million into "a pro-
ject that would most effec-
tively benefit the American
Negro as a whole."
The benefactor will not let
his name be used, Ebony does
reveal that he is white and "so
wealthy that even after his $5
million was spent he would
still have many millions left."
He claims he wants to help the
Negro—in a different way from
ever before—because he is "a
good American and a believer








VISION • ABILITY • EXPERIENCE
CLEMENT "FIRSTS"
*The first "AA" bond credit rating for Tennessee.
**The first Department of Mental Health in state
• government.
*The first state sponsored program for attracting
new industry.
*The first free text book program for all grades in
public schools.
*The first indigent hospitalization program.
*The first scientific long-range highway construc-
tion plan.
A STATESMAN IN THE
*The first actuarially mind retirement system for
teachers and the first 10th-month salary check.
*The first diagnostic laboratory for the Department
of Agriculture.
*The first educational program for severely mentally
retarded children.
airrINESSEETLITION
(Political Adv. Paid ior by the Shelby County Committee for Frank Clement)
-e DLit SATURDAY, AUGLSt a, 062
"And all the men of Israel,
when they saw the man, fled
from him, and were much
afraid. And the men of Is-
rael said, 'Have you seen
this man who has corns up?
Surely he has come to defy
Israel; and the man who kills
him, the king will enrich
with great riches, and will
give hi ' his daughter, and
make his father's house free
In Israel.''
— 1 Samuel 17: 24, 25.
IS BIG 'BEST?'
We live in a day of bigness.
Everything we touch — every-
thing we see is described in
terms of size. We speak and
think in terms of the size of
the atomic bomb, and think of
its power.
Israel faced an atomic bomb
named Goliath. This oversized
man struck them with fear. The
very mention of his name caus-
ed them to run for safety.
SUPERFICIAL
Early in the lives of most
men realize great pleasure
when they can beat all of the
men in the community. Then
one day some unknown comes
• up and gives us the battle of
our lives and a good beating
on top of that. Our ego is de-
flated and from then on we
take our places among the rest
of the men of the community.
It is at this point that the big
man realizes that his bigness
is superficial.
When Goliath came out to
battle and saw this little in-
experienced boy braced to
fight him he laughed and ridi-
culed Israel for making such a
gesture. History bares out the
fact that he was wrong arid
very wrong. This young inex-
perienced boy rose to the omit-
caeion and anihilated Goliath.
Not only was this true in
this occasion but it has been
true throughout history. Big
men have fallen at the feet of
those men they have labelled
small countless times.
COURAGE
Contrary to the belief held
by many people — bigness can
not be measured in terms of
size. The physical stature of a
man has little value as far as
the real worth is concerned.
The things that make for big-
ness are the intangible and the
Invisible.
David became a big man
overnight because of his cour-
age. It took courage to go out
there and fight Goliath when
all other men were fleeing. It
took courage to fight Goliath
when the whole town was talk-
ing about his size and exploits.
It took courage to go out
there and fight a man who had
every advantage over you in
terms of experience and size.
Not only did it take courage
but it also took belief in God
that He would provide for him
during such adverse condi-
tions.
THE LESSON
The big lesson to be derived
here is that each of us is a
David. There are Goliaths in
all of our lives — our uncon-
trolable emotions, our appe-
tites, our habits, and our pow-
er-crazy ambitions all stand
out as Goliaths. Unless we
bring these Goliaths under sub-
Jections we will be destroyed.
We live in a world where
either we will be destroyed or
we must destroy. Today we
must conquer or be conquer-
ed. That old hymn of Zion fill-
ed people's hearts with new
awareness when it pealed out,
"Oh watch and fight and pray
— the battle ne'er give o'er"
keeps us ever mindful that life
is just one battle after another.
One Goliath after another
stands in our pathway attempt-
ing to impede our progress —
unless we have the faith and
courage of a David we too, will
run with fright or be destroy-
ed.
Funeral For A&I Student
Held At Barrets Chapel
Funeral sei.va•es for Miss
Virginia Dare Branch, a sopho-
more at Tennessee A and I
State university were held re-
cently at Barrets Chapel High
school with Rev. L R. Donson,
Pastor of Bel!mount Baptist
church delivering the aulogy.
He was assisted by Rev.
Charles J. Reed, pastor of Beth-
el Methodist church.
Miss Branch was a graduate
of Barrets Chapel High school
where she was cited on many
occasions for outstanding a-
chievements.
In 1958 she won a certificate
of merit in clothing, and in
1959 se was elected state sec-
retary for the New Home-
makers of America. In 1960.
Miss Branch received an award
for scholastic achievement from
the Mathematical Association
of America, and from Post 29
of the American Legion an
award for distinguished a-
chievement. She was very ac-
tive in the music departm:nt
of her school.
ACTIVE IN CHURCH
Miss Branch was a member
of Bellmount Baptist church
where she attended Sunday
whoa the Baptist Training




CONWAY. N. H. — Bishop
Edgar A. Love. Baltimore, Md..
who is the resident bishop of
the Baltimore Area of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction of The Metho-
dist Church, was reelected
President of the Methodist
Federation for Social Action
(Unofficial) at the annual
meeting held here July 10-13
at the World Fellowship,
whose director is Dr. Willard
Uphaus, nationally known
Methodist layman.
The conference concurred in
the stand of The Methodist
Church against all nuclear
tests. "We ask immediate and
permanent cessation of this
testing by the U.S., by the US-
SR. ind all other powers. We
ask resumption of serious ne-
gotiation for a test-ban treaty."
The Rev. Lee H. Ball, a mem-
•laer of the New York East Con-
ference, was reelected execu-
tive secretary of the MFSA,
that was organises; in 1907.
and pianist for the church. She
was also pianist for Jones
Chapel church.
She is survived by her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Branch,
Sr., of Arlington, Tenn.; five
VIRGINIA BRANCH
sisters, Mrs. Cora Smith, Mrs.
Dean McFarland and Alpina
Howard, Buffalo, N. Y.; Mrs.
Mattie Shaw and Mrs. Harry
Belle Herring of Memphis; and
three brothers, George Branch
and Joe Branch, Jr., of Arling-
ton, and Henry Grinner of
Memphis.




WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Howard University officials re-
cently announced the award-
ing of an unprecedented amount
of money for scholarships to
undergraduate freshmen as a
result of the University's Na-
tional Competitive Scholarship
Examination during the past
school year. In all, 110 fresh-
men will enter Howard's four
undergraduate colleges in Sep-
tember as a result of the ex-
amina tion on scholarships
which could total $292,200 dur-
ing the next four years.
Among students awarded
scholarships were two gradu-
ates of Manassas high school.
who received $550 each. They
are Henry E. Montgomery, 736
N. Bellevue Blvd., and Miss













Four Youths were honored as
"Teenagers of the Year" dur-
ing the Tenn  Regular
Sunday School and Baptist
Training Union Congress held
here recently at the Golden
Leaf Baptist church. They
are Miss Sandra Rose Taylor,
left, and Miss Jeffrey M.




Dr. A. L. McCargo, pastor of
Salem-Giltield Baptist church
was the guest speaker for the
City Ushers' Association's
quarterly meeting at Mt. Mo-
riah Baptist church in Orange
Mound last Sunday.
The meeting's theme was
"For Better Ushering and
Christian Education."
'Owen college is only one of
the projects of the Association,
and in 1962, members contrib-
uted more than $333 for its sup-
Pori
Officers of the organization
are Charlie Walton, president;
Mrs. Mary Lee Lester, secre-
tary, and Rev. W. C. Holmes,
pastor of Beulah Baptist church
and member of the Baptist Pas-
tors' Alliance, director.
Rev. Robert W. Norsworthy





Family groups in this area
among those from many parts
of the country planned to at-
tend the 15th annual Summer
Lecture at David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Aug. 5-9.
Approximately 800 men,
wemen, teenagers and children
from 142 towns and cities in
27 states attended the lectures
last year. The program is plan-
ned each year, under direction
of Vice-President Willard Col-
lins, as an opportunity for fam-
ilies to study the Bible, hear
distinguished lecturers, parti-
cipate in recreation activities
for all age groups, and enjoy
Thristian fellowship.
Theme of the 1962 lecture
,eries, "The Christian Family,"
wil be developed in daily
classes Lipscomb administra-
tors and faculty members will
be among the lecturers and
teachers, who will also include
distinguished visitors.
Climax of the lectureship
will be the annual buffet dirt-
ner on the campus lawn at
which Bible teachers with their
wives or husbands will be
guests of the College. Others
wishing to attend this dinner,
to be 'held Aug. 9 at 6 p.m.,
may buy tickets. President
PtIllias and Carl McKelvey of
the religious education depart-
ment wil speak. Last year. 1200
attended.
left, are Aubrey James How-
ard and Alvin White. Howard
and Miss Taylor are members
of St. Peter Baptist church,
while White and Miss Kelly
are members of the Pilgrim
Rest Baptist church. Rev. L.
A. Hamblin is president of
the Congress, and Mrs. Ines





LACKLAND AYH, Tex. —
Airman Basic Robert Carlock,
son of Mrs. Edna L. Davis of
1669 Ragan St., Memphis,
Tenn., is being reassigned to
the United States Air Force
technical training course for
administrative specialists at
Amarillo AFB, Tex.




WDIA Radio Station has
come out editorially in support
of Commissioners/William Far-
ris for governor and Clifford
Davis for the U. S. House of
Representatives.
In his regular program, "For
The Record," Bert Ferguson,
executive vice-president and
general manager, urged WDIA
listeners to vote for Farris and
Davis, He stressed the fact
that election of Farris would
mean a change from the old-
line professional political lead-
ership. He said that Davis —
in Congress since 1940 — was
valuable to Memphis and
Shelby County — as well as
to the rest of the South — be-
cause of his kay position on
several committees and be-
cause of his key position on
WDIA has. supported no can-
didate in the .County Commis-
sion race but Ferguson has
made it plain to his audience
that he favors the Memphis-
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or Coll JA 5-1373, Ext. 6
Southside Area Tops
Cancer Goal Of $18,000
CHICAGO, ILL
The South Central Chicago
Branch of the American Can-
cer Society topped its goal
quota of $18,000 for 1962, an-
nounced Alderman William H.
Harvey, 1962 Crusade Chair-
man.
Of the five city-wide Ameri-
can Cancer Society branches,
the South Central Branch at
5240 S. Harper is the second
'o exceed its goal. Under the
leadership of Harvey, more
funds have been rained for
the South Central Branch in
the past two years than ever
Letore. He also served as the
1961 Crusade Vice Chairman
when the Branch hit the un-
precedented total of $21.000.
As alderman of the Second
Ward, Harvey is chairman of
the City Council's Health Com-
mittee. Mrs. Helen Harvey, his
wife, has been a real help-
mate in the Cancer Crusade,
as the Community Chairman
for the North Douglas Park
area which tripled their com-
munity goal of $1,000 for the
past two years.
Bruce Sagan, south side
publisher and chairman of the
South Central Chicago Branch
Board of Directors, lauded the
Crusade leaders and volun-
teers for exceeding the Branch
goal for the second consecu-
tive year.
Harvey attributed the in-
creasing support of the so-
ciety's programs of research,
education and service to grow-
ing public awareness of the
magnitude of the cancer proh
lem, and hope among cancer
researchers that the problem
can be solved soon.
It Was also announced that
outstanding Crusade leaders
and volunteers will be honor-
ed at the third Annual Awards
Reception to be held Thursday
at 8 p.m. at the Shoreland
hotel, in the Louis XVI Room,
5454 S. Shore Drive.
Bernard E. Epton, Crusade
vice chairman, will serve as
host and Mrs. Leon Motts, sec-





Jadies Henry, 20, of 3331
Grenshaw, fell heavily for the
task force decoy set up at
Roosevelt and Millard early
Saturday morning.
Bracing Patrolman Joseph
Lorenz, dressed as a success-
ful businessman, he demanded
money. Lickety split, he was
flat on his back in front of
3836 Roosevelt rd. Lorenz, an
exert in the art of judo, had
pinned his would-be assailant
to the ground.
Lorenz was walking west on
MEMPHIS EDUCATOR and
Minster Elder Blair T. Hunt.
pastor of Mississippi Soul
evard Christian Church,
Says: "Congressman Davis
has seniority. He has the
congressional 'know - how'
He is affable, approachable,
Roosevelt road when Henry
approached.
"I' m a police officer, give
me some money," demanded
Henry.
It was at this juncture that
Lorenz went into action. Other
capable. He is no respecter
of persons. The high the
low, the colored the white,
at all times receive his at-
tention. Many excellent
lobs hay. been made avall•
able to my race because a
his influence."
police officer; in command of
Sgt. James Hagerty arrived
quickly.
No weapon nor star of au-
thority was found on Henry
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SUMMER RECIPE interesting meeting.
August and its "dog-days' RETIRED TEACHERS
are apt to be charged with Occasionally we receive
summer doldrums, and for the word of the activities of our
folk who choose to remain in Retired Teachers' Councit, and
Memphis, our recipe for drag it never fails to let us know
ging summer days may be of that the group is happy, in.
scene advantage in making hot- teresting, and utiselfishly de
• 
-
hamid days more interesting voted to the worthy use of
and invigorating, leisure time—so much of it
Here goes . . vise early spent in activties' co-related to
perform necessary duties be- their objectives in teaching
fore the heat rises . . . and while they were in the class-
then follow a plan of action room.
which may include pleasure, Appearing on programs
self - improvement, extending throughout the past schoo
one's self on lending cheer year were Prof. B. T. Hunt.
and comfort to the sick and Mrs Hattie Rivers Breith-
the needy, catch up on the wow-. Mrs. Daisy R. Cart-
reading of books, magazines %%Tight Mrs. Lucille R. Woods,
and articles which have been Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs.
laid aside during the busy days Sadie Guy, Mrs Sareh 0.
of the year and then make Brown, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley,
plans, and look ahead with Mrs. Margaret P. Carroll and
eager anticipation for Fall's Mrs. M. D. King, the latter
quickened activities, the president Their initial
Music hath eharms—all sorts meeting last Fall combined
and varieties abound in our business and a social hour and
fair city . .. Take in the "Mu- special program.
sic for a Summer Evening" CHARM GRADUATION
concerts at Overton. Park . • CHARM, INC. held a very
the Sunday night jazz shows interesting and challenging
at the Flamingo can be inter- garaduat ion exercise at the
esting—even if you can't go vogue Supply House at 347
a, to the Seattle Fair! Visit Beal, where in its smart base-
Brooks Art Gallery, Memphis ment Orchid Showroom— all
Museum, watch the sun go modern, central air condition-
down one evening from one ad. Juanita Catron gave the
of our riverfront parks, take welcome from the students
a ride on the Memphis Queen who were the first to complete
down the Mississippi river . . . the charm course offered by
Watch the boating at MeKe/- Miss Bernice Lansky. In a
lar Lake, and revisit our im- fashion show . . "From Dawn
proved zoo, taking your cam- to Dusk," Martha Jean Stein.
era to all of these places, which berg was the commentator.
are just a few of the interest- Martha Jean is also a consul-
ing activities in our town.
NEWS FROM TRAVELS 
Itnacnt and instructor at Charm,
Those "Having a wonderful Models in excellent show
time, wish you 'were here" were Cora Harris, Sarah Sates,
cards are coming our way • • • Shirley Williams, Ruthie La-
andcharmin KathryngGrone, Juda Eiland and Ju-
Thomas sends word from Call- anita Catron—all models, of
f°rnia that 8)1.'8 been to Mexi- course, the graduates.
co and thrilled to a bull fight The director, Miss Lansky,
. . . was a guest at a swank introduced speakers Rev. J. A.
dinner party given by former McDaniel, executive director
Memphians noted frit thei
Op lavish hospitality, Shernstin
cd the Urban League and Mrs.
Prances M. Hassell, public re-
and Ann Coleman . . • Spent lations officer of the Univer-
time with her other close sal Life Ins. Co., who conduct-
friend, Linnie D. Pryce. ed the presentation of grad.
Many LeMoynites remem- uates and diplomas.
ber well that Ann, Linnie, No doubt more organizations
Katherlyn and Lavada were a and parents will be hearing
jolly, jolly and beauteous four- about the advantages of this
some, all so enthralled with special training for young
Spanish classes ind their col- women, particularly for. self
orful Espanol activities. Need- improvement and grooming
less to say, the Perry clan who advantages.
now live on the West Coast, Delicious frappe refresh-
have spread the longest red ments were served by Pet
cornet ever for Katherlyn and Milk company and their con-
her mother, Mrs. Perry, who'll sultant, Mrs. Mildred Riley.
be home about the middle of Those beautiful coiffeurs on
August. the graduates were executed
More West Coast news . . . by well known beautician,
Frances E. Theme pens that Josephine Norman,
she's nearing the end of a my CHAT
western trip which she de- DR. CLARA BRAWNER has
scribes as the best one fo her temporarily deserted us for the
many traveling experience. sunny climes of California, rnd
She's almost completed the is caught up in the social whirl
circle which began in Chicago, that has enmeshed so many
then Denver, Los Angeles, San Memphians visiting there this
Francisco, Oaklawn, Portland,
Seattle, Vancouver, and then
back to Chicago and Memphis.
NEW YORK VISITORS
The Snow Morgans out on
Springdale, the James Hintons
and the Tommie Robinsons,
had special welcome mats
spread for the Joseph Robin-
sons of New York City and
their sister, Corean. Especially
poignant was the family din-
ner party given by Mrs. Eliza
Mims of 708 Tate st., where
an old friend Mrs. Narcissus
Jones was a special guest
The Robinsons hied up to
Murphresboro to visit his
family, and then on return-
ing to Memphis, continued on
their circuitous trip which will




The Ella Bradshaw Charity
Club met last week . with Mr.
and Mrs. S. L. Jones at 3746
Sewanee, tres charming host
and hostess. Lots of special
/IP guests were on hand, includ-
ing Rose Robinson, newly
elected chairman of the YWCA
board; Grace Collins, Marilyn
Watkins, Leverne R. Jones.
The Rufus E. Jones — son and
daughter-in-law of the host,
Rosetta Smith and Pearl
Vaughn who all had fun at
games a n d other activities
which add to their funds which
benefit the community.
Georgia Bodye and Mrs. Wes-
son were lucky in this regard.
Fantine Shelton, Inez Saund-
ers and Mrs. W. D. King can
tell you even more about the
MR. AND MRS. JAMES F. LEE
Gloria Howard Becomes Bride Of
James Floyd Lee At New Bethel
Added to the number of Ipve-
ly summer weddings is the
beautiful ceremony which unit-
ed Miss Gloria Howard and
James Floyd Lee. The bride is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Howard; Mr, Lee is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Lee, both Memphis fami-
lies.
The Rev. Dave Bond offici-
ated at the ceremony which
was held at New Bethel Bap-
tist church. Mrs. H. D. Wha-
lum, Sr. was the organist, and
the soloist was Miss Annette
Williams of Ripley, Tenn.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride's dress was
fashioned of white peau de soie
overlaid with chantilly lace.
Her shoulder length double
tier veil fell from a floral head
piece.
Mrs. Evelyn Alexander, the
bride's sister, was the matron
of honor: and Miss Faye Mc
Dade and Miss Dorothy Jack
son were bridesmaids. Their
dresses were of silk organza
with scoop neckline, matching
hats and bouquets of carna-
tions. Stephanie Moss, Carolyn
Neal, Roshal Moss and Gwen-
dolyn White were the flower
girls; Lynn R Howard was the
little ring bearer.
Clarence Howard served as
best man, and James Coving-
ton and Benny Lee were
groomsmen. The ushers were
Emory Howard and Clarence
Williams.
Immediately following the
16 Memphis Teachers Attend
Institute At Peabody College
Sixteen Memphis principals
eind teachers attended the 26th
annual Reading Institute et
George Peabody College for
Teachers in Nashville July 16-
20. Theme of the institute was
"Better Reading. Through Bet-
ter Teaching of Reading in
Grades 1 - 12."
Dr. Arville Wheeler, profes-
sor of education and director
of the Reading Institute, intro-
duced Dr. Felix C. Robb, presi-
dent of Peabody College for
Teachers, who welcomed teach-
ers from 28 states to Peabody
college campus.
Mrs. Mary D. Freeman,
teacher at Lakeview Elemen-
tary school held the audience
spellbound when she sang at
three different sessions. The
numbers rendered were: "The
and other points east, on a
long unhurried motor vacation.
MARIETTA LATTING is
missing these days because
she's spending the summer
again at her father's summer
home at Fox Lake, Ind., whil-
ing away the days in their
delightfully decorated home
and whirling about the lake
in their cabin cruiser, The
summer. Marietta . . . all thoroughly
CLEVELAND CHIC IMO- enjoyed by. the children, in-
GENE POWERS LYONS Iff83 eluding sub-teen Jean a n d
a Memphis visitor last week, !pre-teen Judy, and young
looking in on her Aunt Dora marrieds Carol and Al Callo-
and scads of friends, including way.
Allie Mae and Bob Robert; ROBERTA.- RATCLIFFE has
MaeDella Reeves and scads been spangling part of her
more, who wined and dined summer with her aunt, Mar-
her during her star garet Herndon Spearman at
Little Rock's charming and Nile Bluff, Mrs. Herndon's
interesting young marrieds, husband, "Bo" is off in grad.
Virgil and Mae Gettis, drove uate school
over to Memphis as they often LOUIS B. HOBSON is again
do, to visit Mie's sister, Rose enjoying a graduate seminar
Nell Iles. They love our city, at the University of Michigan
but come Fall, Virgil heads to at Ann Arbor ... a n d
Atlanta U's School of Social GLADYS GREENE is working
for advanced training, towards her master's degree at
AMONG THE GREENE American university at Wash-
CLAN . . . Much joy reigned ington, D. C.
with the families of the Joseph FORMER MEMPHIAN, OL-
Westbrooks and the Wendell LIE BROWN, has had a won-
Sawyers, over the arrival of derful time viisting his leen-
the family matriach, wonder- ly and many friends Sir the
ful Mrs. Hasolee Green. who Past several weeks, and has
msde the annual summer trip now returned to Chicago.
from California where she now FASHIONS AROUND THE
lives with her son, Paul. Un- CLOCK was the theme of the
fortunately, the happiness wt.,. tea and fashion show given
marred with Jolene's accident y .D the Jolly 14 Social club
last week, and we're glad to last Sunday afternoon before
report that she's now at a- home last, at the beautiful Atlanta
and just about well. Life Insurance Building. FullSALLYE BARTHOLOMEW
details of this well-attendedis back home after attending
the first session at the Uni- event will be carried in our
versity of Tennessee at Knox- next issue.
ville. . . ..._
DR. FRED AND )11AR-
GARET RIVERS left for North
Carolina. Washington, D. C.,
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Lord's Prayer," "Bless This
House" and "The Hero."
Memphis principals a n d
teachers attending the Institute
were: Mrs. Doyle Burnley,
principal of Dunn elementary;
Miss Frankie Cash, principal
of Norris elementary; Miss
Lillie M. Walker, principal of
Lakeview elementary; 1).1 r a.
Beulah M. Williams, principal
of Hanley elementary and
Mrs. Rosa H. Sias, Riverview;
And Mrs. Elenora Currie,
Rivet-view, Mrs. Aubura Owin,
Riverview, Mrs. Ophelia Van-
pelt, Caldwell elementary;
Mrs. Lucy Browning, Florida
elementary; Mrs. M. I. Hawk-
ins, Cummings elementary;
Miss Ora D. Frierson, Hyde
Park elementary; Miss Lydia
B. Collier, Hamilton elemen-
tary; Mrs. Queen E. Smith and





Mrs. Vimogene Boswell, a
former Memphian, now living
in Englewood. N. J., was the
guest of honor at a luncheon
given by the members of the
Orange Mound Progressive
Social club at the home of Mrs.
Will Richie at 681 Baltimore at.
la,t Wednesday night.
Mrs. Boswell, now living
with her son, Othe Boswell and
family, will be remembered as
the mother of the late Miss
Odell Boswell, who at the time
of her death was a teacher at
Melrose High school.
She was recently in Seattle,
Wash., to visit another son,
Cal, and his family and visited
the World's Fair.
From there, the motor party
in which shet was traveling
went to Winnipeg. Canada, and
other Northern points, return-
ed by- way of Los Angeles and
Kansas City, Kans., where
Mrs. Boswell visited a daugh-
ter and her grandchild.
Mrs. Boswell and her travel-
ing companions remained in
Memphis for four days and
left on Thursday morning for
Englewood and home.





tJ TRAFFIC OR PARE/ PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
ceremonf, the bride's parents
Mr. and Mrs. Howard, were
hosts at a reception held on
the spacious lawn of their
home. Here Mrs. Lillie Lock-
ett, Mrs. Clara Neal, Miss Car-
lese Moss, Mrs. Glennie Free-
man, Mrs. Elnora Short, Mrs.
Alma Hunt and Mrs. 0. D. Tug-
gle were reception assistants.
For her daughter's wedding
and reception, Mrs. Howard
chose a dress of deep rose chif-
fon featuring a lace top and
matching accessories. Mrs. Lee,
the mother of the groom wore
a dress of white and pink lace
THE GUESTS
Among the guests attending
the wedding and reception were
Rev. and Mrs. Dave Bond, Rev.
and Mrs. A. L. McCargo, Rev.
and Mrs. Johnson, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Luckett, Mr. and
Mrs. James Moman, Mrs. Flem-
ming, Willie Cox, Mrs. Eula
Sanders, Mr. and Mrs. Elnora
Short, Mrs. Clara Neal, Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. White, Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Allen, Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Hunt, Miss Pearline
Watson, Mr. and Mrs. Fannie
McGhee, Mr. and Mrs. E. 0
Lynch, Miss Norma Mims.
Mrs. Mary Landers, Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Kidd. Mr. and
Mrs Charles Moore. Mrs.
Buckley, Mrs 0. D. Tuggle.
Mrs. Sarah Casey. Mr. and
Mrs. Emory Howard, Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Howard, Mrs, FVa
Netson. Mrs. Marie Little, M.
and Mrs. DeWitt Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. James Cook,
Mr. and Mrs. Gable Smiley,
Jasper Dale, Mrs. M. J. Mixon,
Mrs. Willette Humphrey, Mrs.
Carlotta Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Gary. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Pinkins, Mrs. Mattie Shaw,
Mrs. Pearl Wilson.
Also psesent were Mrs. Ethel
Davis, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell Hender-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Benny Bank-
head. Mr and Mrs. Money
Franklin, Miss Sterline Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. Bolden Shaw,
Mrs. Susie White, Miss Peggy
Wilkes. Miss Deloris. Wheeler,
Mrs. Mary Wilkes, Mrs. La-
Pearl, Henry Vaughn, Mr. and
Mrs. George Young. Mr. and
Mrs. James Tinnon, Miss Bar-
bara Jackson, Miss Five Wil-
liams. Mr. and Mrs. L. Moss.
Mrs. Maggie Jordan, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Seay.
aill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111llollaullniluillig-=;
Mrs. A. L. Higgins
In The District
Mrs. Annie L. Higgins of 55
W. Trigg ave, is in Washington.
D. C.. this week for the national
meeting of the Federated
Colored Womens club at the
Sheraton Park hotel from July
26-August 3.
Mrs. Higgins was honored in
June at the State Meeting of
Federated Colored Womens
Clubs of Tennessee as the oldest
office holder, having held the
same post for 33 years.
Following the Washington
meeting, Mrs. Higgins will
travel to New Jersey for a
visit with Mr. and Mrs. James
Ramsey, and leave for Chica-
go and a visit with her sister-





The Ladies Auxiliary to the
Veterans 'of Foreign Wars an-
nounced this week the open-
ing of irs 28th annual National
High School Writing Contest.
The topic will be "What 1 Can
Do For My Country."
The tontest, first started in
1935, is intended to put before
the student some problem of
patriotism, citizenship or simi-
lar topic about which he must
study and team in order to
write the essay.
Last -year some 40,000 stu-
dents wrote on the contest top-
ic, "America the Beautiful —
How Long Without Clean
Water?" The U. S. Department
of Health, Education and Wel-
fare supplied students with free
kits of background reading on
water and the importance of
pollution, control, and awarded
to each state winner a special
certificate.
CASH PRIZES
Students in all public, private
and parochial high schools are
eligible to enter the contest
National prizes are: First, $1,000
cash; second, $500; third, $250
fourth, $100 and gold medals
and 20 other cash awards for
honorable mention. State and
local contest winners receive
additional Auxiliary awards
which vary with the commuity.
Further • information on the
1962-63 contest inay be obtained
tram local Auxiliary units, or
by writing: Contest Depart-
ment, V.F.W. Auxiliary, 406





NEW YORK — Nelson C.
Jackson, National Urban League
associate executive director for
program, is enroute to the Car-
ibbean on a special mission for
which he was chosen by the U.
S. State Department.
He will conduct a series of
consultations, discussions and
addresses among various groups
and organizations in British
Guiana, Trinidad, Barbados and
Grenada
These meetings, are part of
this country's mutual educa-
tion and cultural exchange with
these nations.
DES MO/NES, lows —(UPI)
— Caroline Howard, 70, com-
plained to police that she step-
ped in a sticky seal-coating
used prior to resurfacing
streets and walked right out of
her shoes.
BUSINESSMAN AND CIVIC
leader •ndorses Farris. A Ma-
ce° Walker, president of Uni-
versal Life Insurance cm.
pany and 'I'di-Stat• B sit k.
says. "I am giving my un-
qualified support to Bill Far'
ris for Governor. There is no
doubt in my mind that Bill
Farris stands head and shoul-
der abov• the other rand!.
dates in the race. Commis-
sioner Farris has demonstrat-
ed. beyond a doubt, that he
is amply qualified to lead the
state of Tennessee in a pro-
gressive and dynamic man•
ner. I feel that Bill Farris will
represent all of the people
and not a privilege few 8111
F•rris has been good for
Memphis and Bill Farris will
be the best thing that has
happened to Ten  in
many years. On Aug. 2, I am
casting my vote for William
Farris for Governor of Ten-
nessee and I ars* all those
interested in the welfare of
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YOUTH DAY
Even with the intense heat,
we are constantly reminded
not to take a vacation from
church. St. Paul CME church
observed "Youth Day" on
Sunday, July 22. Speaker for
the occasion was Rev. William
Johnson, pastor of Salem CME
church, Madison County. He is
a graduate of Lane college and
is doing further study at Van-
derbilt university in Nashville,
Tenn.
The evening service had as
its feature a panel of young
people discussing Youth and
its problems. Guests on the
program from other churches
were Hal Hampton, Misses
Brenda Monroe and June Car-
ter. Mistresses, of ceremonies
for the two programs were
Misses Earline Thomas and
Carolyn Vaulx. Miss Millicent
Brown was chairman of the
Financial committee. Remarks
for a wonderful day were giv-
en by Bev. J. D. Atwater, pas-
tor of the church.
Departing for their new
home in Nashville are Mr. and
Mrs. ,14 F. Hughes and their
son, Jimes Michael. T h e
Hughes' have had Jackson for
their residence for more than
12 years where he was employ-
ed with the U. S. Soil Conser-
vation Service.
He has received the appoint-
ment of assistant state super-
visor of Soil Conservation Ser-
vice for the State of Tennessee
with heedquarters in Nash-
ville. and will begin official
duty on Aug. B.
While in Jackson, M r s.
Hughes was employed at Merry
High school as instructor in
vocational home economics.





Mrs. Maude Trotter has re-
turned after a lengthy vaca-
tion. She visited St. Louis, Mo.,
and Alton, Ill.
Spending last weekend at
home with her parents in Tus-
Amble, Ala., was Miss Norma
Jean Garret who is on the
library staff at Lane college.
Mr. and Mrs. Millard Pate
are full of thrilling ' experi-
ences from their recent trip
to Los Angeles, and other
parts West.
Relatives of Mrs. V. F. Wal-
ker have just received a cable
from her that she had safe
flight to Europe. Her tour will
include several countries. This
is her third trip abroad.
Robert Pruitt of Detroit,
visited his mother, Mrs. Olivia
Pruitt Combs. Mrs. Combs ha:,
returned to Jackson to live,
resuming her teaching position
in Madison County. Robert,
the son of the late Dr. Pruitt,
is a research chemist at Wayne
university.
Other new additions to the
Madison County School system
are Mrs. Eddie Taylor Clem-
ons who comes from Haywood
County . and Mrs. Louise May
Bone.
Guests'in the home of your
scribe last week were Mr. and
Mrs. John Culberson, aunt and
uncle from Atwood, Tenn., Mr.
Culberson's sister, Mrs. Word
and her daughter,-Miss Autry
Work of Muskogee, Okla.
KIDS TAKE OUTING
A bus load of city children
and adult chaperones visited
Memphis and the zoo last
Thursday. The trip was spon-
sored by Mrs. Aussie Brooks in
interest of the present Lane
college drive to crown Mr. or
Miss Future Lanite. Little Ber-
nard is certainly in the run-
ning. Funds from the project
will be used to renovate the
seats in the college chapel.
Ground breaking services
for the Nursing Home of Sen-
ior Citizens were on Sunday.
July 29 at 3 p.m. The cite is
Glass between Berry st and
Lane ave. The drive for the
much-needed home is being
spearheaded by the Baptist
ministers of Jackson.
Oficers are Rev. U. D. Lewis,
president; Rev. R. L. Swinney,
vice-president; Rev. F. a
Freeman, secretary; Rev. W
P. Whitlow, assistant secretary
and Prof. Lorenzo Miller, tree,-
twer. Elder Tommy Mertns,,iejs
chairman of the Board eh
which all pastors are membeiv.
Threat Promises
'Information'
State Senator Ewing J.
Threat speaking in Nashvffie
recently said that an informed
public would be one of his
first objectives as your tele-
nessee Public Service Coellgli-
sioner. You have the right to
know about • this important
elective office.
"Information has been' pur-
posely held from you'— WHY?
Who voted to cut your tele-
phone talking time from three
minutes to two minutes on
person to person calls? Why
on a mileage basis is an in-
trastate phone call 56 per cent
higher than out of state calls?
Why are certain out of state
trucking companies allowed to
use your highways and have
their certificate of permit re-
newed without paying the
Trustee In the counties they
operate? These and other ques-
tions are not answered.
"I say lets take a look; turn
the clock back and take a hard
and long look at the operation
of this Sleeping Giant. This
office which affects your pock-
etbook more than other elec-
tive office in the state needs
your attention.
"Why can't the public have
a say in this elective office?
The office that sets your bits
rates, phone rates, motor truck
rates, rail rates, electric rates
and a host of other rates."
MISS LOIS NEELY
Honored At Party
Miss Lois Neely was greatly
astonished by a surprise birth-
day anniversary party, given
her-by Fred Brown last Wed-
nesday evening at the spacious
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Bur-
rell Lee, 1445 Rayner st.
Guests included Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Malone, Mr. an'
Mrs. Lloyd Weddington, Lon
nie Neely, Mr. and Mrs. Hor-
ace Hicks, Mr. and Mrs. Harol.
Exum, Burton Neely, Aaron
Powell and Miss Clarice Sykes,
Miss Shirley Kuykindall, Ran-
dolph Manning, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Neely and son, David C.
Neely and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Johnson.
The party was highlighted
with "Pink Champagne."
Previous to this affair she
was also honored by her aun
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Joh
McGuire of 947 Leath st. The
guests here included the tam
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Elect Frank Clement
aovernor of Tennessee
Thursday (Aug. 21 vot-
era7will. bring the current pri-
ma)y campaigning to a halt.
Voters will decide who will
be the governor of Tennessee
for. the next four years.
Voters have heard the plat-
forms and political promises
of the Mayor of Chattanooga,
P. Rudy Oligiati. They have
listened patiently to the un-
seasoned shallow reasoning
of-. the young Memphis City
Commissioner, William Farris
And they have seen and
heard former Governor Frank
Goad Clement review his en-
viable record which any for-
mer governor would be proud
to acclaim.
From all indications, voters
throughout Tehnessee will not
vote for Mayor Olglati because
he has failed to lead Chatta-
nooga' progressively. He has
failed to attract snew indus-
try to the city — as a matter
of record, Chattanooga has lost
industry under his poor ad-
ministration. He is not a man
of vision. He is not a man of
great ability and he is not a
man of adequate academic
ability to be governor of the
great state of Tennessee.
City Commissioner Farris
lacks experience, ability, po-
litical statute and magnitude.
The job of administrating the
affairs of the state of Tennes-
see are too big for hint at this
time. He is not presently pre-
pared to participate in big
league politics. He is still a
little leaguer.
Thus . . . Frank Clement is
the most logical man to be
elected governor of Tennessee.
If a man's past record of per-
formance is to be used as a
measuring rod in predicting
his future action, then Clem-
ent is the only man in the
current gubernatorial race
who can be elected governor
(for the third time) without
the dangerous risk of wonder-
ing what he will do after get-
ting into office.
Mr. Clement's record is one
of "vision-ability and experi-
ence." He is dedicated to
making this. great state of
Tennessee, a greater Tennes-
see."
Go to the .polls Thursday
(Aug. 2) and vote for Frank
Clement as the next governor
for Tennessee.
The Skate In Georgia
Albany, Georgia, has become the test-
ing ground for those elementary human
rights which have been denied Negro citi-
zens, especially in the Deep South.
The tests may lay the foundation for
court action seeking desegregation of all
public facilities. Aside from the general
demand for desegregation, the key issue
involves the city's refusal to drop charges
still pending against more than 750 Ne-
groes. Most of them were arrested during
five mass demonstrations last Decem-
ber.
; City officials have been unyielding to
Ihe many requests for negotiations, say-
:ing that they "will not deal with law vi-
, .1 ators."
Beneath these struggles that are
spreading all over the South, lies a deep-
er issue: the moral issue. Human dignity
cannot be bargained away to accommo-
date antiquated local mores and selfish
terests.
Too long have Negroes been the victims
of unbearable indignities. The demonstra-
tions that ore taking place in Dixie stem
from accumulated grievances long sup-
pressed by fear and lack of a formulated
and well conceived action program.
These demonstrations would have tak-
en place, desegregation court ruling or
not. The court action merely provided
the fuse to a powder-keg that had been
in the process of building for untold gen-
erations.
Racial grievances and hurts are never
forgotten and seldom forgiven. Anew
leadership has arisen, sworn not to set-
tle the scores, not to avenge the hurts,
but to hasten the advent of a new social
order. Men of the dedication of Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, of the Rev. Shuttle-
worth are not frightened off by police,
fines or jail terms.
The cause for which they stand is a just
cause. And justice always triumphs in
the end. The South is today faced with
the grim determination of a new Negro
who wants his rights NOW or die in the
ensuing struggle.
Some blood will be spilled, but it will
not be in vain.
Ter:""n-Fly In The Ointment
The eternal Congo crisis continues to
plague the United Nations and keep the
civilized world in a state of constant jit-
ters.
The latest in an unending series of trag-
ic episodes is the riot at Elisabethville
where 10.000 native women, some carry-
ing babies beat and stoned UN troops.
Their shout "UN go home, let us have
the Belgians back," raises the suspicion of
complicity by the provincial authorities at
Katanga.
It is not at all beyond President Moise
Tshombe's conspiratorial mind to have in-
stigated and even organized this vicious
demonstration against the UN military
forces which have protected Tshombe on
more than one occasion.
The Belgians who had kept the Katan-
gans in virtual poverty, want and colon-
ial subjugation still have psychological
hold in Katanga. They still run the mines
which provide jobs for Congolese at star-
vation wages.
However, they pay Mr. Tshombe well
in order to protect their investment and
retain their influence in that corner of
Central Africa.
Tshombe is no African patriot by any
standard of jugdment. He is nothing more
than an Uncle Torn who has neither con-
science, morality nor self-respect.
Left to him, the whole of that rich basin
in Central Africa would still be in the
shadow of colonialism. There was no jubi-
lation in Katanga when independence
came to Congo. Tshombe's actual partici-
pation in the fiendish dismembering of
Premier Patrice Lumumba. the most dedi-
cated of all African nationalists, is an
event that should mark the President of
the Katanga Province as a murderer and
as well as a traitor of African freedom.
The blood of Lumumba is still dripping
from Tshombe's hands. Not until this as-
sassin is removed completely from the
scene, will there be peace and prosperity
in the Congo Republic. He is the prover-
bial fly in the ointment.
• cured Mr. Arzikwie as our an-
Being Frank nual banquet 
speaker. He elec-
trified our gathering in Del-
. troit, not only with his elo-
quence, but his long record of
heroic journalism.
About People, Places Many accomplished writers
And Problems before me have written
By FRANK L. STANLEY scholarty accounts of the great
• people of Africa. therefore, I
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — So I of Louisville. Miss Anderson is go with no illusions of uncov-
am going to Africa and fulfill working with the Americans ina- 
anything for journalistic
posterity.a dream, which I never Mende Service in East Africa I will, however, on this tripthought woud come to realiti. and I am advised that she is to es the two foreign missions,
At least I had no idea that be wed very soon to a co- before, be an eager student of
this would be the year and worker- the great peoples who inhabit
the mission, that would be of In L.ago, Nigeria, we hope to the world's most turbulent
teaching journalism to praclic- be able to hobnob with an old continent, a complex land of
ing African newspapermen. friend, the Governor General conflicts and revolutions. I am
The most conservative esti- -The Honorable Nnamdi Azik_ convinced that I will be able
mste indicates that our 4-man wie, "Zik" an American Negro to witness a new Africa, be-
team commissioned by the newspapermen Affectionately cause of its 230,000,000 inhabi-
United States Department of know him. is • man of great tents reportedly almose two-
State, will travel approximate- journalistic reputation in Al- thirds of them are citizens of
ly 25,000 miles in a span of 52 rica. As the editor of a string independent countries. Thus.
days. We will visit nine coon- of newspapers, he has suffered this trip is undoubtedly my
tries and an equal number of imprisonment many times for greatest challenge to learn, to
cities. writing and crusading coura- witness, to interpret and to re-
I am e.pecially looking for- geouely, but as you must dia- Dort
ward to our two weeks in Ad- cern from his title. Governor- As far as my teaching as-
di* Ahab.. Ethiopia, where General, he has eleysted him- !=igaments will permit, I will
we will have an opportunity self to the highest possible po- file reports for the Defender
. i h.! -ilited with a former salon. HOWPVC/, this column will be
Lousy-lie Defender Editor. "Zik" was educated at I.in- presided over by my good
P. Martin. who is now coln University (Pa.) and oth- wife, who incidentally. is per-
wore .e, • ith the United States Cr American schools and has Mining me to take this trip.
In, .11 -n Agency. visited o u r country many For the next several weeks.
In Moshi, Tanganyika. we times. It was my gcod fortune Mrs. Vivian C. Stanley, a staff
hope to are Miss Mary Ander- when I was president of the Case Worker of the Louieville
son, the dsughter of Mr. and National Newspapers Publish- Family Service Organization,
Mrs. Olaf Anderson, executive ers Association, near the end will be your columnist What








In the July, 1902 issue of
Harper' s Magazine, a white man
has written an article contain-
ing a terrific suggestion con-
cerning Negroes in,this coun-
try.
Now, it's nothing new about
a white man writing an ar-
ticle about Negro topics. That's
been an established American
habit ever since Negroes were
first designated "the white
man's burden". The Negro has
been talked about, talked for
and talked against ever since
the first black slave rattled his
chains at a strategic moment,
looked up into a pale face, and
asked his white master, "What
about me?".
But this Harper Magazine ar-
ticle is different. It was written
by John Fischer, from the "Ed-
itor's Easy Chair", under the
title "What The Negro Needs
Most, A First Class Citizens'
Council".
Immediately obvious, ia the
writer's concerrr with the cur-
rent Negro drive foe so-called
First-Class Citizenship. Accept-
ing the apparent Negro version
of the term (first class citizen-
ship) at face value . . . altho,
it might be noted that a sur-
prising nunkber of white folk
may not have even a sneaking
suspicion of what "first class
citizenship" means . . . Mr.
Fisher goes on to ,establish the
premise that more and more
Negroes need to accept. His
major premise (or theme) is
that "first class citizenship"
qualifications will have to
come from inside the Negro
ranks.
In other words, the Negro
has a job to do to his own
insides.
True, the Federal govern-
ment can establish and an-
nounce support of the right of
every American to be treated
as a "first-class citizen". But,
let's face it. The Federal gov-
ernment, state government, city
government, no government,
can make a person a good citi-
zen. Good citizenship begins
within the individual ... with-
in the home.
Good citizenship ... or first-
class citizenship ... is a matter
of attitudes. So Mr. Fischer is
right when he says, "The first
task of the First Class Citizens'
Council (the new organization
which he suggests Negroes
should form) will be to find
honest answers to three ques-
tions:
"1. What are white people
afraid of? Why do they begin
to move out of a neighborhood
as soon as any considerable
number of Negroes move in?
Why are so many desegregated
schools becoming "resegregat-
ed" as white parents withdraw
their children?
"2. How much of this fear
(white) is rational (concerning
the Negro); and how much is
simply blind, unreasoning prej-
udice?
"3. What can be done to
remove the rational, valid rea-
sons for such fear?" Mr. Fischer
says, "A candid, careful in-
vestigation would show that
many white people are afraid
(of Negro first-class citizen-
ship), with some reason, of
four things."
He says Negroes are in-
volved in too many crimes. The
figures show that Negroes fill
up most American jails.
Mr. Fischer states, "The com-
monest fear among white famil-
ies (relating to housing) is that
their neighborhood will go cataclysm."
downhill if many Negroes
move in".
Well, how do you as a Negro
feel about living in a Negro
neighborhood? If you could,
would you move out? Do you
think it's a good neighborhood
in which to rear your children'
Do you think an organization
for "First Class Citizenship"
among your nisighbors would
make your community better?
That's what Mr. Fischer is sug-
gesting.
Mr. Fischer further points
Out that another fear of white
people concerning first-class ci-
tizenship (acceptance of Ne-
groes) is that the Negro will
not pull his weight in the com-
munity boat". By that he
means that "few of them seem
willing to invest time and ef-
fort in the web of civic, politi-
cal and voluntary organizations
which holds every Ameri-
9a b —fen rdlu fwyonp onp
can community together."
Mr. Fischer said further, in
a tough paragraph, "As a pre-
cinct captain in a district with
a considerble Negro population,
I learned at first hand how
hard it is to persuade them to
register and vote . . • and
harder yet to get them to ring
doorbells for, either polities]
party."
Such indifference to commu-
nity interests and activities,
may be summed up under the
term "civic apathy".
And a fourth and last aspect
of first class citizenship prob-
lems the Negro fbces is the
matter of moral irresponsi-
bility. Mr. Fischer says,
"White people are bothered by
the casual attitude of many Ne-
groes about sex, and about
their family responsibilities.
Such worries are seldom dis-
cussed out loud ... maybe be-
cause so many whites know
that their own morals aren't
exactly impeccable. But they
do have some statistical justi-
fication. About 2 per cent of
the white babies born each
year are bastards; among Ne-
groes the illegitimacy rate is
above 20 per cent".
And that, Mac and Madame,
is the gist of Mr. Mischer's
suggestion that Negroes form a
"First Class Cftizenship Coun-
cil". The idea is to form such
a Council to combat within
Negro ranks the Negro's short-
comings in the four areas men-
tioned: crime, civic apathy.
moral irresponsibility, and
neighborhood deterioration.
From here, it seems like a
good idea. A First-class Citi-
zenship Council" would be a
Negro public relatiOns Council,
it would be a racial propa-
ganda set-up. It would be a
racial barometer for self-help.





African Negroes — not Co-
lumbus or Leif Ericson — dis-
covered America, a Mexican
anthropologist has said.
Marco Antonio Munoz, writ-
ing in Jet, a national Negro
news magazine, said Africans.
probably Ethiopians or Eritre-
ans crossed the Atlantic long
before Columbus in 1492 or
Ericson in 1000.
He said they settled in Mex-
ico's Isthmus of Tehuantepic
and parts of Tabasco and Vera
Cruz and were wiped out by
natives or some "unknown
Munoz said giant sculptured
heads found in the region are
"absolutely Negroid." He said
the human anatomy, eyes,
cheekbones, cranial conforma-
tions and large lips all point
to African origins.
a/it;nri ge' Prof. Doodle...
IF- YOU MUSTSCRATCH





Arica's Hope For United Front
Dwindles As Election Draws Near
LUSAKA, Northern Rhode-
sia — (UP) — The first general
elections in Northern Rhodesia
are scheduled for October but
the election campaign already
has spilled over the territorees
borders.
Tanganyika is openly sup-
porting anti-federation forces
and Katanga is said to be fi-
nancing at least one African
party which is not hostile to
the federation.
Apart from foreign interfer-
ence, African hopes of present-
ing a united front are dwindl-
ing fast
Recently, a third African
party announced it will contest
the elections by sponsoring 30
candidates, including five
Europeans and a senior tribal
Three African-led and two
European - dominated partils
will contest for the legislative
assembly's 45 elected seats.
Observers say it is a fore-
gone conclusion that if the
African mass United National
Independence Party (UNIP)
led by Kenneth Kaunda, wins
a substantial number of seats
in the new assembly, Northern
Rhodesia will present the cen-
tral African federation with
the same problem Nyasaland
has by threatening to secede.
Kaunda's UNIP is a staunch
opponent of the federation in
its present form.
The African front, however,
is split. Harry Nkumbula's
African National Congress has
not made a dear stand on the
federation issue while the cen-
tral African People's Union,
the third African contestant, is
led by Dixon Konkola, an
elected member of the federal
Parliament in Salisbury.
Both parties are financed by
the ICateriga government and
the British South African com-
pany, which owns most of the
mining oomparues exploiting
the territory's mineral wealth.
President Moise Tshombe of
Katanga put CAOU on its feet
financially and the party was
allowed to open an office in
Elisabethville where it also
published a newspaper.
No one knows with certainty
where Nkumbuta's ANC gets
its money but it is generally
believed that the congress par-
ty is subsidized by the British
South African company which
is known to be strongly against
Kaunda's UNIP.
Nkumbula is also known to
entertain cordial relations with
Tshombe and subsidies are be-
lieved to reach him via the na-
tional bank of Katanga.
Recently, the Katanganyika
Broadcasting Corporation start-
ed propaganda broadcasts fa-
voring Kaunda's party. It
started off by including the
full UNIP election manifesto
in one of its news transmis:
sions.
Despite their joint opposition
to UNIP the two other Afri-
can parties have so little in
common, chiefly because of a
clash of personalities, that an
alliance between ANC and CA-
PU is not expected. Observers
say that ANC may even pre-
fer joining hands with tha
United Federal Party of feder-'
al Premier Sir Roy Welensky.
Poor Harvests Force Bloated Tots
Of North Transvaal To Bread Line
By NEIL SMITH
POTGIETESRUS, South Af-
rica — (UPI) — African tots
with bloated stomachs and
stick-like legs stand quietly in
line to collect their relief ra-
tions.
Each holds out a scrawny
hand for a slice of bread and
peanut butter and a quantity
of fortified meal, taken as a
drink resembling a thin cereal.
They squat on their haunches
to gulp down the charity hand-
out.
On red letter days, the Afri-
can and European helpers of
the local relief committee hand
out sour lemons as well.
Three successive poor har-
vests in the northern trans-
vaal have made the quiet line
of thin-chested children a com-
mon sight here.
The hunger in this prosper-
ous, tree-shaded little town is
only part of a problem which
extends for 15,000 square miles
from the Bechuanaland border
the northwest to the Sekhu-
kuneland African reserve in
the southeast.
Craps have failed and the
hot sun has turned once rich
grazing land into dry, withered
veld. Malnutrition is chronic
among Africans in this part of
the world. But the drying out
of the countryside has brought
the threat of reel famine.
A spokesman for the relief
committee here said some of
the children hike five miles to
collect their meager ration.
"At horn,- cam of them are
only fed every second day," he
said.
South African government
officials deny there is any star-
vation among Africans in the
northern transiraal or any-
where else.
"There is no famine in
Breath Africa," agricultural,
economics and marketing sec-
retary S. J. J. De Swardt said
recently.
'It is a known fact that all
flaxistuffs are readily avail-
able in the country," he said.
"In any of the rural areas a
flintily is able to cultivate a
large variety of vittials right
where they live."
In special cases of moieeced
drought or failure of the crops,
De Swanit said, "the state has
always taken special measures
to ensure that no persons, ir-
respective of race, should suf-
fer through famine."
One group of European pro-
fessional, religious and busi-
ness leaders apparently is not
convinced that these special
measures entirely meet the
problem.
They have formed a non-
profit making corporation to
sell South Africa's growing
food surpluses to needy whites
and non-whites, as cheaply as
possible.
They point to the fact that
South Africa has a surplus of
24 million pounds of butter and
8 million pounds of cheese. The
country will export this year
28 million pounds of corn, the
staple diet of the Africans.
The pilot plan starts this
month.
Meanwhile t h e children
stand in line in Potgietersrus.
The relief committee, which
has received $12,600 from the
South African government and
other money from voluntary
contributions, reckon their
funds will last until the end
of August.
U.S. Aid For Volta Dam
!Wed As Wise Detision
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Not without sonic reservations,
t h e United States loaned
Ghana $37 milion last year
toward construction of a huge
new dam on the Volta River.
That cautious action has
proved to be wise, one of the
chief congressional advocates
of the aid program has said.
Chairman Barrett O'Hara,
D-Ill., of the House Subcom-
mittee on African Affairs, said
Progress on the dam has been
"very encouraging." The latest
progress report on the project
showed that work was on
schedule and that the darn was
10 per cent complete.
A year ago, the future of
the project was in doubt
President Kennedy was hesi-
tating about making the loan
and also about providing fed-
eral guarantees for a U. S.
consortium building, a $120
mill ion aluminum smelter
which will take most of the
power produced by the dam.
O'Hara, amcmg those who
urged Kennedy ta go ahead
with the aid, aa . -re is
every indication thst thi.i is
going to be a great thing." .
O'Hara and other Nicker* of
the project contend that U.S.
assistance in Ghana is working
against "radical trends" and is
helping strengthen efforts to
encourge moderate, Democrat-
ic elements in a country which
some U. S. officials have view-
ed as more pro-Soviet than
neutral.
The project has provided
lobs for 2,151 Ghanians, plus
291 Americans and Europeans,
the progress report said.
In addition to Mal million
I h e Ghana government is
spending on the dam, it is get-
ting $47 million from the
World Bank and $14 million
from orn•at Britain, plust he
$37 million from the Unite.'
States.
O'Hara. who visited the sit•
in 1980, has expressed pertieu
lea' interest in a 3,275 square
mile lake which will be created
by backwaters of the darn, if.
said it would be of "great val-
ue" to irrigation. transpose
and fishing.
The 220-mile-long lake also
has created problems. The pro-
grey] reported noted that 67,-
001 iiarsorts wcut I be tooth,'
cut by e+. lake, Which repot.'
,•,' e e e. man-
made -1, ire in the
Procedures are being draft-
ed for resettling them forced









































































PORTS Davis For Congress.
Robert Wright, outstanding
Memphis busineuman has
this to say. "I have known
Congreuman Davis for
many years. I have always
known him to be a sincere
honest and dedicated public
official. Many people criti
cise his civil rights record
but they fail to point out
that It was Congressman
Davis who cut the deciding
vote to expand the Rules
committee. This mad* it
possible for Civil rights leg-
islation to reach the floor
of the house. This one vole
made it possible for civil
41110 
rights legislation to be de.
bated and passed in Con.
press. At a time when wit.
Brandon Elected To
CPA Membership
°the' L. Brandon, CPA and
business manager at LeMoyne
College, has been elected a
member of the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Ac-
countants, it was announced
this week from the institute's
headquarters in New York City.
He holds the CPA certificate
from the State of Tennessee.
Brandon is a World War II
veteran and a native of Mound
Bayou, Miss. He attended Le-
Moyne one year, completed his
undergraduate work .at U. of
:Ilinois and attended the Eve-
I lakeviewing With Gerri
backs have been ordered in
Government spending, we
stand to lose Federal instal-
lations such as, Kennedy
Hospital. Army Depot and
others, unless we have a





At the request of Rep. Clif-
ford Davis, the Army Supply
Depot was established in Mem-
phis in 1942. In 1947 the instal-
lation was renamed Memphis
General Depot.
Rep. Davis made the recrnies
to the late Lt. Gen. Brehon B. years ahead be happy for your
Somerville, member of the high little one and you-
military command in World
War II charged with logistics,
supply and construction.
This depot operated during
World War II servicing troops
at home and abroad. It is recog-
nized today as one of the most
efficiently operated depots in
the Army command.
The depot employs 1,860 per-
sons, including 1,811 civilians
and 49 military.
It has an average payroll of
$750,000 per month.
fling Division of University of
Tennessee Branch in Memphis
three and one-half years.
LAKEVIEWITES
The Lakeview Civic Club
met last Tuesday evening et
the 'beautiful, contemporary
Horn Lake Road home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ortie Carr. Holding
forth was the newly-elected
president of t h a civic club,
Felton Earls, jr.
Plans are underway for "A
Night of Enchantment," an
evening of fun at the resi-
dences of Joyce and Leon
Springfield, Jeanette and Or-
tie Carr and Leona and Wil-
liam Jamison; on August 25.
From the sound of the plans,
your scribe thinks Lakeview-
ites will have a revival of
nostalgic memories and after-
wards, will call it "A Night
to Remember."
Regular montly meetings
will be held the second
Toesday of each month and the
competent and efficient sec-
retary, Earline Somerville,
remind all to attend.
At the next meeting, two
illustrious personalities have
been invited to attend Lt.
George W. Lee and Atty. A.
W. Willis members of the City
and County Charter Commis-
sion. These gentlemen will
answer questions and explain
views and the vaiidily of the
commission to the group.
Your scribe "goofed!" She
wishes to retract the state-
ment previously mentioned
about the prize of $250, won
at Carver Point Resbrt recent-
ly by G. L. Cash it was How-
ard Cash who won the prize
at this fashionable resort on
the Glorious Fourth; sorry,
Howard and congratulations!
... For Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Boyd of 5069 Horn Lake rd.,
the new addition to the fami-
ly is a girl, Marilyn Denise.
Congratulations, and may the
... Rev. and Mrs. C. J. Reed
of 5045 Horn hake rd., have
re-decorated their exquisite
home One has but to see the
inimitable Hawaiian solarium
and other features, to marvel
and appreciate the unique
tastes of the residents. They
always welcome their friends
and visitors, and when you
leave, you can't help but feel
that you've just left one of
the staterooms at the nation's
capital and a tropical home on
Waikiki Beach.
. . Succulent edibles were
too good to resist when Mrs.
H. Ralph Jackson laid out the
red carpet for her charming
friends and houseguest, Mrs.
Frances Knight of Chicago,
last Tuesday evening.
En.,oying the merriment of
this gioup werv: Mrs. Mattie
Mae Grt.yson, Mrs. Sarah
Pearl Washington, Mrs. Elea-
nor Currie, Mrs. Ernestine
Cunningham. Ws Rosa Sias.
Mrs. Jeanette Ca, 1., Mrs. Caro-
lyn Garner, Mr, Cleors Neale
and Mrs. Juantia Barfield of
Washington, D. C. Eye-catching
in a beautiful ensemble, the
vivacious hostess delighted her
guests as usual, and 'twas ob-
A MUSICAL FIND — Mrs.
Rebecca Steele points with
pride to a billboard an•
nouncing Conchita Clarke's
appearance on stage Si
Radio City Music Hall. Con 
chitsis one of Mrs. Steele's
students at Florida A. and
;)red trintescr-bw. Names New Editor Chicatitefender
ful everung. at the plush Oat-
dence 'on Honduras. Drive.. Appointment of Hen B meets tat nisituer; eilkorial direction of
. . Nen.a and siblings—
Scooter, Phillip a n d Tracy
Lsiel. 'hied away on vacation
to Kansas City, Mo., to visit
relatives and friends last
week. . . . Martha and Harold
Galloway are busy packing for
the fun to be had at beautiful
Kentucky Lake. We know
they'll have fun galore.
. Our newcomers this
week ere Mr. and Mrs. James
Hayes, wsho have just moved
in their pretty Ortie Drive
home. We are delighted to have
them in our midst. There are
so many nice people moving
into the lovely homes of Lake-
view Gardens. So, should you
plan to go a-visiting with any
of them, you'd best check to
make certain you're knocking
on .the right door.
M. university and is making
her professional singing de-
but in the current spectacle
at the New York showplace.
The talented co-ed was dis-
covered on the Ted Mack Or-
iginal Amateur Hour.
editor-in-chief of the Chlcaô
Defender,-one of two daily Ne-
gro newspapers in the U. S.,
was announced by John. H,
Sengstacke, editor and publish-
er, effective August I.
He previously served as na-
tional editor of the Defender
and was formerly executive
editor of four magazines in the
Johnson publishing chain,
Ebony, Jet, Negro Digest and
Tan.
The new editor-its-chief of
the 58-year-old newspaper has
resigned as executive vice-
president of the public relations
firm of Cooper, Burns & Colin
the Defender. A graduate of
NOrthwestesia 'University's Me. 
dillSchool of Journalism, Burns
was the first editor of EhnnY
and Negro Digest and served
a top editorial capacity with
Johnson Publishing Company
12 years.
Plans for a major revamping
of the Defender. including six-
day-a-week publication and
two editions daily, were an-
nounced by Sengstacke • along
with the appointfnent of Burns.
The Defender now publishes a
single edition, including a






LOS ANGELES — Movie.
Actress Dorothy Dandridge's.
physician said it is extremely:
doubtful whether Miss ban—
dridge will be able to.Aake:
any new acting assignments:
within another month or so.
days a week. The new change;




NO. 4 ON THE BALLOT
• Able
• Experienced
• 40 years of efficieni
service to all of the
people of Memphis
and Shelby County
"YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT
WILL BE APPRECIATED"




ksl\. • t*. 2 nd
TO BE ANNOUNCED 
CONTEST
- NEW CONTEST 








July 31st And August 31st Are Payoff Days
A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
1st Prize $15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize — S5.00
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected front top three, boys selling
greatest nnrnber of papers above weekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will appear in the TRI-SikTE DEFENDER fol-
lnxiq the presentation.
Pictures of second and third prize winners will ais0
be miblished.
Earn exth money during summer vacation. En.ter the
newsboy contest this week.










STORE HOURS: 8 AN TO 9 P ts? FRIDAY 4(7D SATURDAY
830 A ts,' TO 9 P.M, FIRST 4 DAYS
„ Pic-Pac

















. 19 c 
es)00;s:>
, With tIli• coupon own S.00 odditionnl clutches.. TobaccoW* this coupon ono 5.00 411' ono" ewebes.. Tobacco.
•xclud•d. On• limit pot dox c•F Expi,•x Aucio xt 0th.
,)
e:,c.e><.-<>,:v.:)c,00000,-.2COUPON00000000S
PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD ONLY AT NEW STORES
McLEMORE & BELLEVUE & NORTH WATKINS & RALEIGH-FRAYSER BLVD.
4 Doz. Limit Buy the best "AA-- Grade
EGGS "AA" Grade Med.
'Hickory Smoked - Tro-Pack
sAv.sum BACON .
Purnell's Pride Fryers are Meaty, Small of Bone and So Fresh!
Purnell Pride FRYERS 'LT 290 whit'bie25tTender, Nutritious & Tasty - 3 Pkg. Limit Daily
King Cotton Franks 3 p'kLgt's $100
Free! 6-ot X.C. Sliced Bologna With Prchase of any 2 Pkgs. Lunch Meats
FullyKing Cotton Cooked PICNICS Cooked Lb. 33!
NECK BONES Lb. PIG -FEET
Mature Western 3 lb. Limit
POTATOES - Red Triumph 10 Lb. Bag 39
Sticks - 3 Lb. Limit
OLEO - Goldenrich Yellow
6 Con Limit Dolly
Lb. 15
Bonus DOG FOOD 1 Lb Can 50
' Halves. California Clino
rLAUML 
Limit 
rpoailnly en 0 No. 21/2 CansStrain:: Vegetables. 
6 
BABYl  FOOD - Heinz, Gerber 3 For 2Mrs
SE14.EST Sherbert & Ice Milk Y2  Gal. 330Colonial Wonde• Tayste
Do, M
Sugar Cured Lb 490
BREAD WHITE Reg. 2 For 270.Big 46 oz Con 6 Limit


















CORN Pride of IllinoisAll Purpose
tening-SWIFT'S JEWEL
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BIG FAMILY REUNION —
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cook
of 290 W. Brooks rd. were
hosts to a family reunion
recently which brought to-
gether their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Marcellus Ginn, of Mc-
Comb, Miss., 12 daughters,
on* son, two sons-in-law and
10 grandchildren. Blanding.
from left, are Mr. and Mrs.
George Lee and daughter,
Riper Rose, Los Angeles;
Mrs. Lucille Thomas and son,
Novie, Memphis; Mrs. Ter-
esa Richard and son, Steven,
Los Angeles; Miss Shirley
Ginn, Jackson State college,
Jackson, Miss.; Miss Cather-
ine Ginn, Mrs. Modessee
Jones and daughter, Michel-
le; Mrs. Myrtle Dillion, Miss
Catherine Ginn and Mrs.
Virgie Ratcliff, all of Los
Angeles; M r s. Anderson
Stevenson, Jr.. and Miss El-
len Cook, Memphis. Seated.
from left, are Mrs. Augus-
tine Bland, Crosley, Miss.;
Mr. and Mrs. Marcellus Ginn,
Delia Ginn, Los Angeles;
and Mr. and Mrs, Cook. The
Ginns have eight other
grandchildren. Also present
for the day was Anderson
Stevenson and friends of the
family.
Tennessee Traffic Deaths By
County First Half 1962. • • •
4
Ask Contempt Citations In La. Schools Hassle
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — to show why they should not
The Department said be held in contempt at a hear-
ing scheduled for Sept. 20.
The department complained
that the school board, state
school superintendent Shelby
M. Jackson and director Rex
H. Smelser of the Sowela Vo-
cational-Technical school have
refused to consider applica-
tions from Negro students
seeking admission to the school
The attorney general said
federal courts have ordered
six trade schools in Louisiana,
including Sowela, to drop rac-
ial bars. He added:
"The issue here is not
whether Negroes shall be ad-
mitted to these schools. The
Justice
Monday it is seeking contempt
citations against 13 Louisiana
school officials for ignoring fed-
eral court orders to desegre-
gate a state-run trade school.
Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken-
nedy sad the 11-man Louisiana
State Board of Education and
two state school officials were
named as defendants in the
Justice Department's action.
It seeks desegregation of a
Lake Charles, La., vocational
school.
Kennedy said Federal Judge
Gordon West in Baton Rouge
has ordered the school officials
courts have already ordered "It is our responsibility to
that they should be. The is- protect the integrity of fed-
sue, rather, is whether cer- eral court orders and we have
tam n Louisiana state officials asked for this action to secure










Hoodlum Priest To Give
Benefit Dinner Here
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The
f amed "Hoodlum Priest'.
father Dismas Clark has an-
nounced that a dinner to be
held Aug. 9 at the Germania
Club in Chicago will attempt
to raise funds for a home for
ex-convicts similar to the one
he operatei here.
The Father Dismas Clark
Foundation said the new house
in Chicago will be built at
at an estimated cost of more
than $300,000. The Sertoma
clubs of northeastern Illinois
will sponsor the dinner.
The dinner fulfills a wish
by Father Clark that "Dismas
Houses" such as the one in St.
Louis might be erected
throughout the country. The
popularity of his plan follow-
ed a recent movie about
Father Clark and the work he
has done with ex-convicts.
Since the Jesuit opened the
original "Dismas House" in St.
Louis in 1959, over 1,200 for-
mer convicts have lived there.
Of these, only 10 have return-
ed to prison for new crimes.
Better than 1,100 other ex-
convicts have been helped to
find employment through the
personnel service of the house.
The Father Dismas Clark
foundation, named for t h e
Jesuit, is a tax-exempt non-
sectarian private group which
receives neither church nor
state support in its work.
CIVIC LEADER SUPPORTS
DAVIS: Frank R. Kilpatrick.
president of the 48th ward
civic club says. -There are
many reasons why I am
supporting . Congressman
Cliff Davis. The main reason
is that I am convinced that
he is vitally interested in
the progress and welfare of
the total community. Con-
gressman Davis' years of
experience in congress has
given him the needed in.
titmice to get things done
for the folks back home
and also enables him to se-
cure for this area Federal
installations that provides
jobs for our people and in-
come for our business'. No
segment of our community
can advance properly unless
the total community ad-
vances, therefore, we must
have a man in Congress that
can influence legislation that
will advance the total com-
munity.
•














































VOTE NO 46 ON YOUR BALLOT
HONEST CAPABLE
DYNAMIC LEADER
"He will serve all the people, Not a privileged few."
A. MACEO WALKER
"Bill Farris is by far the most qualified Gubernatorial Candidate."
H.A. GILLIAM
"Tennessee needs Bill Farris. He has the ability, vision and interest to
lead this state to Greatness."
TAYLOR C.D. HAYES
"This is the type of man I can believe in. He has ability and integrity."





The Bluff City has been buzz-
ing with former outstanding
heavyweight fighters in recent
months. Among the visiting
boxing buffs were two former
champions, and the other miss-
ed wearing the heavyweight
belt only because he couldn't
keep out of the way of the
great Joe Louis over the last
three rounds of a 1941 title
bout.
This column ran two editions
of an interview taken with the
colorful Jersey Joe Walcott
when he was in town to serve
as a wrestling referee June 18.
BLASTED BY BOMBER
Following Walcott into town
earlier this month was Billy
Conn. Conn, 43, is best remem-
bered for the fight he lost to
Louis. The Brown Bomber had
held the crown for four years
when he ran a foul of the elu-
sive bicycling Conn.
On that night in Madison
Square Gardens with millions
glued to radio sets, Conn built
up an 8 to 4 round advantage
over Louis with only three
rounds to go. Then Louis tag-
ged him — and ended Conn's
championship dreams. Accord-
ing to Billy's guess, his care-
lessness cost him a good million
dollars.
Soon afterwards, Conn went
into service. Released in '45, a
rematch with Louis was ar-
ranged. The nearly two million
dollars gate was then second
only to the Dempsey-Ttumey
turnout. This was a natural fi-
nancial draw, and it didn't take
Louis long to show his fans
that the best Conn would get
out of the scrap would be
agony and a big paycheck to
put him back into retirement.
Conn was battered into de-
feat after eight rounds.
ROUGH GOING
Ezzard Charles was the lat-
est of the ex-great pugilists
to come to Memphis. Like Wal-
cott, the former Cincinnati Co-
bra appeared on the weekly
Auditorium wrestling show as
a referee. The 40-year •old
Charles won the heavyweight
championship after a series of
elimination bouts. He decked
former light heavyweight
champ, Gus Lesnevich in sev-
en rounds 1. 1049. The title
was vacated when Louis retir-
ed.
Charles showed a tremend-
ous amount of admiration for
Rocky Marciano, the retired
undefeated champ. It was the
"Rock" who dethroned him in
1954. Later the same year, aft-
er the 15-round decision, Mar-
ciano's solidarity made a fur-
ther imprint upon Charles who
suffered an eighth round knock
out in a return fight. •
"Marciano, that guy is a real
fighter," uttered Charles with
a faint smile. At that instance,
one of his agents and a pal
he brought to Charles' dress-
ing room to meet the •z-
champ, told how Charles had
smashed Marciano's nose in
that second bout, • but to no
avail. Charles nodded his cog-
nizance with a satirical grin.
FIGHTING 23 YEARS
With 23 years of fisticuffs
behind him, Charles shows no
conspicious battle scars: how-
ever, he has picked up con-
siderably in the solar plexes
(midriff). Packing around 218
pounds, Charles walks as
though his legs have had it.
Three fighters were singled
out categorically by Charles.
He calls Marciano the most
courageous and the hardest hit-
ter. Despite holding three vic-
tories, including a kayo over
Archie Moore, he insists he's
the greatest! All even in four
meetings with Walcott, Charles
still wasn't able to solve his
baffling style — therefore, he
rates Jersey Joe as the rnost
cagey.
When Louis came out of re-
tirement. Charles decisioned.
him in 15 rout* to become one
of the few fighters to defeat
the fabled Louis, even if he
were over the hill at the time.
Charles is married and the
father of three children. He
regrets that he has to be away
from them as much as business
takes him. Talking like a man
of destiny, the ex-champ puts
it this way: "It takes a great
sacrifice — if my wife is will-
ing, &rtainly I am."
Ezzard lives utith his family
in Chicago when he is not on
the road as a mat official or
with the Gallo Wine company.
"Asked about his earnings
which reached approximately
one million and one-half doll-
ars, Charles requested that
this reporter not write a sob-
story of his career. "Ez" said
he had made some good in-
vestments and also some bad
ones. He revealed that he had
invested in the old Cotton
Club in Cincinnati, and sank
a lot on his friends.
He then switched to some of
his experiences as a wine corn-
pa ny representative. "You
know I've learned a lot from
wine-o's; they have heart and
soul."
The former champ indicated
that he might get a chance to
work id Memphis, presumably




fighters featured in this col-
umn, revealed a diversity of
answers on such questions as:
(1) What are their opinions of
present day boxing? (2) What
will be the outcome of the
Floyd Patterson-Sonny Liston
championship tangle? SPORTS
HORIZON will report the
views of these fighters who
all had one thing in common—
challengers for the heavy-
weight title. Two succeeded —
one barely missed.
G(dfiii‘s With
The Robert Wright Clinic on
Tuesday from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Fuller golf course is picking up
steam and beauty, Mrs. Joyce
Blackmon and Mrs. Elaine
Campbell have joined the class
with new members Misses
Chrystal Tarpley, Mirsette
Stinson and Mevanaral Snipes.
Reynold Estridge (age 7) son
of Mrs. Louise Walker has new
clubs and is hitting the ball.
Golf is really in the veins
of Miss Rubye Wolfe. She
serves golfers sandwiches all
week and on her off day goes
out and plays 27 holes. The 27
hole habit is catching many
golfers — J. H. George spent
his entire vacation on the golf
course doing at least 27 holes
a day. Frank Gray seems to be
enjoying 27 daily. Samuel
Crossley is quite elated be-
muse for once he beat the old
pro, Robert Wright.
The little lady (125 pounds)
hitting that long ball was Mrs.
Carrie Jones from Jackson,
Miss. She has a tatter game
than most men. Paul (Nick)
Nichols witnessed the shots.
She is tuning her game for
August.
Tournament golf has kept
Memphis golfers on the run off
Omaha, Nebr. way for golf
play July 14 - 18. Represent-
ing the Sam Qualls Golf club
was Mrs. Florence M: Scott
and Dollar Sanders. Others
who might be missing are
Mickey Reynolds, Larry Wynn
and Ike Wilson. This is an an-
nual attraction that Clarence
Fitzgerald and Dr. Arthur E-
Home seldom let pass them
by.
Watch the new golfers roll
grow. The Tuesday clinic held
each week from 1 to 3 p.m. at
Fuller golf course by Robert
Wright has teenager Nathaniel
Perry and two teenage girls,
Debris Lee and Barbara Lee
enthusiastic about the game.
Other new duffers on the
course are Cloy Shaw, Charles
(Leggs) Johnson, (B.B.) Carter
and Shelly Jones.
Ever wonder what it. is like
watching Japanese play golf,
hitting the ball and running
to it, hitting it again? Then
see the foursome that plays
along with MariOn
They have energy to burn.
The two golfing sons of
Cleophos Hudson, Charles and
Herman, are still striving to
beat him, but he manages to
contain his five stroke lead.
EXPLANATION
NM YORK — (UP) —
Bob Banner, producer of the
Garry Moore televsion vari-
ety shows over C.BS-TV, says
he believes the series' popu-
larity is due to the fact that
"we don't try to compete with
specials."
"We try to be a family show
and if Ma and Pa and the




Crown Prince, & Swingstar Shitts & Blau."
Complatn Una DI Bawling Supplirrs & Equipwant
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more, George L. Gardner.
from Boston, won first prize
money of $350 in a national
essay contest sponsored by
the American Missionary
Asociation of the Congrega-
tional Christian Churches.
Shown here receiving the
award from Or. Lawrence
Jones (right) Fisk dean of
chapel. Gardner wrote on the
essay than,* "Know Your
College." He and another
Fisk sophomore, Bonniface
Tibagambtrwa. of Kigezi.
Uganda, were given $100
awards for winning the m-
any competition among cam-
pus students. Approaching
its centennial celebration,
the AMA had significant
roles in founding Fisk. Talla-
dega college, LeMoyn• col-
lege, Tougaloo college and
Houston•Tillotson college, all
at which had student parti-






ny Liston contends that Floyd
Patterson has drawn the color
line against fighters of his own
race while heavyweight cham-
pion of the world.
The accusation is made in
an article in Ebony magazine,
which quotes Liston as claim-
ing: "Patterson draws the col-
or line against his own race.
He hasn't fought any colored
boys since becoming champi-
on."
Actually in his ten defenses
since winning the heavyweight
championship from Jersey Joe
Wolcott, one colored opponent,
Hurricane Jackson, has been
faced by Patterson.
The Pony article recounts
LiSton'r record of law viola-
tIOns and traces most of his
troubles to his slum upbringing
and racial discrimination.
"Long before he began fight-
ing professionally, he was a
fighter and society was his en-
emy," observes Ebony editor
Allan Morrison.
Liston is quoted by Morrison
as defending his status as a
heavyweight contender despite
his tangles with the law.
"When I started in this game
I thought boxing was sport,
that the best man win. Then
I found out you had to have
credit references to fight for
the championship, like you
were running for president or
something," Liston says.
On the outcome of his com-
ing battle with Patterson,, the
challenger predicts; "This fight
will be short. One of "us is go-
ing early and I believe it will
be Patterson."
Ag Teacher Waging War On
Sweet Honeysuckle Vines
GREENSBORO, N. C. —
Don't be fooled by the sweet
odor of honeysuckle — that's
only a "come on." If allowed
to continue, it could very well
make literal deserts of several
states on the Atlantic sea-
board.
That is the firm conviction
of a professor at A&T college,
who is conducting a one-man
campaign to have the plant
outlawed in this country. He
hates the stuff and a mere
mention of the plant causes
his hair to bristle.
He is Richard C. Ward, bot-
anist and a full time faculty
member at nearby Guilford
college, who is teaching at the
Summer Institute for Biology
Teachers.
STRANGLES OTHERS
The real danger, he believes,
is that the honeysuckle, as it
continues to wind about our
trees, climb up our mountain-
sides and cover low growing
plants, will eventually strangle
much of vegetation, especially
varities which grow wild in
Atlantic seaboard states from
Delaware through Geoegia.
Worst of all, once it gets
started, it's very difficult to
eradicate.
"It's a frightening thought,"
says Ward, "but even the un-
concerned observer can see
the damage being wrought by
this villian in wooded areas in
this section."
SEEKS LEGISLATION
Professor Ward is serious
about outlawing this plant
which is doing a lot of damage
with even bigger threats.
"We should seek legislation
against planting and growing
Japanese honeysuckle, en-
courage federal aid to protect
landowners heavily afflicted
with the weed, and send a
plant pathologist to Japan to
seek natural enemy insects of
the plant for introduction into
the United States," he said.
Ward is strong in his advo-
cacy of the us:r of insects to
desiroy the weed. While the
average layman believes all
insects are pests, many species
have been introduced for the-
biological control of weeds or:





Gov. Buford Ellington pre-
sented trophies and medals in
ceremonies held in his office in
Nashville to the winners of
the seventh annual Telegra-
phic Track &yield Jr. Olym-
pics meet, which is sponsored
by the Tennessee Recreation
Society and the Division of
State Parks.
Receiving the trophy for the
city of Nashville, champion for
the second consecutive year,
was Mayor Ben West and Beit
Elmore, head of parks and reer-
reation commission. Other
communities present were Tul-
lahoma, this year's runner-up,
and East Cheatham and Clarks-
ville.
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GENERAL ELECTION THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1962
Th'e undersigned, NELSON S. CASTLE, G. B. "PAT" JOYNER, AND LESTER EL
BRENNER, Commissioners of Elections for Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law,
hereby give notice of a GENERAL ELECTION to be held in all the wards and precincts in
the City of Memphis and Shelby County, Tennessee on Thursday, August 2, 1.962.
The election is called for the purpose of %oting for three Shelby County Commis-
sioners; a Sheriff; a County Court Clerk; a Circuit Court Clerk; a County Register; a
Probate Court Clerk; a Constable for First Civil District; two Constables for Second Civil
District; two Judges of the Supreme Court of Tennessee; a judge of the Court of Appeals
of Tennessee. Middle Division; a Judge of the Court of Appeals of Tennessee. Eastern Di-
N TICE
v
'Aft: e5114 04.• 11
vision; a County Trustee; a Criminal Court Clerk; and a referendum on the creation of $Conservation Board of Shelby County as per Chapter 213, Public Acts of 1962.
NOTICE is hereby given that City, County, State or Federal Government employeesare not eligible to serve as election officials by State Statute (2-1120). Any government em-plo)ee listed herein is requested to inform the Election Commission for removal of theirname by calling JAckson 6-8831, Station 205.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and Shelby County will open at830 A.M. and dose at 7:30 P.51. Central Standard Time.
The following persons are appointed to hold election; at locations listed below.
NELSON S. CASTLE, Chairman
G. B. 'PAT" JOYNER, Member
LESTER H. BRENNER, Secretary
OF ELECTION
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1962
file undersigned, CHARLES G. BLACK, LEWIS K. McKEE, WILLIAM L
RICHMOND, MRS. BEN GAY and MRS. FRANK J. GLANKLER, being the Shelby
County Democratic Primary Election Commission, pursuant to law, hereby give notice of
the Democratic Primary Election to he held in all the wards and precincts of the City ofMemphis and Shelby County, Tennessee on Thursday, August 2, 1962.
The purpose of the said Democratic Primary Election is to nominate a United
States Representative from the Ninth Congressional District of Tennessee; a Governor; a
Public Service Commissioner; a State Senator from the 30th District; a State Senator fromthe 31st District; a State Senator from the 32nd District; a State Senator from the 33rdDistrict; Representatives to the Tennessee State Assembly from Districts 1 through 13;
WARD
St. atary's School
10 N. Third Street
OFFICER-Hiram Kyle.
41/DGRS-Mrs. Joe Castagnino.
Pat Yates. Mrs. Clyde Not-
VIM. Mrs. Jessie Frnitticher,
Mrs. W F Crain, Mrs. 71. P.
Jones.
REGMTRARS Mr. W. F.
wearier Mrs Mary r Liven-
bell, Emma King. C. B. Cade
Sr., Zola M. Williams, Clara
Parks.




WARD I 114 Wiscoesin
shethy Omani Otfice RIlg. OFP101111-0telia M. DavieIF/ Poplar avenue
JUDGES - Lucy Mae Hurt,OFFICER-M. R. Ratter.
iIIDGES - Helen Bryant, Effie
Stites, H. A. Ricrac Mrs.
M. V Carter, Carl k Mentz.
'moralism - MIL Cleve





srDGES - Alma Franks. Noel
Whitaker, Arthur J. Pleishee,
Frank Ellis. liMrille treadle.






WARD II-PRECINCT 3 WARD 18-PRECINCT srg.te Homes Comm. Carter Crump Stadium
571 Missiseippl Linde& & Clevebod
OIPITCER-Win Taylor. OFFICER-Wm. H. Fisher.
JUDGES - Mn, Bessie Camp- JUDGES-Earie S. Davis, Dud.
Icy S. Jefferson, Ralph Colley,
tV. C. Bryant, Mrs. D. B.
Crawley, D. B. Crawley, Mrs.
Gordon Hollingsworth as,,
Fred Muller Jr., Mrs. Mice
King, Alma Zimmerman.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. C. S.





JUDGES - Mosel Smith. Ma
M. Stewart, Mary le Carroll,
Fannie M. Mackey.





EvinI,Louisa sum mrs. OFF/ORR-J. Thomas Douglas.
0. M. Miller, Earlene Armour. JUDGWS-1). J. FolViencl,





Smith. a naYnes, Mrs. E. T.
Ferguson, Mrs. W. P Shea,




Fire Maths tio. IS
mows - Mrs. J. T. Ford,
Pauline Brown, Mrs. B. Wil-





- Mrs. Evelyn M.
Rawlings, Sidney W. Raw.
kw& Ila E. Baidoeic, Jesse
&Dm Tritty, 1.wale Tera, Tire-
woe Mabry, Vivian Wood.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. 1. it. 'Tot.
ty. Marjorie K. Ions's
SUDGES-Florence Jones, John- 
.
Potlai Sanlet Snow. WARD TS-PRIKINOFrde Hill. Armie Moore, Mrs- 11•EGI3TRIRII Mr.. ff. MI Memphis Perk oemrs. moo.
George slodeers, Reprice Stanfield. Mrs. P. 106/I-
FNI 1441 (leaveors, Margaret lackson.
OFFICER-A. Britt Acred. OFFICER-Samells Rose.WARD is:-PRECINCr 3 'JUDGES-John P. Broom, Zack JUDGEA-Elder Shanks. Thorn- 
ger, Eva Young, Annie Maefa McFaten. 
REGISTRARS-Franre" Wilson 
A. S. Hill School 
Threat.
F. Allen. Merle Machin', as Franklin, James,!REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. R.limit Moore. me Latham Mrs. C. A. Breercenridge, Mrs. Mattie Shaw, Mattie Reeves. Bolin. Mrs A W. Harrington.OFFICER-L.F. Simmers RaymondMrs- R- EGISTR.ARS-Mrs. E Frank.
WARD JUDGES---Louise C. Plyier, G. Nelson, Mrs. S. A. Fransioli, it yrs. aayboce; WARD 36-PRECINCT' 2
Fire Station No. 1 E. Bateau's, lobe C. Hill, Mrs. lasuise Harwood. 
Cammters St. Baptist Church
471 south Idain Street
oFFICER-Eddie Saxe.
MIDGES Mary Ella Colson,
Min Geos‘elso, James B.
Alexander Connie L. Cate-
wood, Norma Lee Baran.
IIRGMTPARA - Grace Gordon,
Ellie Goa
WARD 1-PRECINCT I
Mt. olive C.M.E. (hatch
Ste Linden Averse.
OFFICER-Mrs Annie Mae 177i1.
11/111150t1
JUDGES--Bernice Williams




JUDGES - Meivanore Fisher,
Laois Mitchell Johnnie Wil-
ke
REGISTRARS.- Geraldine





JUDGES - James C Bramlett,
Josephine Lapicolo. Marsden
D Mitchell, Martha J. Brans-
lett Edna 14. Mitchell. Ruby
Banks- 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. L.
W. H. Monsarrat, Mrs. Katie
Meeks.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Wade




Trigg & Oak Street. OFFICER-E M Holder It.OFFICER-Dr W W. f;lbsoll si-DGES Ronnie Benderrnan,
Eddie Dandridge. REGLITRAR.S-Mrs. A. IL Has-REGISTRARS-Dairy R. Bess- ting•, /am Anna P Hawkins.ley, Opel W. Plyler.
WARD 17.-PRIMINCT 4WART) 14-PRECINCT 1 Al Myna,* TempleLemerte College 1257 PoplarVW Walker
OFFICER-John Bailey.OFFICER. - Tommie Lee Wal.
lace. JUDOES - John ElMrs. .
JUDGES-Erter L. Mails,Ev ell, Mrs. A. B. Caldwen, MTa.
lera Cbburn, Marne Powell,
T Cowsur Willa M Gard-
ner, Revile L Davis.
REGISTRARS - Georgia La-
Barre. Earths St Waddell.
WARD 11-PRECINCT 2
St. Jade Baptist Charts
JUDGES Minnie Mae Thomp- Luca', R. Wittier, Orville M.son. Anne B Parker, Reser- Holt, A. V. Council. Sam I.end Gteese. Mrs Margaret Andrews. r WallerAlexander
REGISTRARS Rh" Hinds'





JUDGES - Rev. Willie Joyner,
Mrs. A, Fort, Tommie Lee
Robinson, Etta Milan. lice-
Inca Grandberry, Annie Allen.
Walter Raiford, Margaret
Aleicande:, Carrie Green






JUDGES-Mo. Bobbie L. Cor-
zine, Mary Cullum'. H. C. Sel-
lers, Susan Hyde. Clara Mee
Burford, Mrs. E Williams,
Rope Nett.
REGISTR.eltli - Mr. Nellie
Krouse Mr. R. segar
WARD 55WARDii WARD 11 
Hodges Field Memphis Housing AuthorityRed Orme Sandhog Waldron It Jeffery,* 700 AdamsMansfield Centre/ OFFICER-Ed Kirk 1OFFICER-Cari HurstOFFICER...J. C. Lancaster.
- Jesse 
JUDGES - Mrs. FrancesDeni-rFUDOES - Fred Davis, J. R.JUDGES Cunningham,
A. Bennett Sanders, L. R.
Fitzgerald, Wylie Lioleman,
Andrew Jobe. Thos. J. Well.
ford Jr.. Mrs. Lester Green
Mrs, A. P, Redd.
1220 Cummings
OFFICER - Ruthie Mae De-
berry
ZUDGES-Erma Clanton, Major
Mae Descrry, Arnett* 'Meath-
erspoon. Irene Russell, Bettye
Strong.
RE(flSTRARA - Annie Jean
Goodine Mrs. Oliver George.
WART) 25-PRECINCT it
Believe- Park
Bellevue. & Se. Parkway
OFFICER-Chas. A. Cleaves
JEDGF,S-Valeria Cleaves, I





JUDGES-Mn. E. M McCalls,
J. K Molars:lel, Chas. W KM-
eey, W. D. Howell, Roy Emer-
son, J. L Branch, Mrs B L.
Robinson, Virginia Langley,
Doris Rill, Tills Edney, Flora
030421, W..1 Floyd
REGIESTRABSI - Hattie Surma,
Mrs. B Id Peterson
WARD te--earoneer s
Cottage Mound thrtnaming Pool
2376 Cameo
OFTICrell-G W. Wynne
JUDGES - Pabicia Hackett,
Minnie Mae Nelson
Rodger, Lucille Boyd. EstellaB. Winston.
REGISTRARS - Ray Francis






Bridget Pyles, Sarr Nolen, Ar-








L. Hinz, Geo. C Clark. Ma-
rino Albonetti, Luke A Kings-
ley Jr., Mary L. Kingsley, E.
M. Lingenfeider. Nora Lewis.






JUDGES-Mrs. A. C. Anderson,
J. E Huffman, Mrs. C. D. Ca-
vagnaro, W L. Ward, .7, W.
Morris, Mrs. W L. Ward, '
lie Mahaffey, Mr. D. L.
Rogers, Mrs. R. L Crider.
REGISTRARS - Mn. LaRue








JUDGES - Marie Sanders, Ma-
rie Brogan. Beatrice Battler,
Ruth Beck, Mrs. Roy Bray,
Theresa Morena. Marion San-
ders
ford Rises Pinson. Helen urn*. A. D.
BEGISTRARS-Anr Marto ark, Bonnie . tee.rs. 
Del-
Gray. Wells Grace C. Franklin, Ann Hurst Norma Jean Flynn,
Wilson, Mrs. John Patton, P M Mitchell Ban L Mad WARD 27-PltECINOT sMn, Ruth Barham sots. The Station No. 0REGISTRARS-Mrs R Csu- REGISTRARS '-Mrs. R. e24 Thorns, St.die. Mrs E W Lo‘s ne Burns Mrs Carl Hurst
REGISTRARS-Vivian L  OFFICER-Richard T. Poole
Katherine Thornton 
Willis, 
JUDGES-Mrs. C. C. Campbell,
Alice Sue Wilkinson, L Le-
now. Juanita Bartholomew,
Mrs Jamee Walters, I W.
Eller. W. B. Wilkinson F D.
Clark
REGISTRARS-Mrs A. It Hae-
ennsueller, Mrs To Ann
Schwendimann
JUDGES-Howard Winn, Geor-
gians Fulensvider, Ward Bar-
num, Lawrence Mason, Mrs.





Fly, Station No. ie





thur Sample. Mrs. Chas. PM. loway. Rosie Applewhita.
ton, Mrs. F.. A. Russell, E
lyn Lewine, Ethel C iderrin. WARD 24-4'RECEROr sRFISIISTRARS - Mrs. Thomas Mt Merish Baptist (bseelt






JUDGES - Milton Folbe, Alma
Bennett, Mrs. Martin Boyer,
Mrs. Warr, n Johnoon,
Church, L. W. Paschal, Mrs.
Julius Bromardello.
11110111111ARS - Mn Albert
Stealwir. Mrs. E. K. Pate. •
WARD at-PRIDOINCT
Fire Station No. IS
1010 Faxon
OFFICER-Arthur Germignan1
JUDGES --Jefferson C. CalbotM,
Thos. C. Wynns, Thomas A.
Germignam, Mrs. Izin Finch,
Louise Berturci, Mrs. Joel T.
Frazier, R. Ti. Everett Jr.
kRO1N!3tARA-Ka,m L Walk
isr, Mrs. Ben Wesson
WARD 27--PRECTSCT
Dave Wells Commonalty Oasster
Cbednes S Ayer"
OFFICER-Alex Meyer.
JUDGES - Mrs. Albert Smith,
Ernest M. Jenkins, Jritin
shot, Mrs. N, E. Self, Rosa
Spore, Mrs. Geo. AshMn, Mr.
Marvin Sims, Mrs. G. Ti, Mo-
ral, Mrs. r,, 0 Walker, Mrs.
Thursa 11,1.11s,
IIFIDSTRARS - Pauline Reitz,
Gladys Simpson. Cummings Seboot
7037 Cummings
two State Democratic Executive Committeemen; two State Democratic Executive Corn'mitteewomen; and a Chairman and members of the Shelby County Democratic ExecutiveCommittee from Districts 1 throug.h 15.
NOTICE is hereby given that City, State or Federal Government Ernplovers are not eligkle to serve as election officials by State Statute (24120) Any govern-ment employee listed herein is requested to infoi in the Election Commission for removalof their name by calling JAckson 6-8831, Station 205.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and Shelby Count, eill) open at8:30 AIL and close at 730 P.M. Central Standard Time.






neth Avres, Edith Phillips,
Mary Beeeroft, Jerome J.
Phillips, Mrs. Emola Barrier,
Pearl Herod.






JUDGES - Mrs. Fred Wooten,
Eloise Casein, Katherine Har-
ris, Mrs. E. Buntyn, Dorothy
L. Jones, Loth*. Mae Smith,
ARS-Mrs. Flem Wil-
tiaras, Mrs Louis K Babin
WARD 25-PRECINCT 4
Ten& Caisary methodist Church
684 E. McLellan*
OFFICER-11 W Beecher
JUDGES - Mollie J. Carter,




Purdy. Hattie M Moore
WARD 25-rarrynici
WAR t) 'SI -PRECINCT I OFFICER-James C. Sexton
Klondike School JUDGES -Virginia S. Lamer,1250 VolHatine John R. Lancer, W. 0. Gress-
OFFICER-.Charles Crawford.
JUDGES-Eva Tillman, Tom-
mie GUY, James Walker.
nestine Hughes.






Ice M. Booth, Mil-
dred Harris, 0. T. Booker, H.
E. Pile, P. IL Holden.





.ES-Mrs. B F. Edwarda.
Mrs. F. L Cent Carol Luc-
chesi, Mrs. 'I' E Ingturn„
Fenner Lee On, Latelake
Leake, F. F. Leake, Mrs.
Wade Butter, Virginia Hayes.
Frank Wilbourn Jr.
REGIATRARe - Mrs. Fred!.
Dermas, MrsW .1 Mallen.
van. 
once, Mrs. Cart William& 
•.*. 
REGISTRARS- Alice Maxwell.tin Mrs M I Denegri. wARD 111-PRECINCT OFFICF,R-AisstIn Frame.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. J. A Mar-
Mrs. John E. Cooley.
Count library JUDGES-Mrs. Austin Frame.
McLean & Peabody Evelyn B o s w•I I, Avert Lillian Thomas. 2144 /*Indium AVenil• 
WARD 32-PRECINCT I
WARD 11-PRECINCT I 
relief School OFFICER -T. W. Billion*, O'Leary. Miry O'Leary. Ar- oriercrit--.1. D. Marks. 
Lamar Terrace
It nGES -Mrs. 15,1 P. Flailey. thus' Schormbe_, _Mrs. T. G Iril Lamar
go 3 Lauderriate
oFF1(7,14-- Belle Pelt tom, Herbert A Wi Imot .. Norman Emmons Jr., Mildred Centeno, 
WARD  WalkerRsebECrNom CT i JI:DGEs .- Henry Rawiittson, OFFICER-Neal E. Tidwell.
Mrs. Henry Ravilinson, .1. N. JUDGES - Ida B. Groves, Sue
Bagwell, It'. F. Wattam, A. Sandridge. Kathryn Patterson,
Rale Wesley, 1. N. Kinney, Mrs. W. C. Flippin, Mrs. WU.





JUDGES-Mrs l Parley Dtilb Blake, Mrs. Norman Blake, Louise C. Herron, Louise H.Person, Annie K Pops.. John Mrs. Melvin Furchgoit Jr., Bete Mrs. D. E. Baker, Mrs.McDonald Mrs. A. Mdchell.i Lynn R. Ferguson, Donato! J. G. Ayinett, Mrs. DoveRuth Lewis, Marie Hone. Sari, Wm. T. Biggs- Marice,safrIMAIIII-Anaatasta Hall, / REGISTRARS - Mrs. sobs lw.ligoingAng aura 11.06.WNW Veleame. SPersee. Shear Swinger lbw Os*.
son, Ube Jean Bouala, Nettie
Mae Porter, Josephine Watts,




alIDOZ8-Mts. B.. B. Sic
Sloraggins.
- Made ?WI&Ms. A. L. Willie.
WARD 25-PRa(71N(1'
Rill Bros. Motor Co.
Peer,
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Clyde Fitzgerald, Bernard Canter.
Hughey, Mrs. Lalah T. REGISTRARS.-Ethel Rands,





JUDGES-Mr. B B. Johneon,





Fire Statioa No. IS
4411 E. Parkway, Norte
OFFICER-Mike Gavin
JUDGES W P Fleming,
Mrs. W B Hunt B. T High-
land Mrs A G Black Mrs.
R. D .Weght Mrs. Mike
Gavin Sans Cole Mrs.
R. 3 Ryan
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Stanley






Abel. Louise Harlow, R. S.
Hawkiret, .1 II Norton, Theo
Ii Henley T Hodges
REGISTRARS - H J




OFFICER-K W Ha tie,.
JUDGES-Mrs. M. B. Swhiney
Martha Todd. Myrtle Oliver
Tom TidwelL Adell Harris
H. A Blum
REGISTRARS - Mrs Ethel





JUDGES - Mrs E. L Platt
C C Floyd. Vivian C Wil-
liams, George Buchanan Inez
Payne
REGISTRARS-Mrs Jessie Me.






Anderson. Venetia Cox, Mat-


















Whitney, Robert Monger, MM.
Major Wright, Tommie Evens.






JUDGES-John P. Aday Mrs
D Wham Mrs Louis E
R. Claude G Christiey
George 3 Hannon Margaret
Radford





ornant-m rs E Wash
ington
JUDGF4,--Lydia B Robin's:et
Betty Chism Beatrice Wet








JIIDGES-Nfrs T L. Peek'
Mrs. R. E. Marshall. T L
Peeler, MrsC W Chastain
REGISTRARS -- Mrs Ras





JUDOES-Mrs W B Hatchet
H Fisher, Edits. B Dye
Mrs. D A Ellis D A Ellis
Mrs Douglas Cooper Mrs
Lee Miller Mrs L K Foster
REGISTRARS -Mrs. B. R.




OFFICER-4 A. McCune. Mrs
911I71 McCall& Mrs Irby Fin
ley Mrs Robert O'Brien
George Brown Margaret Al-
derson, Mrs, Jeff T Edward
Mrs G M LaRue
REGISTRARS - Mrs C B
Anderson Mrs Portia COX
WARD la-PRECINCI a
Tent-Amoco Service Station
Matson Rd. and Jackson Ave
OFFICER-K A MrEweri
JUDGES - Mrs Joe D. Har-
desty Mrs .1 C McHughee,
Mrs. W Carlyle Mrs W
II Roberts, Mrs. J C1116%
no. Mrs E C. Catlin
REGISTRARS - Mrs Walter





JUDGES-A J Pierini F, C
Moore, Ella. G. Abraham
Elizabeth L Baker, Rita M.
Henley, Mary Northcutt, Mary








bed% Ramsey, Bessie C.






Little Plow or School 
II142 Valast11141844 Jackson OFFICER-L. Harold Davit.JUDGES- Mrs Gertrude ...en- juDorts__Eddis c. Doyle C.center, J. P. Bellamy, wailer Barrentine, Louis DatIlt1i,Aoch• John Goz, Albert J T Lamb, Mrs. J. L Dixon.Gross, E. A MeDennott, Ellis Mrs. Cad west.
Dean, Jake Principi Nora azonernARs yrs.





JUDGE?' Emma L. Ford,
Gloria Anderson, Anastte
Daffy Emma Jean Weems.







Brown, Rosetta 0. Adam%
































































































































OFFICE It Fred A. flurmeis-
tsr.
JUDGES - George T. Langan-
soaker, Fred Bauer Jr., Wm.
G. Gordoa, Mrs. George Mad-
. linger, J. 'W. (Bill) Brakebill,
Mrs. James Hughes, Carl A.
Fuess, W. J. Cody Jr., Stew-
art Morley, elm Richard E.




3431 Sharpe WARD 51OFFICIEB,-A. V. Phillips. Memphis Junior AcademyJUDGES - Edward A. Tyler
• S. Mendenhall RoadWillie M. Pannell, G. R. • •OFFICER-I.. B. Tripp.
13"enian• 3°Y Riv"' Mn' aUDGES-Charies ZemP,Travis Ct. Jackson, Dave O.
Erwin, Van L. Kerr, Kathry
L. Lockherd, Mrs. T. G. Cup-
pies, A. M. CarneY, XvelY
Linderman.
BEGIsTBARS-Mrs. Edward A
• Tyler, June Phillips.
OMCElt-4. W. Johnson. WARD 52-PRECINCTS
JUDGES-F. A. Bawls, Mrs. 
Sunnyside Civic Park
WARD 43-PRECINCT 1 Pershing and Greenwood
OFFICER-Charles C. Collison.
JUDGES-Mrs. Buford Holland,
Floyd 1). Rowe Jr., •alrit.
REGISTRARS -- Mrs. Harry Charles C. Colliaon. hIrs. IL C. JUDGES-C. T. Bausch, E. H.JUDGES-Mrs. S. M. McKee, Spears, ,Mrs. Joe Matracca, Bergdorf. Mrs. H. A. Fletcher. Tenent Jr., Billy Mills, J. M.• J. K.. Fly, A. E. , Saums, Mrs. A. H. Jacobs, :Mrs. J. E Varossa, Jack 1-1. Morris, M.Helen Latham. Mrs. George' WARD 46-PRECINCT 2 Berry. ; A. Toombs, W. H. Wardle, W.T. Walker, Melvin Greer,1 Furniture By Fleming REGISTRARS - Bernice Mop- c. Ossario, Mrs. Robert Me-Harold C. Parkey, Nency . sari Park rison, sirs. Frank Mensi. Rae, James F. Fletcher.• Hansen. 
OFFICER-Wm. Frank Wells. REGINTRARS-Hazel Varossa,
' MT/GES-Mrs. Is A. Summers. 
WARD 53-PRECINCT 1 Mildred F. Mayer.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Billy E
Kingabnry SeboolMoore, Mrs. A. E. Saums. Mrs. A. S. Roberts; It. W. 1254 N. Graham.
Rosebrough, Mrs. It i oh at A OFFICER--C. 0. Boyette. WARD 59-PREC1NCT 1
Overman. Mrs. • Winnie C. juDGEs - Madeline Clennee, 
Pendleton Presbyterian March





OFFICER- A. B. Irwin. Jr.
JUDGES - Monies Card, elm
Si. Gill, Sirs. It. C. Mullins
Mrs. Sonny Fite, H. A. Wendt,
Jack Reece, James Davis, A.
F. Russell, J. Tapp, Mrs. A.
F. Russell.
REGISTRARS -Mrs. A. R. It--






JUDGES-E. Jack Jones, Lewis
J. Spoon, E. Si. Byars, John-
nie Sandy Jr., Lucille Gullett,
Frances Kyle, Mrs. Jack E.
Jenkins, Ethel Joyner, Elms
Mae Adkins, Floyd H. Barnett,
Frank H. Niarnhout.
REGISTRARS--Mrs. Ray






JUDGES-Mrs. T. F. Gulick,
Mrs. T. B. Young, W. E.
Beals, C. A. Hall, James
Krech, E. le • Zavodny.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Robert
DeMarcd, Dorothy Harrison.
lediv. G. Grogan, Leonard W.
Gill, Zeneda Martin. Mrs.
John C. Cameron, Zelma W.
Kubik, Arthur R. McGoldrick
Jr., Guy G. Lansky, Vernon
E. Ellis, Robert E. .Joyner,•
Matt Beard, A. le Lansky, E.
C. Buchanan, John Galella Jr.
REGISTRARS-Bobbie S. Far-
ley, Rubye Kerenkowske.
JUDGES - - Prudence B. Teal, JUDGES- Nirs. Ed Richmond
Odessa Summers, Shirley Mrs. George Steuderman A, r..
Shelton, Mrs. Roblin:May-hale mbitead F. (Say, L. S. Eavro
eft* G. V. Coopme 0. t\. Jr, J. H, Patton Jr., A. C.
Rakeetrave. E. C. Weber, Peterson, Herbert Hood, DaD.
J. H. Shelton. tel E. West, MrsesP. M. W
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. J. li. son Jr.
Stone, Alice Morton. REGISTRARS-Mrs. W. el''.
Rich. Char* fr. Berry, John BoSaling, Mrs. Amel Peterson.
. ,
WARD 41-PRECINCT 11 Ekon, Mary Sue .Eaton. 
WARD 51-PRIogrT I ' s
Baron Blrath SYnagelfuir REGISTRARS - Helen Morley. 
Carnes S WARD -PRECINCT 1
Mrs. W. D. Mathis. 
543 Lane• 1740 VoIllatine • Garage (rear)
'OFFICER-G. T. Wingo. OFFICER--George W. Jacks*. sati Routh Hlithlael
JUDGES-Dora 3. Meore, ...- OFFICE.R-L. F. Ielaub.JI'DGEfs---Dean Finch, Robert WARD 43-PRECINCT 2 this Randle, Mrs. V., Reed, 41:DOES-W. K. Connore, W. D.
Mrs. E. Childress. Tonerese Stalling's, John L. Dolan, Cora
Mack. H. Exem. Moore, Dorothy Cowgill, Juan-
REGISTRARS - Georgia Walk- its Walls, Mrs. Dana Nell
er, Inez Ivra. Sullivan.
REGISTRARS • - Nola Jean
WARD 31-PRECENCA Grissom, Corrine Coley.
D. H. Parish .1; Son
a-label-7r Irvin M. Hooper, G. 1043 Galloway WARD .1S-PIRF:CINCT 3
M. Lneicett, Annie Bonnell, OFFICER --• Arthur Summer-
field. 
Sherwood School
Floyd D. Harris Jr. 3717 Vanuys
' JUDGES-Eliz A. O'Neill, Hand OFFICER-C. N. Talley.REGISTRARS -Mrs. A. 13. B. Summerfield, Mrs. R. Bill- JUDGES-Mrs. C. N. Talky,Ricketts, Mrs. Herman R., ingsley, George Tidwell Sr., Mrs. Lomas Thurmer, Mrs. J.Taa•lor.
WARD 43-PRECINCT 3 
i HWo.lieJ.y.Floyd, Y. R. Holman, Lee Yeager, John Parker,
Vincent Barrasao, Mrs. J. W. Fraeces Ebert, G. Allen 'Rob-
Fire station co. 1i insert' Jr., Robert Edwin Lee.
3 i26 Southern 
'REGISTRARS - Mrs B. 1' REGISTRAlts-Mrs. G. A. Me-
OFFICER --George lloiley
JUDGES - Mrs. Willis Head,
Mrs. George Holley, Mrs. I WARD 12-PRECINCT 1
Henry Emmen, Wilford Gol-1 Springdale School
loday, Douglas Walker, J. W.1 $114 Hollywood
Doyle,. Chas. 0. Weis. D. C. Ashworth, J. B. Carney. ' OFFICER-Gordon Robertson.
'Evans, A. A. Nash, A. D. Het- REGISTRARS _etre Brie, my,IJUDGES - Clovice H. Causey,
lin, Ann Newton, Sirs. H. D. mess Lee Morse. Charles C. Handley, Mrs.
Bomar.
• Jerry Cooper. Mrs. R. P.
Wylie, Ann Krasner, ArthurREGISTRARS -- Dorothy Rite WARD 41-PRECINCT 4







Siaion. Bertha J. Stevens,
111, Dorothy Daniels, Irene Bur-
rell, Louise Roberson.










Brannon, Richard MelNicho- Messick School
.las, Morris °strove. Sydney 753 Greer
L. Nicholas, lambert Pierini. OFFICER---Hribert I. Childs.
REGISTRARS - - Mrs. W. A. JUDGES Hulet Beard,
Ryan, Mrs. Umbert Pierini. Ann L. Bishop, Mrs. W. E.
Brower, Mrs. L. A. Sisco,
WARD 41-PRECINCT 3 Mrs. Jewell Hubbard, Lora
Hyde Park School
1231. Tunics
JCDGES-011ie V. Ward, Ar-
raid Britt, Marjorie T. John-
ion, Mrs. Frank Gray, Mrs.











JUDGES - Marie Hodgson,
Mary Doyle, Mrs. A. P. Lead-
ford, J. F. Crips, W. B. Bar-
i-en, Mrs. Ellis 11. Malone,
Margaret Davis, Clyde J.
Huff, Mrs. J. S. Edson, Mrs.
Marie Bowles, Dorothy Shur-
den, Leonard Berry, Lucille
111":118TRARS-Mrs. Curie R.en, Mrs. Ben•Bushart
Scallorn, Mrs. Eunice Sutton.
L. Cox.
322 Greer REGISTRARS-Mrs. Lewis Ala
ford, Mrs. R. L. Simpson.OFFICER-er. K. Robinson.
JUDGES-Mrs. P. A. Worley, WARD Wt.-PRECINCT 9
C. Guy Boyer, Charles S. Faxon Avenue Baptist Church
Peete, Mrs. Robert Ruffin Jr., 377 N. Hollywood
Mrs. II. F. Landstreet, Law- OFFICER--.T. B. Mason Sr.
rence Jaseph, David V. John- JUDGES - Thelma Vaughn,
son, John E. Jennings, Mil- Mrs. Edward Neely, H. A.
dred E. Jennings. Murray, Thomas B. Drake,
REGISTRARS Mrs. P. et Earl A. Shears, D. L. Bentley,
Duke Jr., Mrs. W. L. Barrett, Mrs, Dale Bentley, Mrs. A. 0.
Chandler.
WARD 46-PRECINCT I REGISTRARS - Mrs. E. K.
Memphis State 'University Hague, :Maurine Blenis.
• Patterson St.
OFFICER-George T. Walker.
L,. Cole, Hawthorne Wallis,Fire Station No. 23 K. 




1143 Dyer . •
nora I.. Behr, .E4 a P. Seward,.
Curtis II. Ballard. Joseph I:. it,.%si) -16_,,i,„,:cricr.s.
olds Mrs. R. W. Walker,,ii
frs. Phil Emerick. 
Audubon Park Pavillon
l 41* Park Avenue
GISTRARS - Gertrude S•i0EFICES-Guy W. Fisher,
McGill, Margaret P. Lleyd.,
JUDGES-Lorraine W. Fisher,
Mrs. Frank 'lowland, Lucille
G. Faulkner, Gladys P. Cool-
lean, Catharine M. Gilmer, OFFICER-Alm C. Jerden.
Mrs. Hugh RUmPhreYa, Bill JUDGES - Roselle Stafford,
H. Shrewsbure, iiiirs. A. C. Evelyn Latvley, Geneva A.
Anderson Jr. Sills, Maizie Cherry, Jean
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Helen V. Hill, Mrs. M. D. Lewis, Mrs.
Salter, Mrs. Clyde Warren Sr. Stanley Faught, Mrs, Peggy
J. Franks, Evie Mae Gau-
WARD 47-PRECINCT I aging, James C. Liles, Mrs.
Vacant Store J. W. Roberts, Mrs. Lawrence
1399 Airways Boulevard P. Smith.
OFFICER-John F. Bates. REGISTRAR - Pearl Jerden,
JUDGES-Evelyn Jordan, Alone 
Myrtle Lyles.
Sanders, Helen Tr Meyers, WARD 54-PRECINCT 1




REGISTRARS-Kathleen J. OFT1CIPJS-A. B. Haines.
son, Louise Winborn. JUDGES-Winifred J. Lindberg,
W. Martin Clough, Lela 11.
WARD 41-PRECINCT 3 Smith, Joyce L. Chimer, Mrs.
St. Joint's Catholic Church H. C. Duncan, Mrs. James T.
2742 Lamar Lenahan, Mrs. Elmo Thomp-
OFFICER-Sam Miller. son, Bettye S. Agee.
Mrs. REGISTRARS-Romoira Jasper,MIDGES-.7. D. Rutledge,
. Helen W i 11 i a m s, Elizabeth Warne. 14. Tate.
Kelly, Marge Bigharn, Della WARD 14-PRECINCT 2
Libertoelouise Liberto. Fire Station No, It
REGISTRARS-Catherine Soule, 447e Powell
Inez Rochelle.  ' OFFICER-W. F. Davis..











REGIsTirsits Mrs. Jeasie I. Long, Betty Harvey, Sally Mc.OFFICER--William I:. Adkins. Wells 'Sis. Dora M. .Har- Kee, Ada Jane Billings. MaryJUDGES-William I. White, Le- „tee, Er•elvn Campbell Lillie B.
Hooper. Frances A. Dunlap,
Annie Mae Jackson, Martha















' WARD 44-PRECINCT 1






ES - William C. Bishin,
M. Belcher, Mrs. Ea-
Mee Crocker, H. L. Williams,
C. B. Luck, Mrs. Harry Cosby,
Billy Motz, Mrs. James Cir-
tain, C. R. Thomas.
REGISTRARS - Gladys Hall
Mrs. C. W. Thompson. ,
' WARD 44-PRECINCT
Brownstone Bldg. •
• 133 St. Albans Fairway
OFFICER-W. it. Flippin.
JUDGES-Mrs. F. B. MeAue,
Mrs.. J. J. Bacigalupo, L. W.
Holthofer, Julian M. Cohen,
• Mrs. Henry Hinkel Jr., Mrs.
Jack E. Cramer, Mrs. George
D. Wible, Mrs. Cella Peiser,
Louis E. Fierier, Martin Hood,
Margaret Pollard.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Thomas
Kirk, Mrs. C. D. Akers Jr.
WARD 44-PRECINCT 3
Galloway Club Moose
2815 Walnut Grove Road .
OFFICER-Lawrence W. Har-
rison Sr.
JUDGES -3. P. Goldsehmid,
Jack Vie Kenner, Mrs. Law-
ce Megel, Pauline Ell-
John W. Bain, Rose G.
Lee, Thomas 13. Avery.
ZBGISTRARS-Mrs. Mose' Al-




Bethel LaBelle Civic Club
2698 LaR,ose
OFFICER-W. S. Strebl Jr.
JUDGES-F. T. Irmnison, Mrs.
W. G. Lackey, Mrs. IL G.
Crone, Mrs. Eliz TalleY, Mrs.
J. A. Parks, Mrs. I. L. Hatley,
Mrs. Evelyn GrOve, Mrs.
W. E. Joyner, J. D. Anthony,
Mrs. A. J. Kelley, Mrs. F. T.
lel meson.
REGISTRARS-Pearl Womick,






McKinney. Pearl J ackson,
Corene M.ceblliam.






JUDGES-Troy W. Cordell, Cal-
vin Motes, Clifford Harris,
Chirles Farley. Johrt R. Rodg-
ers, Mrs. Jewel Harris, J. E.
REGISTRARS - Frances R.
OFF10ER-Jack H. Gates. Young, Virginia Cordell.
JUDGES - 'Leonard Pierotti,
Mrs. Leonard Pierotti, Mrs. WARD 49-PRECINCT 2
P. M. Wlebenga, Kenneth R Pine Hill taninatnity Center
Rhineberger, Frances F. Alice Street
• Newell, Evelyn P. Sprott, OFFICER-T. E. Parker Jr.
Martha F. Gates, Rosalyne F. JUDGES - Mrs. }Toward een,
Hall, Marjorie L. Davis, .14.rs. . Mae Stewart, Mrs. A. B. Col-
Carl Stokes. lins, Mrs. W. IL Davis, Mrs.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. W. E. D. R. Wolf, Dorothy Hove-
Ward, Mrs. Charles R. Ted. kamp, Sadie Morgan, Mrs.
M. S. Hamilton, 7111.e. Frances
F. Durff, John D. Hogan, Rex
WARD 44-PRECINCT 5 'Gregory, Walter Womick '
Flea Station No. 17 RICORSTRARS - Mrs. 'Alonzo
ell National Cook, Mrs. J. E. Jolly.
OFFICER-George Tate Smith. .
it
UDGES - Dorothy T. Stith. WARD 50-PRECINCT a
rothy Whitaker, Margaret Vacant Store
key, Hazel White, Beulah 387 Outer Parkway
Travis, C. E. Whitaker, Wil- JUDGES • - Mrs. Lucendal Ilill
liam J. Reese, Mrs. W. L. Sarah Shaw, Lucille Perry
Chandler, K. M. Hathaway. Alberta Baker, Louie Lester. lase. .
11/1',GISTRARS - Mrs. George REGINTRARS-Queenle Davls,,REGetrIZARS-arre. Delta Me-
Ilan, Etta Gadd. Arena Gaskin. Kenna, Mrs. Henry oore.
Catherine B. Taylor, Ruth
Kinard, Mrs. Frank' Smith, 2300 Mississippi
RoSemary Plass, MaryWoodsOFFICER--Thurman F. Vitt
ard, Bill Lankford. GeorgeIJUDGES-H. C. Smith, Mrs.
Conaway. E. R. Cox, Mrs.. Russell Fisher, Mrs. W. S.,Marvin Moore. I l lays. •
REGISTRARS - Mrs- Jimmie REGISTRARS-Mrs. George A.




OFFICER -William 13, Beim.
meyer.
JUDGES-C. P. Winningham,
Mrs. M. 0, Lambert, Nellie G
Wiley, Alta Dulaney, Mrs. J
E. Hill, Mrs. Earl Priee, Jo-
seph Lenzi.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. C. P
Winningham, Ella M. Rhodes
WARD 8S-PRECINCT
Holy Rosary Catholic school
4841. Park Avenue
' OFFICER-IL E. Vaught.
' Judges - Mrs. Foy E. Reid,
Mrs. Joseph D. Haas, Mrs. T.
F. Leatherwood Jr., Harmon
• Perrin, Mrs. Jessie E. War-
nock, Nell J. Cochran, W. A.
Biggs
,
Mrs. 3. B. Ray, Josn,REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. J.
3. Doggett Jr. I Schledvitz, Nsney L. Camp.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. IT. S. Me
Donald, hit's. P. H. Chappell,
DISTRICT No. 1
ring.
JUDGES-Mrs. IT. T. Baxter,
Mrs. Georgia Shoup, Mrs.
WARD 6.7-PRECINCT 2 ARLINGTON
Mt. el/what Park M.Y.Wilson's More
Sit. Moriah and Park AVeatte
Officer James E. Cox.
JUDGES-- Lucille Pung, Robert
Ws Shafer, Mildred C. Win-
Bette, Robert H. Lewis, W. A.
Craig-, Arthur Murray, Si. C.
Goff Clifford B. Bieber.
OFFICER- -Sidney Bailey. •
JUDGES-R. D. Longmire, Sid-
ney Herring, Walter Burrow,
Hal Beard, Fred. Pope, Mrs.
F. E. Adams Jr., Mrs. B. R.
Robinson.
REGISTRARS-- Mrs. Ora Kell-
BEGISTRARS-Ereesttne W. . Cit. Alm. James Wilson.
Cox, Mildred M. al ; ant try.
BARTLETT
WARD 66-PRECINCT 1 Bartlett Television CO.
Willow Oaks School Corner Stage Road
4117 Willow and Court Street
OFFICER-T. E. Henkel:.
JUDGES--Ray W. Brown, lilt-s.
Ben T. York, E. E. Norwood,
Glen Reid, Odis Rowe, Jeff W.
Newhill, J01111 H. George Sr.,
John F. Boyd, Mildred Haw-
kins, Betty Linhoss,
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Clyde
Warren, Mrs, Sherman Kel-
ley.
OPTICER-Iletman J. Billings.,Lucy Scruggs, II. I.. Ening- JUDGES-Mrs. A. P. NanneE,ton, Earl Harwell, Mrs. Carey me. 
S.
 Stevenson, Mee. Si.M. Clark. Gladys Wright, Mrs. H.-Walls, -Mrs. Albert DanA. 11. Nobles, Mrs. Julia 
ertY, Mrs. David L. Barton,Lloyd. Mrs, Blanche W. Golfe,REGISTRARS - Mrs. Lucy Thomas F. Jenkins, errs. Wit.
J°13ns"' Mrs" John Argc‘ Barn L. Summers, Mrs. A. W.
Fisher, Wallace R. Gooch,WARD 59-PRECENCT Mrs. John B. Aisderson, John
Sherwood Jr. High School W. mum.
3480 Rhodes REGISTRARS--Susie Edniond,OFFICER-J. F. Werne. Mrs. John W. Gillum.JUDGES-J. T. Harris, Mrs. J.
T. Harris, Ben, D. Isonay, WARD 66-PRECINCT
Miry A. Henley, Mrs. Wilbur Colonial Elementary School
H. Coats, Fred IL Tiedemann, 1360 Colonial
Mrs. C. N. Atkins, Mrs. T. T.
Roberts, Mrs. Eula Walker,
Mrs. E. B. Witt, Mrs. E. B.
Keeton.
REGISTRARS- Mrs. Martha
Morgan, Mrs. J. W. 81v:flan.
pet.
WARD 5$-PRECINCT 5








Mrs. Jean II. Jones, W. R.
Houck, J. E. Walter, Mary
Carter, Mrs. George Williams,
Mrs. Joe MeCartie, Mrs. J. B.
Williams, Mildred Vinson,
Mary Eaton, Mrs. Charles
Mayer.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. B. R. Mc-
Carver, Rosa Lee Houck.
WARD 60-PRECINCT 1
Prospect School
Hall, Mrs. Alvin E. Wise.
WARD 60-PRECINCT
WARD 53-PRECINCT I Charjean School
Memphis Boys' Town 2140, Chariest&
4093 Summer OFFICER-Ivy E. Lowrey Sr.
OFFICER,--William Ihmtrieker. 1 UDGES--Margie Holmes, Lou-
ise Wallace, Lois Harrison,
'resale Lewis, Peeve Rettig,




JUDGES-V. C. Austin, Ellis D.
Hurley, West Livaudais, Eu-
lyse SI. Spirth, Ben 0. Weeks,
McKinley Parker, Mrs. Guy
Bates, J. K. Miles, Mrs. J. K.
Miles.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Henry H.





JUDGES - Jack Pipkin, WM
Fisher III, Mrs. Ned Garner,
Mrs. Clarence Gillespie, Mrs.. Pearlie Mae Mims. •
. Jesse Sowell, Ned Garner„
Jack Scharff, R. P. Ellie, Ray . WART) 90-PRECINCT 4 W. Frazier.McGoldrick. Mrs. Truman Kohn, Harvey REGISTRARS -i- V . E. Wilson
Dunn Avenue School
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Jack Pip- 1340 Dunn John Bates. 
.
kin. Mrs. R. P. Ellis, JUDGES-Lee Edward Branch, REMGISYTaRriAeclie--Ruth E. Glass,
Vera T a y 1 o r, Mary Lou Mrs. Ernest Laurenzi. ef ELLINGTON 
•
WARD 56̂ PRRCINer i Green, Lillie Mae shepherd, 'Millington SchoolWhite Station School Ruth E. Williams, Isaac Wal- WARD se-PRECINCT 1 OFFICER-Aaron Longmire.314 S. Perkins . ton, Hugh E. Horton Jr., Westside School
JUDGES-Ida Mae Clarke.OFFICER-Uoyd Bergen. 3317 Dawn RoadClayborne T a y 1 a r, Cora e
JUDGES-Tom Wamsley, H. C. webs, Bernice Brown. waiter OFFICER-John J. Gaia. Audiy Miller, Earl 'I'. Griffin,
Williams, Frank Burt Jr e JUDGES-Lee H. Orton, Mrs. J. Earle Dunavanl, R G.
muNeerrzwit. oning,
Frank Burt Sr., Mary Anti
haichMnar.rsd 




' 'Albert Ragghianti, Robert Maxwell, Omar Pale, Gene
B. W. Cooper, Paul F. Byrum, Morris Raney, William Chem.
Robert L. Avlotti, Louise 
Senders, Thomas L. Coin,
REGISTRARS a • Mrs. Floyd OFFICER-.Ella J. Doers. Fracchia.
Yarbrough, Mrs. Clyde JUDGES - Ethel 11    earns, REGISTRARS-Margaret Bob.
Davies. Amanda Bottles, Annie Earth- gea, Mrs. John J. Gaia.
man.
WARD 59-PRECINCT!WARP 56-PRRONcr 2 REGISTRARS --J OS e ph! ne
Fire Station No. 26Fire Station No, 21 Windbush.
OFFICER - Harry Scruggs. WARD 61-PRECINCT 2 OFF10ER--Walter G. Furr.
3345 Millington150 5. Mendenhall Road
JUDGER-J. K. Cresco, Jean JUDGER-C.- P. Sigler, George
Moorhead, Early Staples, Er- 
Dunbar school
2606 Select H. Clifton, John Macchia,
nest Ball. Earl W. Baldridge, OFFICER--James McDonald.
Tem Pollard, Russell Doug- JUDGES -Mrs. G e r t r u Al e






JUDGES-B. W. Reid, W. F.
Baker, 'Ryland Bledsoe, Mrs.
Glenn Harrold, Mrs. T. 1.
Bourne.'




OFFICER-A. E. Beaty Jr.
JUDGES-W. W. Joplin, R. A.
James, Quintets Olds, Jimmie
Alperin, Margaret Kennedy,
Mrs. Gordon Simms, Mrs. J.
IL 
REGISTRARS - Mrs. A. E.





Walker, Hamer Williams, Car-
son Rhodes. Mrs. Dewey Ray.
REGISTRARS-Mts. J. C. Car-
ter, Mrs. Horner Gish.
LOCKE
later School
01171.u:m,B-. W. C. Rook.
JUDGES-H. L. Edwards, Mrs.
C. D. Thomason, D. B. Way.
moo, Mrs. IL B. Glenn, V. C.
. EGISIMARS - Mrs. P..' 3,




JUDGES- Frank Sykes. Billy
McFerrin, Mark Wortbam,
Sam Hanamontree. Bill Me-
Gaughey, Mrs. Sant Ham-
montree.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Frences
Crenshaw Mrs. Ray Vunkare' WARD 60-PUECILNCT 3




W. Fiels, Hula B. Jefferson,
Mattie Pearl Herron. Grattee
Elmore, Vera Watkins,
OFFICER-Robert E. Ditto.
JUDGES- Charles P. Pickett,
Sara It, Turner, Mary Kather-
irar Stephens, Margaret D.
Sherrod, Robert E. Wilson,
Louise IT. Wilson, Dorothy B.
Lux, Jack Foules, Charles A.
Sberrod, Royal Welch, Chris-
tine Dickinson.
REGISTRARS - Seery Ann






John W. Singleton, Dere. Jesse
Shell, Mrs. Marie Vance, Here





Twin Oak Country Clue
5231 Heinle
OFFICER-Todd Miller.
JUDGES-Mrs. Oral Kee, Anita
M. Smith, Mrs. Phillip Moss,
Phillip Moss, Francis McCar-
thy, Charles Stark, Frank
Romeo, Sans Malloy, Thomas
Whalen, John Davis.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Todd Mill-





JUDGES-Mrs. Wenona Jell!, T.
W. Bond, Jack J. Jacobs,
Chester Perry, Wayne G.
Franklin.




SOO S. White Station Road
OFFICER-Guy Glass.
JUDGES-William C Irons,
Herman Bernatsky, R. E.
Semmes Jr., Ann L. Caldwell
Mrs. Kenneth :gotten, Mrs.
Raymond Bacigalupo, E. L.
Bryant, John A. Marshak Sr.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Charlen
Heckle, Mrs. Andrew Whalen.
nOn.
M'CONNELL
Forest Drive gyin Chat
369 Site Road
OFFICER-Leon Brower.
JUDGES - J. L. St. Peter,
James Massey. Dewey
Haynes, J. C. Vandiveer, G.
berg, Jack Sutherland, .The
Saig, Torn Clifton, N. P.
Becigett;
Retrift4TRARS- errs. If. E. Call-
- louetts Mrs. Helen Chapman.
1716 Delano
OFFICant-George S. Reeves.
JUDGES-David A. Jackson C.
W. Ogilvie, Joe D. Chastain,
Mrs. Floyd Allmond, !Ark:
Agnes Walker, Paul E. Han-
son, W. C. Sessum, Mrs. C. T.
Voss.
REGISTRARS - tire. E. E.
Jackson. airs. A. A. Stubble-
field,
WARD 11
Georgian Hills Elem. School
31150 LPWIPTI
OFFICER-M. J. Sieciell.
JUDGES-Mrs; H. C. Ditseler,
W. A. Owen, Mary Todd, MU.
dred Green, Dorothy. Borjes,
Mantra Lewis, Mrs. W. at
Crawford, W.. A. Owen, J.
Hawkins, Mrs. Odell Thorn .
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Si, J. Sic.






bara Price, Etta Lou Craig,
Mrs. Lucian Moore, L. K. Col-
lier, Si. Belote, Mrs. B. L.
Coker.
REGISTRARS- Thordee Bee-





JUDGES-S. II. Hall, G. Si.
Stout, C. A. Riddle, Genevieve
• Diggs, Mrs. W. R. Waynard,
Mrs. Earl Dublin, Alice K.





'OFFICER- Charles r. Patton.
JUDGES -Ilaywood Williams
AIM Crain 3r., Dan E. }lel
land, Sane W .Caeciola.'3. A
Reagan. Ertaikrd Farrell
Mrs; Haywood Williams, A. L
Roy, Mrs. H. Slivers, HoyeUe
Hodnett, Mary Sue Riley, Wil
Ilam T. Rankin.
REGISTRARS-Mrs, J. A. Via





JUDGES.- Mrs. Vet oaten,
Taylor GravaH, How& It 4
Reese, Oracles le t t I ef ield,
Mc'. Lucille Sere. Claude
Reese, Mrs. Nell 1..unibreth,
Edward Weaver, Sirs. Ar-
mada Tidwell.
REGIsTRARS-Mrs. Inez Ar.
mows airs. Helen 'lodges.
SCENIC HILLS
WARD 710.-PRE(1N(T 2 James Road Cornmeal* HouseDelano School 3143 James Dead
OFFICER-Harry V. White.
JIlDGES-Bruce A. Welch, Al-
fred J. Ruff, Harry Bristle,
Chester K. Graham, Carlos E.
Gowlon,' Albert E. Walmsley,
. R. M. Teague, Mrs. W. F.
Lenderman, Mrs. H. J. Beach,
Mrs. J. S. Sparks, eirs. W. 0.
Lackey,
REGISTRARS Mrs. Wanda
Patton, J. V. Patton.
sTEIVARTV11.1.1.:
Old Shelby Lodge Building
Bninswick Road 300 fret  re
or less Northeast of Rosentark.
Kermit]. Road,
OFFICER--E. C. Fowler.
JUDGES-II. It Parr, Sibyl
Treadway, W. V. MeCreight,
E. I.. McDaniel, J. D. Pope,
If, B. Ostxwn, Sam Butler,
Travis Williams, J. A. Reeder.
If. F. Freudenberg, Paul
Stewart. J. B. Wylie.,
REGISTRARS- -G. K. Spencer
Jr., W. G. Foster.
WOODSTOCK
Parish. Hall. tit. Anne's
Episcopal Mirth
5306 Old Millington Road
OFFICER Rember Wil-
liams Jr.
JUDGES-- Annie Hale Johnson,
C. P. Burs', Mrs. Rernbert
Williams Sr., Martha Noting.
REGISTRARS- -Mrs. L. E.





JUDGES-B. N. Hall; T.. H.
Crump, Otis Stepherson. C. N.
I lenderson, Trent Malone,
Mrs. Bruce Hale.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. S. W. Dud-




JUDGES - We. B. T. Dunn,
Pearce Thomas, Ben Dod-
died e Q ti - Co M. • .
C. Johnsen, Herbert Lehman,
f'. lf. Harrell, elle. Wilson
Hawkins.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Henry








REGISTRARS-Mre. F. R. Far-
ley, Mrs, Marvin Bozemore,
EADS
Geo. R. James School
OFFICER-Floyd Bryan. •
JUDGES-Walker Reid, HOW-
ard Bryan, Mrs. Gordon Bax-
ter, Ben P.oepe, M. F. Briggs
Jr,
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Earl Sew




JUDGES-R, E. Grizzard, 'J. L
Heflin, ht. V. Scott, Mrs. Joe
B. Rives, Mrs. R. E. Grizzard.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Freddie





JUDGES-Mrs. Joe Callis, Mrs.
John Aeklen, Sara Hobbs,
Mrs. Tommy Morrow, Mrs.
Pat Lanier, Mrs. Rodney Don.
elson, Bilbo Jonee, Harry
Cloyes, Robert Howard, Louis
Brandon•
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Jeanette




JUDGES-John Strong, E. W.
Tompkins, J. J. Evans, Mrs.
Robert Pprter, airs. leaner
Loftis, Mrs. J. W. Zorzoli,
Jack Freeman, Mrs. Bruce
Rushing, A. K. Tully, Mrs. J.
S. Irvin, .1. B. Cooper, Mrs.
Hula Ennis, Mrs. John Lef-
tists, Mrs. Helen Wolfe, Mrs.
Ann O'Linger. Mrs. Marie Sid-
ler, Henry Bondurant, Mrs.
Ruby Tapp, Mra. James Guy. JUDGES--James IT, Davis,
Melba M. French, 11. R. Kirk-REGISTRARS-Mrs. Dale Up-
patrick, Kermit Buck, Mrs.ton, Mi•s. Vannie Leech. *
' 'Bruce Brunson. W. L. Reid,
"la A. E. French. Clifford Darren-
.
!Zvi If port, Mrs. Thomas G. Dor-Ford Road School rity, Edwin L. Martin, Gerald
OFFICER-Rev. G. A. Evans. Sweatt, S. E. Null, Mrs. Her-
JUDGES James U. Spigta, vey Carringlon, Mrs. Aubrey
s
Dorothy
huMrsj.°1Hlens,ry 3Lris, Wru. 
Cainim gtTRAonit,s_ Joe G. allna D a .
Rev
RE
Jasper Porter, Louise Brazen, Harrison jr., Mrs. Elbert Ed-
Dorothy Weathers, Mildred wards.
Dillihunt.
WHITE STATION
3IORNEC SUN Cofonfal Park Methodist ChurchG 
Godwin's Store 3330 Park Avenue
Macon and Mt. Moriah Road OFFICER-James B.. Garrett.
• • MULLINS
Shelby County Penal learnt
OFFICER -O. Si. Rogers.
AMGEN-Mrs. It, T. Waldran,
Mrs. J. E. Simerson, Mr,, C.
J. Looney, Mrs. J B. Ward%
iQrs. 11. L. Marlin, Mrs. A. B.
Green.
REGISTRARS-Mrs. A. Tay-
lor, Mrs. S. C. Harris.
OAKVILLE I
Ostkiine Scheel
OFFICER--George W. Grant. •
JUD(iES-Lurline Martin, litre.
Sam O'Dell, Mrs. C. II. Brad-
shaw, NIrs. Joe Davis, Mrs. .1.
E. Howell, Mrs. Nannie Phil-
lips, Mrs. D. F. Mahoney,
Mrs. Ralph Haynes.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Frank






peth, Mrs. Howard Farrell,
Mrs. lorette Clinton, Mrs.
Shirley Pearson, alrs. C. E. 15Bell, Mrs. A. F. Temple, Mrs.
C. 1). Case, Mrs. }hl Ruseell.
eh-R. Joan Barnes Mrs, SUOMI




OFFICER- E. A. Anderson.
JUDGES ,11eorge C. 'Sensing, .
John T. Almond, W. H. Jack. te
eon: Clarence A. Smith, J













OMCEK -Jack L. Bunch.
JUDGES -K. W. Parks. G. If.
Pitts, If. S. Gill,. W. F. Trot-
ter, Ste H. lfardin Sr.., F. L
Younger, F. W. Hatcher.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. R. W.






?JUDGES-J. B. Ashley, Otto
BuddenbohM, E. W. Land, J.
W. Tapp, Mrs. James E. Ir.
win, E. W, McAfee. J. T.
Hauls, .T. E. Minton, M. Crack:,
stork, Mrs. J. la, Little.
RFAHSTR,ARS-Mrs. C. E.
Bodamer, Mrs. J. W. Burrell.
• WHITE,HAVEN 
Greenland School rs-
Timothy and Graceland Drive
OFFICER-Arthur Bowe.
JUDGES-Sam P. Vinson, Mrs.
M. 0. Nelson, Jane P. Mut-
itellyhite, Mrs. G. R. QuintE
ley, Edward B. Ballow Jr.,
Lawrence Powell, Howard S.
Thornton, W. T. Cashdollar.
Jack Moore. Walter F. Xing,
Rndge Craig, Mrs. G. L.
Jumper, Millard D. Nelson.
al, E. Patterson, Mrs. M. It.
Patterson, .1. A. Swope, Mrs.
J. A. Swope.
REGISTRARS - Newton A.






Charles T. Littleton, Mrs. tr.
A. Hester, Frank: Whismen,
Mrs. W. A. Hester, Mrs.
wood Wright, Gerald Davis,
J, P. Thornton.
REGISTRARS - Mrs. Sam





JUDGES S. Is Tubbs, Mrs,
Waldean Lewis. Fred F. Ed-
mondson. Betty IL Hays,
Ralph' Holleman, hare. J. J.
Twomey. J. H. Edwards,
Mrs. James Clonse, Mrs.
Floyd Adams Jr., William B.
Drake; A. T. Arnett.
REGISTRARS-Dorothy S. Hoo-




OFFICER - R. Shannon trail-
son.
JUDGES-j. R. Ada' Jr., Mrs.
T. A. Flowers Jr., Henry
Reynolds, FA Morgan, Harry
T. Smith, Mrs. Carl Weiss,
Mts. John W. Cox, Mark
Tatum, Sirs. Sam Blackwell.
Miss Tommye Russell, W. O.
May.






OFFICER--Fred Godwin. JUDGES-Edwasd S. Thorn,
JUDGES-Elmer Demuth, N. George T. Roberts, A. C.
E. Seward Virginia Keough Giles Jr.. James K. Pace,
Mrs. Richard. Duly, George T. Lewis W. Perkins, Mrs.
Harper. Charles 13, 011m. •
REGISTRARS-Met. Elsie San- ERDISTRARS --Mrs. Jennie
derson, Sirs. Mary Seward. Schroff, Mrs. C. W. Okiers
SHELBY COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY BOARD
_CHARLES G. BLACK, Chairman
LEWIS K. McKEE, Member
WILLIAM L. RICHMOND, Member















ta Pitcher, Ora Lee Morgan,









Mrs. Monroe Cirtain, Mrs.
Paul Portia.
WARD 324WARD 234
BARD 13-3 Lamar Terrace
A. B. Hill School WARD 24.1 1111 Lamar -
1372 Latham Fire Station No. 10 JUDGES-Mrs. Alice Millington,
JUDGES - Loraine Robinson, 147 S. Parkway, W. Mrs. Robert Cain.
Lester L. Robinson, Thomas JUDGES - Lena Bobo, Alonzo
Jackson, Robert Jacox. Caldwell, Raymond Jackson, WARD 324
Wm. Golden. House
1114 Dudley
WARD Il-I JUDGES-Louise-Westley, Ruth
Mt. Morialt Baptist Church A. Pegrarn, Lenora James.
JUDGES-Rosetta Miller, Erma 13414 Florida
Stedham. Mary Watkins, Par- OFFICER-Warren Burt.
lee Walker. Mrs. Booker T.,4171)056 - Doris Morrill, Viola
Robinson, Am antha Steel,Miller, Questata Cothrane.
Zelphia Tient&
WARD la -I
St. Jude Baptist Church
Trigg k Oak Sta.
NOTICE OF ELECTION
REPUBLICAN PRIMARY THURSDAY, AUGUST 2, 1982
The undersigned, W. L. ASTE, MRS. GEORGE DORMAN, ALEX W. DANN, JR.,
KEITH M. SPURRIER and 0. W. PICKETT, being-the Shelby County Republican Primary
Election Commission, pursuant to law, hereby give notice of the Republican Primary Elec-
tion to he held in all the wards and precincts in the City of Memphis and Shelby County,
Tennessee on Thursday, August 2, i962.
The purpose of said Republican Primary Election is to nominate a 'United States
Representative for the Ninth Congressional District. of Tennessee; a Governor; two State
Republican Executive Conintitteemen; two State Republican Executive Committeewomen;
s State Senator from the 30th District; a State Senator from the 3Ist District; a State Sena.
WARD 5 I WARD 174 WARD 25/
Beale 'Street AudItorium ¶ Al Chymia Temple I Lenox School
HO Beale St. 'JUDGE-/drs. Dudley Johnson.1 319 Edgewood
JUDGES. - Maurice . Hulbert. JtDGE-R. A. Trippier Jr.
Claudette Collier, Shirley Ann WARD 18
Mackey, Rey.. E. L. Turnage. Associated General Contractors - WARD 28-3
re R. Dudley ' • Hill Bros. Motor Co.
WART) 74 'JUDGE-M. James Smith Jr. JUDGE-Mrs. Russell Wiener.Owen College
370 S. Orleans WARD 19 WARD 29-1
OPPICER-Dr!B. F. MeCleatte. Hodges Field Vacant Store
JUDGES -=.- Mrs. Pernina Wit- Waldron A Jefferson . *2810 8. Cooper
-- Dr. John Beard JUDGE-Li W. Lowe.llama, Clara Winston, Louise JUDGES
Allen, Ella Clark Williams, Kathryn Maguire. 1
A. B.. Buford, WARD 294
WARD 10.1 Orange Mound Swimming Pool
w %RD 9 Memphis College of Music 2376 Carnes1822 Overton ParkPumping Station As-em. Room ___ OFFICER-Rudolph Johnson.J1 DGES--Ira W. Byron, Claud' 5th & Auction 
A. Ward. 'JUDGE - Mrs. Marie Ricker.JUDGES --Mrs. Lillie D. But-
fort, Rev. D. E. Burbidge, WARD 20,2 
more.
Earline Williams. Stonewall Lodge WARD 29.3
1163 Overton P Hanley Street Schoolark
680 StanleyJUDGE-Mrs. Phil Moss.
WARD 11-1
Porter School
1110 8. lAtuderdale ,r WARD 26-3
FUDGES-Jeanette Flynn, R. A. Tech High School
Coleman. t 220 N. Montgomery
WARD 11-2 
IJUDGE-Eva Benedict.
Foote Home.. intim. Center WARD 21.1
378 Mississippi Fire Station No. IS
JUDGES - Calvcrta Ishmael, 1010 Faxon
Annie Mae Love. Mrs. Marco JUDGES - Thomas C. Wynne,













WARD 12 WARD 31-2Wisconsin School WARD 11-3 Roselle School
US Wisconsin Klondike School 993 RolandIto VollentlneJUDGES - Rosetta Rohimon. •JUDGE-Ella B. Mallet, JUDGE-C. J. Harding.Mildred Harris, Rosemary
Powell. WARD 214
Vacant StoreWARD 131 1284 Jackson JUDGES-L R.. Dean, FlorenceLaRreos School JUDGES-B. N. HollMan, Irene Dean.1141. Wellington, S. Mitchell, Lovie Holman.
IUDGES-Mary Simpson, Jen • WARD 31.1
nfe Gillespie, Alma Bonds WARD 2! Crippled (3111dren's Hospital
Annie DentiKinS. Vacant Store 21109 Lamar
JUDGES.- \h.,. w. R. portigaii616 Chelsea
WARD 121.2 JUDGES - Clara Blackwood,
JUDGES-it F. Patton,'Willetta I Annie Jackson, Lillian Dave.
Jones, Estelle River.'.






Fire Station No. 13
4611 F... Parkway. N.
1JUDGE-Mrs. J. A. Phillipi.
WARD 25-1 WARD 334
Walker School
MS S. Lauderdale WARD IllJUDGES - Mrs Arrezaleeee JUDGES-W. T. Gurney. Er-
Crumby, MIS. Vernon Dick- nestine Shumperl, Georgia WARD 31.2Ms, Louise Beni,. Lewis, Arah Demeyers. Ella Argo Cleaners.
Miles. Dorothy Smuicrs. Mts. 1334 LauderdaleWARD 13 JUDGES-JUDGES Cody W. rEl I LeWis Bradley.
Mansfield k Central










• 1*4 E. McLemore




Mt. Olive.Florida Street School
3646 Florida 
WARD NitOFFICER-Isaac stone,
Carnes Sch. 1JUDGES-H. I.. Boyce. MarthalJUDGE-Mattie Farris, Lebo-
Woodhouse. Ada Payne. Mar- rah Williams, Geraldine Gray. .11 Dr: ES - 
343 TAine




JUDGES - Mrs. Dan Printup

























JUDGER - Mrs. Artirtir Ka..,
Mr. T. R. James.
WARD 58.2
Fire Station No. 3
366 8. Mendenhall Road





JUDGES - Mrs. Thomas John.



















Wm: Monger, Mrs. Mary Sherwood Jr. High School
Lindsay, Mrs. Velma Mc- 34an Rhodes
JUDGES-Nirs. Dixie Belton°.Christian, June Dotteltuti, bet












JI DGf.fi-S. T. Hawkins, Mrs.
L Crowe, Viola Branch.
the Hunter.
WARD 164 WARD 26.1
C,ossitt LibrarV Cummings School WARD 35-1
McLean A Peabody 1037 Cummings Riveniew School
JUDGES-Mrs. Norman Blake JUDGES-Daisy Strong, Zeita 2011 Jouhert
Jewel Dowdy. Culp. JUDGES-Elnora Tipton, Katie
L. Smith. Odessa Shun, Lti•
elite Perry, Collie E. Miller.WARD 16.3
Crump Stadium






Cummings St. Baptist Church
1320 Cummings
MTh: - Raychelle Carhop
,. Rev. Louise Lynom. Sanwa
I, Fay Lynom, Carolyn Fay Dia.
! berry.
WARD 24.3







tor from the 32nd District; a State Senator from the 33rd District; and Representativesto the Tennessee State Assembly from Districts 1 through 13.
NOTICE is .hereby given that City, County, State or Federal employees are noteligible to serve as election officials by State Statute (2-1120). Any government employeelisted herein is requested to inform the Election Commission for removal of their nameby calling JAckson 6-8831, Station 205.
Polls in all voting precincts of the City of Memphis and Shelby County wilt open atso A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard Time.




JUDGES - Mrs. Tracy Plyier;
Kathleen M. Boone.
WARD 44-3
















St. John's Episcopal Church
322 Greer
JUDGES - Allan Robinson, Mrs.
Allan Davis.
JUDGES-James Brown, Carrie WARD 464
Hatched, Dorothy Anderson, Memphis State University
Mrs. James E. Moore, L.: C. Patterson Street
Bledsoe. - Mrs. James H
Branch.
WARD 451
Chicago Park School WARD 464
1415 Breedlove Furniture By Fleming
JUDGES-James Douglass, Lu- • 3574 Park Avenue
dile Price, Rev, James True- JUDGE-W. A. Medaris.






JUDGES - Arizona Carothers,
Jackson Gales, Eddie Bell











JUDGES-Mrs. Bernice V. Oli-







Lean Mt %ingot Chiral








I Cynthia Carter. Nina Joe
Daughlery, Erma Carroll.
WARD 274
WARD 364 WARD 451Carver School RIO Point Terrace Amato1391 Pennsylvania IRIgh Point Terrace a Philmont.22-DGEg.....Callie Terrell, Bea-'arDGES . Warren C. Anal.trice Thornton. Maggie, Bear- Jim Wilbanas.den, Sallie Cleaves.
snowden School
1870 N. Parkway




135 St. Albans Fairway
WARD 271 WARD 30!
WARD 17-1 rice Station No. 41 !Mlle Slower School 14 ARD 44.3
Ibis Park Comm. Office 914 Thomas ilina Jackson triall̂ waY (Itin House
1461 Court Rt. J1JuiES--Mattie Moore, veciorriqua - D. 1,4'. Goodrich. 5813 Walnut Grove




JUDGE-Ma. .1. Norms Wood.
',Imon, Sadie Redus, Alice E.WARD 454 Franklin, S. E. Howard, Mrs.Douglass High School Juanita Voss. Charlotte V0111.3200 Mt. Olive
JUDGES-Winnie GrifRe, SAM WARD 514
C. Bush. Theresa liar*, Eu-
























JUDGE-Mrs. J. H. Barnes.
WARD 00-1




Myrtle C. Hemphill, Ethel
Copeland, Bernice Sullen.













Chtilt• Wilson, Clara U.
Mrs. Eddie Davie,






Viola Hall, Louella Parker,
Virginia Glover, LaVetta






















Mt. Mortals k Park Avenue





























JUDGE-Mrs. C. T. Ellis.
WARD 69-2








































JUDGE-Mrs. F. IL Blue.
RALTIGR
4184 James Read
JUDGE-Mrs. H. N. Brown.
SCENT(' HILLS








JUDGE-Mrs. L W. Diggs.
FOREST HILL
Forest Hill School
JUDGE-Mrs. A A. Skinner.
GERMANTOWN
Fire Station









Dochary, Mary Ware, Bar-




































SHELBY COUNTY REPUBLICAN PRIMARY BOARD
W. L. ASTE, Chairman
MRS. GEORGE DORMAN, Member
ALEX W. DANN, JR., Member
WITH hi-SPURRIER, Member
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Mrs. H. F. Collt.
1 arry 3. Creams. Jr.
lobn H. Doyle





















1 rile 3 Colon
tenth (r...
Mrs. Mare Joh... Los
Inehanan Looney
Meredith N. I noney







Mee. Allee SI ..wren
3ri1trr P. Armoring. Jr.
'Maud C. Remory
etre Benner K. Frleirme
Dr. Cyrus A. Frick..
Mrs. Emanuel Klein
Chnrierme Scott Meader
I awrenee B, WeSooddre
Rim A. F. Rivkin






























sir.. Mary P. Jeff.frill
WARD WI
George W. Anon.






















































corHle, 11.";':47 71"1'1, .1
(Amin x. Fees
















Mr.. Heiner 0. 0.44






Robert t. Pewee. 30.

















Armour C. Bowen. Jr.





Mr.. 0. K. Fero
fr.litem One,.
Waller M. J. Float.
Fronk B. Gandy,. Sr.
.1-•. 1,-0 11. GmsdIr
Aeries W. Oralmo
Marra, W. Henelere.














































Sam F. Cole. Jr.
3 0 toes)..
Mary 0 Paid.,
Mrs (eon,. H. Root
Frankle 1 Mee




Mrs. Fris1 Moe Terror
...rierie M. Vault..




'I .r. Garnett 3r.dlor4
Cl?. Magnolia Howard







Mts. John K. Arendt
Mrs. Arra., I Ring






Ers. Vireine N. DOOMor W. Johnsonrs. Roe W. Jokes.
gh. M. Perry
Mrs. Jose T. Par,
- H. Perry; Jr.
Waller H. Puns
Mrs. Walter H. Pah





Mrs. Anne J. Card.*

















































oun. A. Portaged. IT,
osice C. Hari..
• Glorl• Mann. tn.
Grannie 1. Jean. M.
intr. L. Joe..awe L. Joninert HowarrIltd111111
Carmel T. RIM
. WARD 441








Forward W. Parish. Se.
I nab... 11 Prrkles
Gord. D Swans.
I mom P•rris Soothard
WARD 44.2
T IT




J. Lwow Crabs. Jr.





























  S. It....















ha\ e applied for
hire Densett J. MeCereack
Mons I). kiwasally
Jon R. Owes
Psi ttttt A Own
Mi.s S. kea Roan
William B. Radon.
Mrs. 31111ani R. :Lwow
Clmrles T. bony





Mr.. Leila M Ankles
















re. Heal, ET- sehrnaDelM
nb I . Durich_ehara
ra. Florence W,
dward N. Crerse g





Is H. Fiedler, •
otin N. Fiedler
Andrew 3. Hess





Mrs. J. Wafter Merianeff
Janu. F. McGehee
Igthlersne D. Merin.
Mr.. Doran W. McKellar
30bn R. Prow
sir. Ion It Perron
Amanda W. Ramsay
Mewart Pr. Str110
Dr. Chariot F &nth
Mader S. AMA.
Cloo V.300.000.





I.,- Ane J. Fora
John N Fn... Jr.
...am F. Harwood
Mr, Jeerer Z. 11....41 ille
Miss Kate IS, Reneged
WARD 4S-2
P. 1....... J.
Mrs. Rona Amia. Z
Wm" 24. S1.04.
WARD 45-4
Robert Mi.l enn Cren016 Ph




James E. Damen III
Jant if. Hamner .
Kinard, F. Rem.
Mr.. Kenneth I. KOMI.
Waltrir W. I aw
Monks F. Taw
Can. Clinton McKel.
MM. Constance X. Mckinfati
Elitabrih R. Nichols
Herein N Plunk
A. G. Seder Fin
erElenor W. er e
Ellen Shea hormone
Innen. K. numeral





Arnold ri. Mad. Jr.
Stor C. Os...
V•ughan 04.0..
Or. Horton G. Dan(
Mr.. Horton C. DisBard
McDsmaid X. Worm% Jr.
Orrin H. Johns..
Mrs. Clore.. E. Mane










I dward C. WInford
lers. Kate J. Belot•
WARD 46-1
Fred E. Castleman
hirs. Fred E. Gotham
WARD 47-3






















r1rm L. . Jean M. laraerwerlitabeth Coward
'nth? E. Revell








Isle.. Tyree G. Campbell
WARD 1.0.2
Marin Untiring.
hint D. lode,.,.', 
WARD 51.1
Manly 7. Pearls






































Dr. Aaron 14. I erk.vlis
Mrs. Lena 1.efkovIn




Mrs Jame, N. Thurstrie
Helen G. W.:
Jame. A. Wax





Rim htIldred L. 110.11
William I . Brom
lug CM.
NOTICE
(P014"/C.A.le MIMMediStest.ara... a a
Vs 1
the General Election





Mrs. Mor iril cead roman









Celia K. ean, Jr.
Mary G. ea.
Guy N. Cepneed








rs. Doris 0 Iftwdele
Woo. D. Itairdele
"vein W. Rhine.
Frederick Thomas Thar*. 1111Barbara Hen WtItori
Richard 0. Wine
WARY. MS















tea I., Jr.  Trig






re Adalbert itDierk 
• ry K Diver
R Donelsor. Ill
C Le ell






Jorl J. Hones. Jr.
Arthur Jone. H.W,11
11•01.4 It. Homer
Rand  C. Hurt"
insert 3 11It•nhard W. Homerohert 3. Flus.ey


















Miss Judith Ann Shook
Ltstle 01 Strome., Ill
Mrs. 1,11, M. Stratton, 111
Weddy West, Jr.
WARD sal
Mn. J. R. Cruet
J. R. Critter
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Mrs. Malt* Poop ne
resiethiblianc.,










P9T, Beliver. M *Jr.









1 rsel. I. Bearinin
Mrs. Paula M






























P.n.s C. 1,..- Cr=
Ilion.. C.
Wm. R. Metels
Mrs. Wm, B. McCaig
Mrs. Cheatqr P. Perry
Cleo Pendia
Joseph A. Pods

















Mrs T. Hallo Wilkie II. Asemore
II SRI) 61.1 ). Mai,
Margaret Morris Josephine F.
hInrahall Morris Jean Mcrarthr
Dane A Prophet. 3, H. A. Na...
1 arr.t I mrallt Studebaker 14  F Masao
Norma Jon, Sled Mura.beleed WARD /111
WARD 63-1 Mtn. Julia M. WM




















s. I o w IRrre. Sbleide
John r.

































Mrs. E. M. Guthrie









Tuner W. Grilde. Jr.
Jr*. 0. Smith









Mrs. Rebecca Si Gannon
Ann I). I ansden










Millard 1.. Clidhis ita

















inmost. In. issaind. hJak121. W. Wmor
Rm. W. E. CAVotaaLlose
Wlinc,Wa PL.%





























Snore, S. I owl...
Arr. .1,Anne I aded
1 leen I, Nlio
Inn. Jan Nn
WRVN. 1 1
Mrs. Widiant K. Ik11,..
I1r. W1111111111 K. Boras
1.  N. Feweell
hathi... I.. Fireaell






























Mrs. S. F. Xal*










dward P. 5. lb
nehrll M. Co
rs. Alfred C. Andros.
ma. Edward P. A. Ma*
AlviR Well
Mrs. Gonna% IL vm
Lila W. Fmk
liana R. York





















Hamner 1. tolling. Se.
Mrs. H. F. (lAbIal
John H Das,.











Thames (;. Lincoln. Jr.







Me'. May Janne 140
Meredith N. I one.
T. Duchnne Format






Mn,. All,., NI. Armormerg
Walter P. Arms/rm. Jr.
Man C. Beesley
Merrill P. Hudson
WI. Dr MOM' Klein
Lawrence B. MeSeadder
Pit,. A. E. Mehl,
WARD 174
Urban E. Hilgrr, Jr.






















Mes. Pearl M. Head




Ruth V. I ant








lames L. Hotter. Id
Betty Newberry Knoll








Mrs. Jerk NI, Cadre
Katherine al Coosa



















CM. N. Jam.. Jr.







Mr.. teed W. liorfaM


























Robert 1. I'... elf. Jr.
30.011 Mennorroi
Jobe S. Willirme. Jr.
Mrs. John S. William.
WARD 1.2
Smolettr 1Ki,


















Mt.. 0. K. Fare
Welt, M. J. Ernie
1 rank R. Gandy. Sr.
Mrs. Frank R. Gen*
Ar.p,nes W. Grabs,
1. rthe W. Hendrrne
rs. Neva S Hussey
4/1110:nt1i.N.,7n,
Edward J. Len.
Mrs. Fdward J. Lawler, Jr,
Fae s.ro thafieliften
dpis 2. Pears.






Ilirs. Jon,, W. Glen
(hark. le Ingle
V1111111.i IMO.rilll


























Mr; Yvon. T. Perkin.
Mary G. Phillips
Mrs. Gmire. H. Soot
Mn,. 1 rennin r. Star
Irani. J. Star
Mrs. trim-ire It. Wendarlfrill




Mrs. Frhei Mar Trolff
Iffnrlarie M. Vaughn
*NWT.  m. vaawne, Jo.
3RD 344














Mn.. Virile,. S. De•tes
Per W. Johnsen
MIL by W. Johan.
Mrs. Joan T. Perry
01ner W. Perry. Jr.
Want H. Path

























































James A. Harlend. .1e.
Gloria Mann Jon.,








E ward 11, sand,. Sr.
Bland. H. Perkins














Dr. Alphonse Meyer. 3W,
Fed Mont...eery
Ruth Y. Montgoreen




Mre. Ann... E. MeNair
51*e C. Pinto.


























Mr.. W. G•rner 49/11101A
Wes Jr. Ann Ron.
William R Radiate
Mr, WIIll.a. B. Renner
Chad.. T. Sea!





















linoawio 1. liatemalmb L. Borkingeser
James F.. Inner
Mrs. Ruth . F. Crimer
Edward H. Crump. It.






Dorothy Y. 1 infer
Charlie Grocran
Andrew J. Hay.





J. Walter M. SicTinineff











Timmone I. I readmit/
Frank .5. Wesson
R'AR 0 441
Mrs. Ann J. loot.
John N. lone. Jr.
James F. Harwood
Mrt, James E. Ilarnoci•
Mar hal. B. 11.rwood
Donald V. Will, or.
WARD 443
Robret W. Canfield. Zr.
Suellen f Canfield
Lamer Jacks
Mrs. Ruth Ann Keit
Jahn H. Morris. .1r,
Nancy et Stephens
Henry F. 7 ay1nr
Marro 13. T•vlor
WARD 454





Jame, F. Hamner. HT
Kenneth F. Kerne
















Mn.. Arnold G. Bleir
Arseitg c. Bled. Jr.
Dr. Horton Cl. Deanne
MnO. lin.. G. Dollard
McDonald K. Horne. Jr.
(Irene 11. Johnson
Mra..1.4, A. 0.0inach









Ft Kee J. Bare.J. Geery, Jr.ally Poye Overman
WARD 41-3
Prod T. Castle...
Ma. Ired r. Carlene*
WARD 4/4

































































Mrs. WM... S. ( aroenter
Dr. ...roil M. LefirovIts
Mrs. Lelia refkvite
Mrs. Jam. C. Pldarell
Grime IA. 70,0. Jr-
Mrs. Crank Smyth.

























Fells Howard Berl. Jr.
M.. G. Bran
Car N. Cneriarn






▪ Mary D. Moch•ell
Mr. Doris O. Ragsdale
William D. Rassdate
Irederick Thonms Thor., Is
WARD 16-2






Msg. A. M. Auatie. Jet.




















Olney I.. Kahn Jr.



















Miss Judith Ann Week
Liv.lie M. Shelton, 11T
Mrs. Leslie Stratton. hIS
WARD Sel




















































Isle.. William A. rilf0011
Lawrence A111.011 McCarter
WARP 40.3
eisTi eaarl. IlD Rr;in.td.'n







Ill,.. Cl.,,,., T. }hole
WARD 611
Plea.. A. Prophet. Jr.








no, F. M. Gughrue
leaner F. Hauser


















Mn,. Rehr NE Garrison
Ana D. Camden
Wm.H. Ross
Mrs. W. H. Rm.
'Tfarrell D. Simmne.
Mery Ramie Simms.*
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11/1VId RICbard Williams p
Gent* S. ( ruin
Walt S. Commons(
.1.. Sher.... Dni•
Wary In,, 0. Innis
Wm. al Derr II
Mrs. Ws. M. Dow rs
44,ro hod
Mn. Aubtet. toriermod







I rant,. C. Mendns,
Monger C. Ploaday
Wm. R. Mrtaa
Me. Wm. B. Mein
Mrs, Chrstrr P. Perry
Cele Fogies!
Jewroh A: Pod..






Mrs. Rerth• C. Lambe*
Far C. !mon.
Eni D. Som.rn































I .„ .I05111.1h ProyeIlc her









Orr .rtew nwitRh A,I11,..tr.1 me:Geer:41
Jack .1. Karol
Juiu,.. GneR,C m,,onierv nid.
Jame. 0. Moffett




• 11. T. Beldrldge
Dotted R. Gardner
Nut


































54.1. lobe hE Clone.*











Mrs. Linda M. Fineman
WHITEHAVEN4
Dr. William K. Rorer
Mr. William K. Bon*
Hear,. S. f
Kathleen I.. I emelt
(Nina W 1;111
Be, C. John .fln
1-11111114VEN-I
Tnerny I . I reels
Paula NI. lone.
Mrs. Margner C Mote.
Fur.hrth Skis, Mttched
Marlin A. Stn..
31111 1- 111AV END
























BIM 0, F. Kole
Sargent J. 1 asks










Eaword P. A. S.M._




bits. tiertude IL Wan 20
.16110it




Lary R. Cr..... Jr.




Mrs. (Prin. R Disk.
Stumm. H Mahe. Jr.
enry P. (are'
Mrs M114e.1 f Nettles
Demerol Smith
WARD 14-1
Mrt, Mintier K TrIcksoll
















Mrs, Addle G, Oemi
vokko n-1






Owe* VI C100 Fi
Albert R. P•trna.
WARD 11-6





Ftesek Kent Patterme. hR
WARD WI
Cherie. I Andrew.
Mn.. Floanits T. A111611•1111
Mrs. John h. Ayeeek




















J Lester Crain, Jr
Penn Fonsklin inhaler.
▪ D. Wilde






Rs,. Pref. k. Acition
Mro. Lella Met, Acid.
WAleD 45.1
71.,...,e iele W. COWS
AMm.. JeanW Mr°
WARD WS
























r•,Uent IL Vatter'r IC A. Guest.?
firenAht .Ajn7rayaiin
i.e. I. Means















































Mrs, 0.111,01y St ile.trnbed
Maphy F.. Honce.lord
Mop I McIntosh
Mrs. 7 knew • I' sdhrshit
flgrold I Siriniren





f= 3. 'eg...A..Fr„,... I.




.1.MA P,r I fon Finn
161,.11 GrIffilh. rinds









The following citizens and registered voters of Shelby
WARD 4
eentes L. lures
Mrs. James L Boren
Pl* 5Vtr




RIre Mary IL /rims.
Mrs. le• Ells Poo.
WARD 1.1































Ressil  HA. 1Role.
Peggy N. Rolfes









M011. Certnne B. Rieke
Norman H. Melt.















I aura L. Saunders











Retry Ca lind rush,
Ana T. Crowley







Mrs. C. 0. Warm..











Mole E. Townsend E. L. Mernere
WARD 174 Katherine D. Mercers
Dorothy L. Galen Mrs L. H. MrCarley
Virgini. Mgt. i.e.. W. McDonnell
Ella Dale Jeer Katherine 0. McDoonelt
Sue Toles Alice E. Seligman
WARD 17.3 S. J. Sellaman
Mash G. Boisor, H. F. Sinclair
William H. Fe's.. liutth Smith
lora Mil Fielder Mrs, Hugh Smith
Mrs. James E. Johns. Nancy Geil Smith
J. W. Joyner Lola T. Tally
Levi B. McCerty Nell, K. Tata.
Lied G. McCarty WARD 34
Rufus U. Patters. Con B. linthour
WARD 174 Henry M. Beats'
Rev. John V. Atk,namt Chauncey Rarhour
Rath H. Beau.. Bertha Forced
Earl H. Beck Mn. Davies P. Hart.
Zell. F. Beck James W. Helen.,
Cecelia Mary L. Holmes
Capt. Rickard V. Moore Joy S. Janes
Jerry F. 77.riar Vitaiala Nell Hods.
Mrs. C. W. Venter William C. McDaniel
WARD It C. Si. Mw
Witham M. O'Donnell Mre. C. D. Shy
WARD 19 bereft Al West
1.1111an P. Callahaa WARD 214
Mrs. J. W. Elms alyttle Crawford
Mrs, Elizabeth L. Moetgentell .1, B. Grover
Symms LeVelle Asia Gr...
James A. Matthews Larry Julian
Mona MatthewsWARD $
R. Elisabeth Mostgemenr Elizabeth 111. Beth.
Mrs. David 0. Patters, Ann M. Bold
Dr. naval 0. Patterson DT. T, 7d. Conedge
Mary P. Trammell Mrs. Thomas N. Copped..
WARD 241 Hortense P Craves
Tate C. Allen Mrs. Marl. Evans
Willis E. Ayrrs Fula C. Fanovertb
Loidse B. Clark Jane E. Gin..
James D. (AHEM Laois. F. Hank
Mrs. Gras W. Emir. Probe. Harr'.
Joseph B. Emir°. F. Jameson
Fanny L. Brockwell Irony,, A. Moore
L. M. BrockwrIl Willis. 3. Moore
Ferree Jr. Godbold Marie G. Phillips






r :I. .. . ,4 Write,t,.to
eeriest* Mr•semer
lillar. i 









1U:s. Erna. R. Jesbetalk
David W. Marks
F. D. Marks








Mn. Clots C. Hays
Mary bail..Xing




































I  m i Iv S. Britton
William J. Britton III
1 aura G. Cote
George K. Cornea
1 ore. D. Comes
Mamie Hardy
C. H. Hotline. Jr.
Mrs. C. H. Molt..,. IL
Peggy Jars. Jess
Mr.. Chester I/. Mersa.
James D. Robinette
him. James D. Robles.
Anne H. Stokes






















































Mrs, M•mle B Nets.,
Anototoer I. Snsolia
Pgarie William.










Mrs. George R. Mine
Margarel M. Goodies




















Mrs. F.. B. Pers.






















Fran K. Phillips. Jr.
lobs I. Re...Idr






Mrs. Carlton B. Cook
Marie Grego.
W. H. Hugo
Rondall A. P. Johns.
Mre. Raedrti A P. Johann
F.leanor J. Phillips
Prank Phal I as



































Mrs, Clarence T, try..




The following citizens and registered voters of Shelby
WAND 4 •
Is... L. Boren

































Mrs. 0. D. Bland
Mrs. So. W. Lustekill
Pnry N. Moires
Steward A. Rolfes
J. B. totier. Jr.
J. B. %soden
Henry F... Desaix. Jr.
Grace N. Willis
WARD 10.1




;eines H. Boyd. Jr.





Leads F. Muller, Jr.
Martha Mailer
J. D. Prep's-















T. Crawleyb ey.,11..1L=1. Jr.






















Mrs James I. Jehnsmii
J. A. Joyner























Flinch. lb I. Mnotieesterr
gps11 0. Rats..







J.M. B. Emir. Zr.
Mrs. 1,4 B. Emig.. Jr.



















Mrs, EMina R. Jeshelia





Mr.. Tn. C. Aker
Am. Childers




Mn. Oct M. Hawke,
Mary D. Klee
Mr*. G. A. Res.
Maker It, Teeter
WARD 254






















Harry F. Lackhart. Jr.
lee 'A. .Mosar
C. F. Rearm
Mrs. c. W. Welker
L. C. Walk,
WARD 21-1
Mrs. Ella T. Kline.
WARD 1114
Mrs. Minnie H. Barnett
Sensed V. Berrien
Feely S. Britt.
William J. Brileas 111




C. H. Menem. Jr.
Mrs. C. H. Hot... Jr.
Pmcgy J. Joss
Mrs. aMeter I. Masao
Janes D. Robins.
Mrs. Janes Si. Robbie',















Mrs. H. L. MeCater
Jaen W. McDowell, Jr.
Kethaii: 0. MeDomell
Alice 5, Sellaman




















Mrs. C. 1/ elty









Mrs. Mario. G. Eva.
Men Jane E. GIs..















Mrs, Maude E. Neb.






Gear, A. B'inMrs. George R. Pale
Margaret M. Gen.'s












Mrs. Corinne E. R..
WARD 33-1
laanse Blankinship















































Mrs. Dorothy M. Ale.
Ss. D. Blew
Mrs. Eve M.C. Bomar
H. U. Bomar
ethos Born.






Henry ( R siphon
W.Irer Neely. Jr.





























County, Tennessee, have ,applied for absentee ballots for the General Election to be held on the second day of August, 1962:
A/c John R. Jeff., Ill WARD +44
Robert If. Haley Mrs. Jim J. (kaki
ii P•nneil Mr.. Jarmo IL Seals
Lt Howard Dads Poen' I. and. man
WARD 311-3
Robbie D Cunningha
L 07.6 D. En.
WARD 314
!Mae J. Diem











Mrs Danele West Co














































• Anna Winston Thomas
Ruby T Turnbull
Mrs. Aim D. Turner
f F. 1171" 
Henry R. Turner Riddle Mrs. Awe C. Welsh
Jane ht. Riddle WARD 443
Bettie E. Seals Laura L. Cantrell
WARD 41.1 Mrs. Irma N Cross
Mn.. Mani. I. M•sk Thomas M. Cross
Mary L. Mask i.e.. Glover
Ruth Glover
WARD 424 Hart D. Grecs. Jr.
Fames. R. Cards J. Lorin King
Billy L. Crmth Leonard W. Pay.
Aenard Mem/neer Ruby. I. White
Lincoln Seals
WARD 43-1 WARD 45-1
Leroy A. Chaille, Jr. 1 an' W. Cruse
C. B. Crawford Capt. Jame, I. C.n
inshare
Margie P. Cr...ford Maria H. Garner
Wil lam 0. McBride Virginia ithrrell
Dix e M. Ray
Walter Rat 14hZ, 1., 1.__:?,""0,,
WARD 44.1 Shirley J. Mahon
Thorns 11, Graham Grate E. Prescott
Chides J. Haw.. M•rearet R Prescott
Clela B. Hawklos Eldua Roark
Gladys S. Lundquist Mrs Ertl. Roark
Robert C. 1....dquist Ethel E. Sled..
WARD 444 WARD 454
Gwendolyn H. Alexander F. IR Duke. Jr.
William V. Alexander Mn.. 5ntnels M. W. b.
taster B. Batted 1. W. - Even.
Sue M. Batten Insephine M. Hugh..
Clyde A, BIDS. Laura L Neill
Erwin H. Burrow Mr.. Jesse W. Vaughn
William B. Burrow DwMht Willlems
Daniel D. Canale Dwight Willie
s, Jr.
Martha E. C•nale WARD 44-1
Margaret P. Douala. Eugenia J. Rartlett
William C. Douglas Robert V. Bartlett
John E. Farrar Pa.. Coe
Martha R. Folk Arthur S Commons
Mary T. Griffith Si. Moselle Common.
Lola W Jameson William A. Glover
W. F. Jameson Mra. M K. Horne. Jr.
Rolsert C. Love M. L. Leftwich
Battle Mrtone Wilms P. Leftwich
Rue I Moore. Jr. Ann Scott Loasheed
Keith D. McGehee William 1
B. B. °meat Lida M.
1,0,11att..ersoe
Adele H POrte Clifton W. Woolley. MD
Gladys Onnent Mary S. Woolf.
Carroll J. Russell WARD 44-2
Mary Louise Saxon Vire.. Colbst
Grave Solomon Paul C. Colbert
Robert I.. Taylor William I. Manlier
Mrs. Robert L. Earle. Anne R. Walker
Cornelia Trice Donald D. Wrtker
Hush J. Trusty WARD 414
Sadie R. Trudy Mrs. J. C Moron....,
William C. Tyler, Jr. J. C. Maimann
Harry G. ISIS WARD 47-2
Sara 1. Webb Paid H. Stan,.
Ernest P. Well WARD 47.1
Mre. Ernest P. Well Hershel R. Beebe, Sr.
Erie W. Wolff Ruth Clement
Edward J. Woratrect Sam J. G01t0,11
WARD 444 Vila B. Galluso
Robert C. Budd... -hr. Glenda F. aleNiell
Mts. 0. B. Crofford James F. WNW!
Howard M. Faurstel• LaVerne McNiell
Mrs. Anti S. Graham Hoke Pentecost
William F.. Holt Aaran M. Walker
MT. William F. Holt Rub. H. Walker
Blandm C. Joyner WARD 441
Carroll L Joachim! William J. Roberts
Janice L. Joachim. WARD 49.2
Louise Kelly J.chind Edna R. Casa.
Ensue JoYner. Jr. Frank Kraus
Emmet E. Joyner Maritaret S. Krouse
Meg J. H_Kens, J. N. Psis.
Costa S. Ries Odessa G. nosier
Mrs. Jean L. Leal Freda IN. Roswell
Herbert R. Lent James H. Wilkinson
Elwin M. Marks WARD 504
Mrs. Edwin Markle William Holman
Fred C. Miller WARD 51-1
Helen E. Miller Jake Simon
El... B. McBride Eugene M. Grreanti
Ra.dolph N. McCler. WI WARD 31-2
Martha C. Molloy Jury M. Bry.n
Alice ISt.e Sanders. Patricia S. Ars-son
Leonard Sanderson James 0. Mardis. Jr.
lamed F. Smith. Jr. John S. Motley
Herbert D. Sullivan Meyer P.Itt
Mary D. Sullivan WARD 324
Dorothy It. Thomas Franklin Cass.
Barbara Themes. Mra, Franklin Cassee
WARD 44-4 Joe B. Kb.
R. E. Caradine Mrs. he B. Bing
Mal. Marcel L. Conrad, Jr. F. T. P. Pandolf
Martha J. Howell Sue E. Panda'?
William O'Neal Howell WARD 32-2
Mrs, Jeanne Malkin Ruby M. Bobo
Mn,, John E. Murtiodt Walter Sidney Bobo, Jr.
John F.. Murdock William B. Chandler, St.
Arthur .f. McArthur Velma B. Chandler
Clarence J. McMillne, Jr. Mrs. Arthur A. Cox
Didti V. McMillan Effie E. Stepp
M. Diane Stevens WARD 53-3
Edward T. Talbot Annie M. Iminel
L. L. Talbot Billy M. McCarnmon
Lester C. Talbot Sylvia D. McContmon
Sits. IL It. Theurer Clay I. Sanders
Robert H. Theurer • WARD 33-1
F.dna Weller, Jimmy T. Farris
He.rs, R. Wearier, Jr. Norma S. Ferri.
Gloria Mann
ii.gL S:17,7,





































Mrs. Clapilm J. Creek






















Mary Jane P. Sleds*








Alan C. (irslser John N. I usk
Eleanor D. Niamey ;Min /.. Perry
James C. Ingrate. Jr.
M.. James C. humane. Jr. Lfir.,7 Nary
Eleanor W. Kyle chard. R. Spindler
J. Warren Kyle, MD Grace I. InIneller
WARD Si PREC. 4
Price








M.. Sydney J. Butler
Peol F. Craig




Mn.. W. F Here'


































Jaime L. Herbert. Jr.
WARD 60 PREC. 2
Mrs. M. E. W. Collier
Alfred L. MeFarieed
Kenneth II. Binds,
mswFar tr,iLli ;ma .1..xr.r...Carip.,:rpeicttri.r
Bryce E. Swayer
Mrs. Roby D. Bridget
Arthur W Arne
Rath Cook Bryan
Amelia D. Koval.] WARD 634
Kenneth A. Hulked Floyd IV, Dee!
Lois B. Bulk., Margaret P. &eel
J. R. Lanalet. William R. Light
Frank L. Means Annile mom
Mrs. Frank L. Meant Robert C. Mares
Gusde W. Meister Louise .1. MIlmm
Florence 0. Nichols ' Oster Fl. Warn
Virgil E. Nichols Eugene C. Mintz
Edward K. Nixon Be; D. Sewall
Gladys 0. Nixon WARD 44
Igslic R. MM., Virginia M. Allen
William S. OM., Wayne A_ Allen
Dr. G. Gorden Robert's* Eugene F. Bess..
Margaret Robertson Agnes H. Royer
John II. Tole Paul E. Boyer
Helen Whoa Jerry L. Borns
WARD 544 Mrs. Jerry L BUMS
Jetta M. Armstroeg R09 T. Glenne
Alice 34. CarlIrle llormie E. Fart.lit
Gloria J. Cergual Jess D. Ewing
Emil A. Cernnul Man/ V. Fent.














Alvin J. Sill. Jr.
F. W. Morrison
Thomas L. Ledger
Mrs. Ferrer/ W. Mord..
James W. Phelan
Mrs Jame. W. Phel.e
Rat. B. Pidgeon
Carlton F. Power
Mrs, Cara= E. Power
Thomas. Samuels
Mn,. Thomas F... Samuel.
Mrs. Jake Simon




Sidney A. Stewart, Jr.
John M Tully
34  II Wilma
Rollin V  Wilson
WARD 53- 2
Charles L. Aar.
James D. Atkinson III
Eugene Bernstein
Mi.. R. Bernstein
B. Snowden Boyle. Jr.




Mr, I. C. howls
Mrs. Milton M. Embry
Wm. P. Frith.
Marcus B. Foils

















WIMain F Murrah, 31.
tattle L. Oswalt
H. 0. Person
Mrs. H. 0. Pers.
Fern. C. Priddy. Jr.
Evelyn M. Ricona
ett s V. . If.
Charles G. Robins. WARD OR PREC. 4
Dr. Henry G. Roener. Sr. C. W. Westbrooka
Mrs. Henry GRode.,.. Rt, St. WARD 6I PREC. 1
F
.






John G Stevan Otis Bro.
James E. Than., Jr. 
w
M'ARD 62
WARD 511 Lueola Baker
al rrrrr et T. &Maine Ithmisel G, Bmdfend
Dorothy B. Buhler Mnriorie F. Bradford
Jean B. Dobler
Ms.? E. Ferguson
Charie-s E. Pest, Jr. FO.ltlel D. Phonr
Mrs. Cbarler Edward EgIlt. Jr. MInnie L, Pharr
Wal . 1 Angsers F. Farr. Jr. Midh.eI Solonut el. D. Selo.
Ray 0. Goad WARD TO PREC. I
Edward D. Hifi Charlene Cates
Jay Scott Jeans Marian R. CM"
Jean L Ism. Clan R. Crete
L.34.11 Wilson Jane. Patricia T. Crum
Dr. Sidney D. JOUR, Jr. Curt H. Malerhoefor
T. Ruth S. Melodic...ter
Mrs. J. T. Mann
W. R. Mitch.. 




John E. ehat'Seock. Jr.
Mrs. John E Murdock
Kathryn Maya.
leap. 111 McC Itsabes

















James M. Nrwma.. Jr.
Jmues E. Raines











WARD M PREC. 1
James E. Creed
James E. Dickenson













wAiin ir PREC. 1
Minaret E. Dude.,
Robert F. GI's 
Mre, Robert F. Glisson
Verne. h. Hall
Evelyn Kaye Hord
Urtstresee T. Hord. Jr.
Daisy D. McRae
Ramp. H. MeRae
























WARD 61 PREC. I
Mre, Beanie R. Barger
lent A. B 
i.e Parsing









































• WARD 7O PREC.
Juanita Se Bore
Nets.. R. Roar






County, Tennessee, have applied for absentee ballots for the Democratic Primary to be held
C. C. Caelt, 5r. Mrs. Johnny B. sr.der
liTit Cv.- rinare7 
Vardaman C. Seale.
WARD 454
It Pannell Ilea C. Adam.
Howard D. Sewell Mrs. Ben C, Adm.
WARD 314 Vance J. Alexander
Mr". Robbie Ciuminakare Arra. Vase J. Alexander
WARD 314 Mrs. Blanche W. Camels
Edwin J. Digits Mrs. Giles A. Coats
Allies M. Crawford
lerl:thel. 3.15'1Z; le %Ur. T. Dowels=
WARD 444 Gwyone R. Down
Charles V. McGee H. B. Elia. 
.
Rose B. Steele Mrs. Harry Ellend
Cookie Monate J. T. lost.
Mrs. Freddie' L. Wesley Donald Henning
Robert L. Sealer Fred C. Heppe!
WARD 404 Mrs. Fred C Helmet
Neale H. Adldns Leon G. Joie,
William H. Bares. Capt. Leonard Kirby
Katherine M. Fredericks Evelyn R. Kransniclr
Job. HettInger Mrs. X. N. Lloyd, Jr.
Dan Kitchens Leh. T. Massey, Sr.
Maz E. Massentill Chatiotte C. Miller
Jewel A. Mcleod Lorick P. Mlles, Jr.
Mark A. McLeod Virginia P. Miles
Isa Newman 'Robert G. :Morrow
Mr.. Isa NI.111211 Beverly S. Pettey
Jacob Scheinbert John li. Pettey
Mn. Janb Scheinberg Evelyn S. Rembant
Georte W. Wood Simuel S. Rembert. Jr.
Na.. A. Wood Nancy P. Snares'
WARD 414 Ann Winston Thomas
Mn,, Psi N. Derias Ruby T. Turnbull
Larry E. Mire'. Hot. B. Turner
F. Ray Riddle, Jr. Anne C. Welsh
WARD 41-3 WARD 41-2
D. H. Heiler Mrs. Irma N. Cr..
Mrs. Hazel !feeler Thomas M. Curs
WARD 442 lath Glover
'Eugene R. Carden Jame. Glover
Billy L. Cnoch Had D. Green. Jr.
Arm. Messinger J. Louis King
Mrs. Flores. meselageg Leonard A. Paye•
Fred W. Raines Rubes L. White
Elnora R. Seals WARD 43-3
Lincoln Seals Leona I.. C.trell
WARD 434 SWF W. Cruse
1.eroy A. Chaille Mrs. Marla H. Garner
C E. Crawford Wirth. Harrell
Mrs. Maggie P. Cramped Albert M. Johnson
Mrs. Myrtle Hawks Joseph T. Makoo
fathey et from. Jr. Shirley T. Sho...
Dixie M. Ray Gm.. E. Prentat
Walter lair Margaret R. Prescott
WARD 44-1 Eldon Roark
Thanes B. Graham Mrs, Lidou, Roark
Gladys S. Lundquist Ethel L. Stele
WAPD 44.2 WAD la-A
Mrs. Owendfdpe If. Ateirsodey Fraeds M. Duke, Jr.
Witham V. Mes.nder, Jr. Mrs. Francis M. Duke, Jr
.
Clyde A. Billing,
Erwin H. Burrow J.sepirthe M. Huglirs
Witham B. Burrow Mn. Jess W. Vas..
Duller D. Canal. Laura I.. Nell
Martha E. Canale Dwight William,
John E. Farrar Dwight William, Jr.
Martha 111 Folk WARD 444
Lola W. James°. Lowrie J. Bartlett
W. F. Jamesoa R. W. Rartlett
Itattlia Malone Pam Co.
S. B. Osman Arthur S, Commons
Gladys Chanent M. Maze. Commons
Adele H. Pope William A. Glov.
Correll J. Russell Elizabeth C. H.ne
Mrs. Mary I.. Saxa., M. L Leftwich
Mn. Grace Salerno. Wilma P. Lerwick
Robert L. Tarts Ann Scott LMn. Robert L. Taylor Peyton C. 4reIrriatif
Carmel. Trier William R. Palters.
Hoe. J. Trushr Mrs: Uda N. Pena
Mra. Sadie R. Erste, Cliftoe W. Woolley
W. C. Tyler. Jr. Mary S. Woolley
Henry G Webb WARD 04
Sara I. Web% Virefela Colbert
Ernest P. Well Paul G. Calbert
Mrs. Erse*/ P. Well Annetta R. David..
Fri. M. Wolfe I.
11* HIn1 5rMEdward J. Werstreck D 4 
WARD 44.3 J. C. Marra..
linward 111, Feuerstrio Mrs, J. C. Marrows
Mrs A. S. Grabam WARD 474
William F. Holt Paul H. Stanley
Mrs William E. Holt WARD 47-3
Carroll 4.. Jeschirni Hershel R. Flethe.
Janice L. Joarbinn Ruth Clem..
Laois K. .1..10.11 San. J. Gams.
Plane. C. Joyner Vita R. Gait..
Emmet E. Joyner Glenda F. lecNiell
Emmet Joyner. Jr. James F. Metrten
Mn,, .1, N. Kelly Laver. Mes....1
Mr.. Jerre L. Levy Hoke Pentecost
c,..l. S. King Aar. M. Walk..
Herbert It. levy Rub. H. Wsikeir
Flirts M. Mnrim WARD 41
Mn,. E1110/1111 1/11..k. Moos T. Laws,,
Md. 5- Miller Mn.. Isabelle /I Law..
Fred C. Miller WARD 4141
Mrs, Job, S. Mellride William 1. Rohe..
Martba C. Medloy J. H. WHIM..
14 erine WARD 49-1
AtItl°1e0. 
M 
Siintlerims Frank J. Knew
Loom Soodst.441 Minaret S limos
Samuel F. Smith, 3r J. H. Parley
Mary D. Sunlamp Mrs. Odom. G, Porter
rsM. Dorothy R. Thew..DWAR PI
WARD me VIM.. Antrnan
Robert le, Yarattin• WARD 1114
We.. leheil Howell Lefler I 11,0100
Mrs, Intone Make WARD 51.1
Jobs E. Monis. Fos.. M I,m.epti
Mrs. Nem 1. Murder. 15511 0.2
Arther J. McArthur Jew. 0 Marne. Jr.
oars. J, Me-Math.. Sr. John .1 Moon
Daro. V. MeMMan Mrs.. PAM"
Feerard L. Talbot Mr., Thelma R. Taylor
Loiter C. Tall. WARD lel
I. L Lehr. F. T, P•ndelli
Mrs. Edo. Wearier Bee F.. Damian
Hoerr 11 Wender WARD 31.1
wslin a-5 Wm. Rae Riad
Jim J. testes nate M. Bob.





























Mrs. W. B. Mayo
- Gertrude E. Pencil.
Evelyn he Robinson
SPX.. K. Robinson













Mrs. Land F. Gearhart
Lerter R. Gear's.'
James C. %grans. Jr. 
.me. eMrs. J C. lirr Jr.ani. 
Thomas L. 1.edger
Forrest W. Morrison
Mn. Forrest W. Mamie.
James W. Pinion
Rath B. Pidgeon
Mrs.. Cattle. H. Pewer
Thome, E. Sammie
Mn,. Thames E. Smut'.
Jake Simon
Ma.. Jake Simon
Mrs, Joan M. Smith
Jesse. W. Manley
Samuel Stanley
  D. Stewart





James D. Atkin... HI
1F.ugeoo Berastein
Mn,. Erse. R. Berne..
B. Srassrdea Ans., Jr.
Helen C. Clawson
Dr. M. C. Comsat.
Van. C.sur
Mary V. Couel.











Wen. D. Jendena, Zr.
Alfred P Kraus
I nerehre Si. Krems
William' F. Marren. lr.
ljutle I.,. Oman
Forest C, Priddy, Jr,
Esehre M. RIC0.442
I .is E. Riess
( hartr. G. RoNsno
Henry G. Radnor. Sr
Mre N. G. Rodeos Sr.
FY•fOreg G 110,111
John 0. WIMall
James P. Thom.. Jr.
WARD 764
Mr.. Dorothy P. Buhler
Jean P. Buhl.
F.111if S. Carpenter. Jr.
Cer =1 s.
J. R. Inner,




Geori, e G. Roberts.
Mrs. 0. Gorda. Robertem
John H. Tale
""." W"V"ARD 164
see. /odder M. Armor..
mn. All. VI Carl...
yea A ...in.,.
G4orla I
Mrs Willi• It intro









Wayne D. Robertelle •
Alvin J. Sill.





Mrs. Charles J. crawl
Rebecca R. Fones
























I andon V. Butler
Sydney J. Butler
Paul F. Craig
Mrs. Paul F. Call
H. Webber Hall
Thelma L. Hall
Mrs. W. F. H.re













Joe A. Thom•sWARD 59-1





















T. 1. Plea-manWAR!) 65-2
Janes L. Ilve,zrort.mtr1.



































Men Jerry I. Berm
R•Y T. tole...
Joe. D. Ewing






1 smell E. Premium
Mary F. rrroroGoso
H.rry or, Gib., .Ir
T. Men.




















J.nea ht. umD. IA.
Janus E.
WARD 452
































MM. Walter J. Hall
Weber' F. Canon
Mrs. Robert F. GlEmos

















3711‘ C 9.". !'iFBlob,.















































Mrs. Kroost C.. McCall





















Gsrme F. Me riot
Elizabeth C Wawa
BART. I

















Bruce If. Pearmo, Jr.
CAPL. 2









Rel. G. Hall. Jr.
Mrs. FM,* Lewis McRae
Enterer VInrinla Piper





M., Helen P. Cionairrah•M
FOR HILL 2
John P. Freeman Jr.






E. F. King. Jr.
Jane Si. Lewitt


















Ulls A. P. Moore
LUCY 1






Err! H. Harnotoe, Jr.
Martha Hamra,.






























Morley W. Ins... Jr.
lttra D. logram
Mrs. Betty A. lord's
froak 111. Jordon
lanes P. Lunch






Million 0, Lackey, Jr.






































William R. C. Jose.





























Frances L. Van Z.dt









Carl J. Hesse. Jr.
Lois F. Huse
James W. Lewis






























Mn,. J. E. Hutch..
Grover G. Jernigan
Charlotte M. Maloney
Jar., R. Maloney. Jr.
Joe IC Nelson

















I rancls F. Garner
Mary B. Globbacb
Gen. R. Glen..





















































Brace H. Person, Jr.
1
Mrs. Helea PELLEN.. Curinthehate
. tair 1
Meg Jamle S. Chase
Dorothy Sue Moore












































(lame, E. Bowe. Jr,








Mn.. Frank C. McRare
Fr,...' Vlrela.Ia PM.










( neon R. Klee








Mr,. Ma.. G. Jens
Join.. II, McDonald










































William R. C. Jone,








































































Mn.. Mery R. Reath*


























bATU1WAY, AUGUST 4, 1962 DEFENDER Pap
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SUPPLEMENTAL
LIST
The following citizens and registered voters of Shelby County, Tennessee, have applied
(Coalman! Dorn orecadlag Prige
WARD 74




























1 David W. Marks


























Mn. Wei. H lark
Melee B. Wade Jr.
Au P. Wyckoff
WARD 11.1



























I love II Ernie
WARD 414
10,1,101. 71 Hertiterr
WARD 41-1 Freda M. Rome'




W.011D 4$1 RD /161Maws D. **Ind. Mr.. /es 
WA P








Mn. Mary P. Griffith
Robert C, 1000




Robert C Surteight Jr.
Hebert D. Se ranI






Mrs. M. D Tern.
WARD 461
Mn. Idea R. Cheessilt
141451147,..
WARD 514
Mrs. Arthur A. cu.
WARD 334
`seam C. Downer,






Mrs James W. Pbeisa
l•rlion H. Power
tt'Alt 11-2
Al... MIII.. s1 Embry
Robert E. Gammas




Mrs Harry 0. Ppm.
H. V. Periwig
irouutru agerangeallims. trum01.4a 1.11,10kra0116611.1 ar,oataboa ••••••••••••••aui areaway Arsk•-•uwilmall
NOTICE














































Alr, L.4611 W. Ameg
side. D. Inn..
b.b.r. I. lambert




/01. F Smitherick RANTL11 1Presley 41..ck0ri 
Aritrkei tEleelalP
Pad N. Fddlemme Jr. Mn.. Loa. G. Ow
44%0.116 - 11""'
I OW DWI AtIMAINIMMei
SUPPLEMENTAL
LIST





WAkre W. Tayril 444
WARD 444



























Mr.. 3. R. Lammas,















raw.* I. V.. LeiMit











Jr.. 11 Ne sea
Mrs Jame.% 11 NrrIama























Mr.. B. A. Armstrong
James D. All.. III
/refaces E. Jone.
Miss Barrie LaCY





















































Mrs, Wm. FL I aldwell
WARD 7-2










Dr J. Palm, Mosil
































Mr.. 36110 S. Corte.
WARD 114










Mrs, Ora N. Hawks
Alma L. Wilson













Louisa C X 
WARD M41
Pa. A. Maddox
%to BT. 41 cern





































ADDITIONAL SUPPLEMENTAL LIST OF REQUEST FOR ABSENTEE BALLOTS
NOTICE
voters of Shelby County, Tennessee, have applied for absentee ballots for
•WARD 274
  M. Cl.rk
Lou All., Clark
SIrs. Jo Cunningharal
Jose** S. Moody Jr,
Maude Palmer Sloss
hlien• Palmer Sloss

















Ch.e. A. Baker Jr.



























William I . Lewis
Mts. William C. Leerie
WARD 31.3
  J. Ausiin
(16s. C L. DertAtard
WARD 31.4
Mn.. Vivian H. Campbell
W Campbell .























































































William R Jernman. MD
WARD 47-3
Robert I. Talley





Elio I re Rivers

















































Dr, Ecsnis 4. Lainona
R, J. Goear
Mrs. trawk A. Lath...
Joseph .Warwoft











Mn. WIclurd H. Allen









Mrs. Wolter H. Gay
Marion 1 McLeod
.7.18 I McLeod
Jan 14 kicker •






rrrrr t C. Orman
218.1 *Newel
Joseph C. OrMan. MD















Mts. Gods Ihotroon Tedst
Mrs. Ali.. Woneerlich Jr.
kielli:ejelfeLr 31.
•4arab M. CaricrWise S. lock, It.
AMY Y. Iiklowills
NOTICE









William R. Pace Jr.
Rebel Berbis
Ira D. WittleRvp 1"
WARD 114
lane 0. Booby 
1=:.:7
•T
N 71 CA.r . 
J. C. Davis
Janice L. lestlfeed







George C. Crow Jr.
VG B. Talba
WARD 5/-7


















































Mrs. lb M. Scarbrough
1. N. Se...Mouse
Jose. E. Woo
Jahn W. Werth* Jr.
( hr. Plpikles
Mrs. C, M. Phrase





Arth. C. Wood. Jr.






















Mrs. Frank C. Hereleall
William I,. Hirers





Lesko I. Mighty Jr.
WHITF.HAVEN II




Mrs. G. G Rows.
Gertrude r. Deena
Georg* P. Destes






































t'ecil K. Maral:le Sr.
William J. Wheel
G. C, Wilke









Mrs. Hubert A. Norris
MORNING MJN
A. P. I etlef
Mrs, W. I. ?I liC
WARD 6161
'Floyd 11.11inian





















Aws J. Hefferessa. 24.
























Mr. Heirs R Hato..,
Malen M. Love





Sam J. Caruso J/e.
WARD 0.1
4t11.714(...





RM. Tvelys F. Nelsons
WARD II
Mrs. II A. Armoire's



























































Mrs W. 3 CurinInsharn



















Charles A. Bator. Jr.
Mrs. Irello P. Greens/
























Mt1 Null,., C. Tewle































7 racy W. 54 Aler
WARD 43-3
I Inlet' C. Holmes
..1°,11r: 1‘1"17




























Mrs. Pawl. H. Bozeman
John r Brown
Mrs John r Brows
Fowler C COOMT
Mrs. Fowler Cooper
Ilientes c Foramen*. Jr.
Thema% C. I arnswerth









5. C. Shinn. .1r.
WARD 453
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:5A1'URDAY, AUGUST 4, 1962
•
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
- INSTANT CREDIT -
YOU CALL NOW • • • • • • • • • . • • • .WE BILL YOU LATER• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • •JAckson 6-8397
To buy, or sell - A house, an automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. Or to rent a room
 or an apartment.
YOU HAVE THE GOODS• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . •
WE HAVE THE RESULTS
PROMINENT MEMPHIS
Physician Favors Farris.
Dr. Stanley G. W. Ish, Jr.
says. "William Farris has
been an outstanding city
commissioner, he has won
the respect of his fellow
Memphians because of his
ERNEST J. MOORE
ability and integrity. This
in the typo of man I can
believe in and this is the
type of man the state of
Tennessee needs. I am cast-









MADISON, Wis. — Coach
Jake Gaither, head coach of the
Florida A&M University Rat-
tlers, is serving as a clinician
for the Wisconsin High School
Coaches Association here be-
ginn)ng Monday, July 30. He
Is scheduled to lecture on the
FAMU Split Line T, and will
give three other lectures on
the FAMU system while in
Madison.
being reassigned to new bases
to attend technical training
courses following completion
of United States Air Force bas-
ic military training here.
Airman Basic Morris Hop-
son, son of Mrs. Eva Hopson of
1730 Warford at., Memphis,
will attend the personnel spe-
cialist course at Greenville
AFB, Miss. He is a 1962 gradu-
ate of Manassas High school.
Airman Basic Ernest J
Moore, son of Mrs. Esther P
Fisher of 1211 E. Trigg, Mem-
phis, is being reassigned to
the aircraft maintenance ape- 3 Room Arr. Eon RENT
runt 1434 Englewood.
cialist course at Amarillo AFB, WH 6-9591




The Rosie of Sarah Club will be
having a meeting every first and
third Sonde" at 5 p.m. MI V p.m.
The Prealdint is ukinc all mem-
















WOMAN DESIRES DAY WORK
TWO DAYS A WEEK. VERY EXP.
WH 8-3960 Thurs. * Sat.
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID.
Housework or day work Call
GL 8-4232
NEGRO WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS
housemaid or hotel work. 5 days
• aeek Call BR 4-8628.
VP
Woman VARIED EXP. DESIRES
Job as baby enter, cafe, maid or
day work. Call 272-2347.
roe LEASE OR SALE
6708 MEMPHIS-ARLINGTON RD
7 Ran. House on 5 acres - Modern
$75 Per month Bus FA 4-2061 Home
FA 3-5175
MOVING
Pie-up Payment on French Pronto-
clot B. R. Suit it white) (1 cherry)
pc Lining R. Suit - 5 pc. Cherry
D. R. Suit - French Pipet oriel
Stereo - Hot Point Air Conditioner
13ee from 6 P M. to 10 P.M.
101 gnat Sege
MAROON • WHITE 1958 CROWN
Imperial Air-Conel, White Wall Tirea
Call Bob Lance EL 8-2678
COMPETENT, EFFICENT TYPIST DE-
Urea work at home. Mr. Lord),
Batley IA 5-4091.
rip!' 8,4 1 s 1.101-1ERHFS011, personal. Dupuis's.
 Beauttfin Walnut finished. Spinet Thiry come In 
three color.. I maim
tyre Piano 81.73 for 250 
2 color $2 00 far 350
944 No. Idlewild. I color $225 for 250. There are 
15
 styles. The envelope. are the same
HELP WANTED 
price. Fiee samples and information
Send Sc (n• h•nriline and mailing
Rodger U. Harrison, 10306 LIM. El
Paso. Texas.15 GOOD WORKERS
Full or part time In Memphis. Senn
tnartl with name, add, ems. ono
telephone to Dept. 1.); 147 8. 811.1
ford Drive;




tot IS • 48. Husk School Education
Men eith sales experlenc• prelerre.
Mum oe neat In appearance. Car i•
Nemissary. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write in P.O. Box 311 — Olving
Details .. • •
NEV/LY-DECOSATED APARTMENTS.
Klondike area. Couple with one Or
two children. Neer hug and school
Apply 796 N. Claybrook.
• 
CICERO FALLS
Heating Service - Water Heaters.
Wail Hester - Repaired and installed.
Residential Piping. All Work Quinn
teed. Licensed - 1623 So. Third St.,
Phone WH 6-0044
LADY WITH TWO YEARS BUS.
oducatfon desires lob as desk
clerk receptionlat, light bookkeep-
ing. Call WH 8-3960.
FRIOIDARE. RANGE. REAL
Barge's. 3 new uphol. 3 pc. Ile. rm.
sets Mtn each 3 pc. new teak walnut
snit* with inner allying matt. A box
spring Inc. $149.96. Solid niahogooy
31-Inch RCA console TV. Sew pie.
tube gnat. 1 year 6149.96. 7 pc. Ile.
rm. group 11141.911 used. Reg. 690.95






Experienced College Grad. De-
sires clerk typist or P.B.X.
Position WH2-3017
French Provincial
7 pc. Bedroom Suite, Stove
and Refrigerator. Take up




Must sell 9 pc. Living Room
WATER






4 to 630 A:M:
GOLDEN GIRL
11UNKY DORY
6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
CANE COLE






You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defen.ier
Call or Come In Today.
1:1-ty! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
















City e  State  Zone —
Telephone number 
Start selling today—in your community,








wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis matket.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
Ti' BARGAIN
Flee Repoli  Console TV's. Take
up Notes. JNP Fputniturts Oo
P• 1.131111
FOR SALE
  Sines 111 As 20, Shoes - Size
IN.. Priced eery cheat/.
lige No. IdlewIld.
BARBEELAKE FISHINO ALL DAY
50 cents. — Horne beck riding $1. 00
hr. 50 cents Y. hr. — 511.18 Horn
Lake Rd. - IEX 8-1068.
1606 MERCURY
Four-door. Pow,: Equipment; take
op notes. Phone 6824134 - After 4-30
PM.
3 Rooms -sod Bath. WaVar pd. Um
water. Rear.
JOG loath JA 6-6045
3 Rooms and Bath - Water pd. Oas
Heat. IA 6-8046.
SAVE — Buy Thousands of Dines
at wholesale. Send $1.00 (ref mutable
for large illustrated Gaining. A imam
Of California, P O. Sox IUD, Molly
wood, California.
TYPISTS) HOM E WORE ERB I MAKE






1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
—.—
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage ptogieqqion and merit increases
—.-
1h Hew Tri-State Defender




IOU KNOW SHE IS No
A GYPSY
'I his is her new office at the Missis
sippi Stale Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in bad health: Are you discouragee*
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. tier home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. lie sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State line and walk 2 blocks and see
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
234 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET - JAckson 6.2523
YMCA
MS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormitory Isomer - CI.en. Comfortable, Modern Furniture.
Prisrst• Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . . .
Wasik? Rem: $5 - 410
2. Modern Swimming Reel 9 5  Round Swimming: 
76.30 ft
Ovieq - Swimming - Wading Sections Underwater Lighting -
11eautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Reguletier Gym Equipped with Strog•r Spectefon Section with
1200 seating capacity — For leagues, Tournaments. Competetive
Matches. awes Illostog Community Program.
4. 7-1.•rge Club Rooms. Club Meetings Classes Forums
Conferences Nes - Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 — 10 —$25
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
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